
So have no idea when it went up but know

they have major campaign on their website

Right This is off the CDC website

Yeah No can see that

last nght And tell me if everything on

there look ooks accurate

Okay

Does that lock Gccurdte

Its an ts actudlly preventIng human

10 error Its little other words one cou look at

11 this and say that was incorrect when said on the same

12 patient you could reuse that needle and syringe on that

13 with that medication vial fcr exriple as lonc as you threw

14 it out

15 Okay

16 Okay That not wiat this says This says you

17 shouldrYt do that

18 Okay wasnt

19 No no no know oidnt mean

20 Okay

21 didnt mean anything by that And all Im

22 saying is what theyre trying to do is reduce the opportunity

23 for anyone to to reducing te opportunity for human

24 error by making it just one polcy and thats it

25 Okay The
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MR WRIGHT Im going to move its admission

MR STAUDAHER No objection

THE COURT All right What number is that or

letter and number

MR WRIGHT What exhibit

THE WITNESS or Si

THE COURT Si That would be rght

Defendants Exhibit admitted

BY MR WRIGHT

10 The part that throws me is the single dose

11 this differentiation between multi and sinole okay Arid as

12 read this this is patient safety threat syringe reuse Arid

13 it says single use vial is bottle of lguio medication

14 that is given to patient through neecle no syringe That

15 part get Single use vials contains orly one dose of

16 medication and should only used once for one patient using

17 clean needle and clean syringe Okay See read

18 that literally as meaning

19 would

20 single use vial has only one dose in it

21 And after use one dose toss it which is inconsistent

22 with the label correct

23 The label on well the abel doesnt really

24 say does it

25 Whats it say
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Im sorry Irv not laughing bec0use

because car see the mean dont happen to agree with

that statement dont know if its correct Because lets

face it why would you make val that contains you know

thats not consistent because 7ou oont oive all of this at

once

Right

You might gre twie ot three times in the

course of the procedare So 7ou could then draw it up But

10 arid it says its okay for 12 hours It says use strict

11 aseptic technigue It says sinqie riatient infusion vial

12 Okay Single pctienn infusion vIal

13 Im telling you if my computer was working

14 would boot it up which it isnt somehow dont know

15 must have left it on would boot ir up would go to

16 the FDA and would see wh0t their oefiriion wcs think

17 mean cant honestly odress rho veracity of this

18 statement

19 Okay

20 because we know this contains more than one

21 dose In other words

22 Right

23 youre not going to give them the patient

24 all of this at one time probably unless maybe they weigh 300

25 pounds Okay So
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See when locked at the

No so see your point And the only

reason can you know again Id like to see what the FDA

what their definition is But also as said sometimes in

relookinc policies or recommendations mean this wasnt

CDC recommendation to begin with technically Its am

aseptic pr0ctice thats part of should be part of routine

medical care but anyway We go we CDC will go little

more to the extreme to as said prevent hunan error On

10 the otfer nand that is definition Ard thats why the only

11 way would know is if looked it up

12 Okay

13 And actually dont thirk of it that way

14 myself So but on the other hand you Know think

15 theyre trying to make it so simple that no one has to think

16 about it

17 Right And its and its what you think

18 is simple is confusing when you

19 Right understand than but when you find

zO that people are not following procedure thats been in place

zl for 50 years then you have to decide what is it you need to

22 do to mae sure that they follow it ever though you might be

23 going ittle more little overboaro so in some

24 peoples minds Maybe they just want them to think single

25 single single and thats it
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See the see the next oefinition of

multi case says multi dose multi dose vid is bottle

of liquid meoioation that oontains mare than ono doso of

medioation Now if Im applying this CDC dlrootive would

look at that propofol vial there as mult dose vial oause

it oonuains more than one dose Agree

Thats your see but oant oomment

Okay

Beoause ont oorrment ts single

10 its single beoause dont know the as said neeo

11 to find would need to know how the FDA you know this

12 is an FDA approved label otherwise it woudnt be lioensed

13 And it says single patient infusion vial

14 Okay

15 So but honest dont dont know why you

16 oouldnt give multiple oases in short period of time to the

17 same patient from this vial

18 Okey doke

19 But theres lot of pooling going on with

zO lot of medioatons in different settings

ii The your not yoni but oe of the

22 artioles you sent that taked about the New York 2010

23 artiole about the New York outbreak

24 The oh yes the later one

zS Yes
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Uhhub

Multiple Clusters of Hepatitis Virus

Infections Associated with Anesthesia for Outpatient Endoscopy

Procedures The conclusion of it if may go through with

you outbreak similar to the one described here of ccurse

its taling about the second New York outbreak

Right

you commented on Outbreak similar to the

one describeo here woulo not have been possible if intrdvenous

10 anesthesa medications were not administered from single

11 vial from multiple patients correct

12 True

13 Absolutely Black and white For this redson

14 we advocate now thats the authors of this correct

15 Yes

16 For this reason we advocate eliminating use of

17 all mult patient vials for anesthesia medcations to the

18 greatest extent possible and educating clnioians on the

19 risks associated with ther use Would you agree with that

zO Yes ano its been staten in many previous

21 publicatons even while was at CDC

22 Okay And so one thing do was just plain

23 no mul use vials at all for anesthesia Thats just taking

24 out human error and misperceptions

z5 Ub huh
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And educating clinicians on the risks

associated with their use correct

Correct what

That thats thats somethinc that needs no

be done

Yes

Even in

Yes Yes

This is three years later three years after

10 the events in this case and still in June of 2010 its still

11 lack of understanding on the part of clinicians Is that

12 fair

13 Well tactfully yes

14 Tactfully

15 Tactfully

16 Okay This can be accomplishec by core

17 clearly labeling medications e.g propofol as single patient

18 use only Would you agree with that

19 It is labeled as single patient use

20 Okay Well thIs says this can be

21 accomplished mean ou may disagree with

22 Those are the

23 these authors

24 Well Im just saying that you know theyre

25 offering sugcestions but that is what this vial says and
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Okay Ano improving pricing cf unit dose

single patient use medications to encourage their use What

did that mean

can tell you exactly wYat that means

G000

Multiple oose v1als are much more economical

than single nose vidl5 The larger the ouantity the cheaper

it is per dose the less expensive it is per dose And in

fact Thats somewh0t how ttey caine to be multiple dose

10 Larger vials ccn be usen for mu tiple doses But it also then

11 led to this problem contamination when used along with

12 improper prepdratior techniques

13 Okay So improving pricinc of unit dose

14 single patiert use medications to encourage their use

15 Right Because cctually when we when

16 was still there we you know we said you know wouldnt it

17 be great to cet rll of al the multi dose vials But in in

18 the absence of tYat iou have two choices You know two

19 things that you can dc is restrct them no centralized area

20 where you cant go back into those or you know with

21 used syrnge or you krow just not use them at all So the

22 first works quite well hut its much more economical

23 particularly for large corporations to purcflase the multiple

24 dose vials

25 Why do you think that
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Why do think that

Yeah

From my experience working in hemodialysis

settinus where did lot of very specific activities Its

an area of high specialization particularly in terms of

preventing transmission and there are lot of ssues with

economics in those settincs and that is part of the reason

for purchasing large amounts of very expensive drugs that

arent supposed to be reused

10 Okay How about mean this is propofol

11 case

12 know but

13 No mean

14 really arent economics

15 No meant

16 Ycu know

17 Okay

18 but that is it is an economical issue

19 Okay Do you

20 think

21 Dc you

22 In many cases it is less expensive per dose to

23 buy in large volume than in small volume

24 Do you do you have any do you believe

25 like 50 cc propofols are cheaper volume thar 20 ccs
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have no knowledge in That crea

Okay One crticle didrt net from you but

you may be ramiliar with

Yes

Okay Its caled Inecon Practices Among

Clinicians ir United States 1-lea tcare Set Inns

First off thats Thom ftc ace called the

Premier Safety Institute so its piivate orcanization

cant find where these Things crc from

10 can tell you

11 Melissa Schaefer is one ft The authors

12 The first auttcr is Gina Pun iese The

13 journal is American Journal of Thfection ontrol Its aimed

14 at nurse infection control nurses in The ce0lthcare

15 facilities

16 Bedside readirg for

17 Well for

18 your knd

19 some of us

This study or survey in zO or at least in

21 was publisneo December 200 study durino

22 MR STAUDAHER Could at least see the article

23 BY MR WRIGHT

24 May and June

25 MR STAUDAHER Id like to see the article if
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could

THE COURT Im sorry Oh you want to see it

MR WRIGHT Im sorry

BY MR WRIGHT

Nay ard June of 2010 is survey of

approximately 5446 clinicians 90 percent of whom were

registered nurses Okay

Uhhub

The anc it was survey dealing with

10 injection practices syringe reuse and muiti use of vials

11 The respondents reuse going to ask you question after

12 this reuse syringe for additional doses from the same

13 riulti dose vial Did you follow that

14 Uh huh

15 Okay

16 Yes

17 total of 797 respondents 15 percent

18 indicarec that they are sometimes or always reusng syringe

19 for additional doses from the same multi dose vial for the

20 same patent Okay

21 Yes

22 And then of that group tfey were then asked

23 that was 797 respondents were then asked about reusing the

24 vial that they had just reusec the syrince on In cur study

25 797 respondents 15 percent indicated thdt they sometimes or
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always reuse syringe for additional doses from the same

multi oose vial for the same patient They were then asked to

indicate the disposition of ttie multi dose vial 51 of the

797 6.5 percent who answerec the question on dIsposition of

the vial indicated that they save the vial fo reuse on

another patient Okay

Uhhuh

So that th0ts of -he practitioners in

this survey in 2010 did the double doub danger correct

10 Yes

11 Okay Ano that and that docbLe danger

12 being not not only did tney reuse needle syiinge same

13 patient to redose they then put it together with using the

14 remnants the leftover in toe vl on the subsequent patient

15 correct

16 Thats percent of those whose said that they

17 reused or is that percent of toe total

18 No no percent of the 15 pecent

19 Okay

20 51 no Im 51 out of wOat told you

21 5446

22 Actually responded to the survey

23 Right thats the

24 Is that the number of responderts

25 Yes
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And of those 15 percent said they sometimes

reused syrincres to go to to back into multi dose vial

Right

Arid of those 15 percent percent said

said wf at they had done with the multi dose but they reused

the multi dose vial

Right So that would work out Lke

percen

Right

10 mean 51

11 Right

12 mean theres 51 practitioners in 2010

13 mean stIll mixing together these

14 Thats percent

15 Yes

16 Uh huh

17 Does that surprise you

18 It surprises me that its that low

19 Okay Because

20 Because injection prcctices are so bad in

21 in the places that we do the investigations that

22 shouldnt actually shouldnt say that it surprises me in

23 if these are general hospital based nurses then should

24 say it doesnt surprise me It should be low Its never

25 going to be mean would be surprised if it was zero
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Then would be suspicious But its small number

Well its it said the

No we should be happy with that result

Well zero is not you know as much as

Okay

people would as much dC we would all

like t5ings to either be 100 percent or zeio pcrccnt thats

not reality And think that the fact hat its oercent is

quite good

10 Okay Where where would you think those

11 infractions were outpatient or in the hospital

12 It could have been either

13 Youre right It said althoiqr non hospital

14 settinos

15 MR STAUDAHER Your Honor Im just goino to move

16 to admit tnis were gong to read from the who document

17 mean

18 MR WRIGHT Im not

19 MR STAUDAHER dont have pob em with that

zO THE COURT Well he can ask her specifically from

21 the document or he can speak to 0dmit in without your

22 opposition

23 Go ahead Mr Wright

24 BY MR WRIGHT

25 Our data indicates that some of the most
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flagrant flcgrant infractions syringe reuse on multiple

pdtienm with only needle change and reentry into the

multi nose vial leaving it for reuse on another patient are

being reported at least halt of the time by professionals in

hosoitcil settings So its about what you tnought correct

said it could be either

Right

Thats what said It could be either

Now it identifies mistaken beliefs that

10 acoun for this failure of appreciation of the risks and

11 want to go through couple of them There cire number of

12 mistaken beliefs about the risks associated with syringe reuse

and aseptic technique wher handling injectable medicaticns

14 durino preparation and administration that likely contribute

15 to many of the outbreaks of healthcare associated viral

16 infections such as hepatitis and For example there is

17 belief that contamination is limited to the needle portion

18 when syrince and needle are used togetfer as unit Has

19 that beer your experience ttat there is this rristaken this

20 misapprehension out there

21 Yes whicY means theres something wrong with

22 our edLcaton medical education system

23 Okay And there is also an incorrect belief

24 that the syringe does not become contaminated if the plunger

25 is only pushed to inject and not pulled to aspirate or
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withdraw Whats aspirate mean

Withdraw

Oh okay Okay So theyre theyre

this is an ongoing misperception or myth

Or ignorance mean really dont know

what to say that dont know what to call it Out will

tell you that yes agree that they say tney will say

that Arid they will say well theres rio blood in the

tubing Well you know the nerm theory of dise0se wds

10 discovered by someone who was trying to explain tdrt just

11 because you couldnt see it didnt mean it wasnt there And

12 its nonestly do not kncw why they believe this They

13 really shoula know better

14 Despite the availability of guidrnce an best

15 practices from CDC and other oYoups it remains lak of

16 awareness and mplementaton of these recommenoations by may

17 clinicians Agree with that

18 Yes dont think the yes

19 Hold that thought Have you seen

20 Not recently

21 Okay Youve seen it before

22 In different formats

23 Okay And that well yori tell me what

24 that thats dealing with the persistent myths and what the

25 truths are to try to address the people who stil arent
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onboaro

Thats correct Its part of the campaign

the one dud on campaicn

Yeah thats

One neeole

the rame on

one syringe only one time

Okay Thank you very much

WRIGHT have no further questions

10 THE COURT Mr Santacroce

11 tA SANTACROCE May proceed

12 THE COURT You may

13 CROSS EXAMINATION

14 BY MR SMJTACROCE

15 Good afternoon Doctor represent Mr Laiceman

16 hdck tiere and Im goirg to ask you few questions and try

17 to uarify some of your Wrect testimony But before do

18 that Im trying to understand exactly what the purpose of

19 your testimony is here ooay as you understand it Weve had

20 three epdemioogists testify in this case All of them have

21 participdted physicdlly in the nvestigation of this outbreak

22 And as understand it you havent done that correct

23 Thats correct

24 So what did you understand the purpose of your

25 testimony to be here today
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Im one of the worlds experts on the

epidemiology of hepatitis and in particular its

transmission patterns and in particular in healthcdre

settings And my understanding was to speak to those issues

as they relate to this particulc outbreak

And is ths part of the consulting business

that you said you have

You might business Its like yes

suppose except that agreed to do this in 2008

10 Okay So while you were still employed at the

11 University of Texas

12 Yes was contdoted by the sheriffs office

13 Clark County

14 Ub huh Yes

15 Arid you were contacted in 2008 by the

16 Metropolitan Police Department

17 Yes

18 Who contacted you

19 would like to be able to tell you who it was

20 and unfortunately cant remember his name

21 Okay And then in 2008

22 Dont tell him

23 wont tell him Well is he sitting here

24 have no idea

25 Did you ever meet with him face to face
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Did meet no actually didrit Someone

else from they had tasic force think and someone else

came to see me at the university Again it would have been

at least year later because Hurricdne Ike occurred in

betweer

Was it after the CDC had conducted their

investigator nd issuec their nitidl findings

Pesuxnably

Well frey did thdt in January of 2008 Was

10 your vist

11 It \ould have had to have been after January

12 2008

13 Ard did they contact you and say you know we

14 have tris theory We have this theory as to the mechanism of

15 transmission and want you to va idate that theory

16 No

17 Okay What did they want you to do

18 They warted me to provide to be an expert

19 source of expertise ii this area in hepatitis transmission

20 in this setting

21 So did they contact you throughout their

22 investigation fron 2008 forward Did they contact you

23 No actua ly didnt hear from then

24 talked to the Mr Staudaner who explained you know that

25 sort of what the my cuidelines should be in terms of other
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people calling me to discuss the case The only thing knew

about it were the things that directly read Actually they

didnt tell me anything They did not approach me with any

particular any particulars the police

Okay We Im still unclear as tc what you

were to do for tnem They ccntact you and they tell you we

want you to be an expert In this area because

Ycu axe an expert

youre renowned for that What did they

10 want you to be an expert to do Did they give you anything

11 written instructions or heres theory

12 Nc They wanted me think as an outside

13 observer and whose expertise is specifically in this area and

14 Im very experienced to provide either to provide

15 information or

16 Okay And we dont

17 on tfis outbreak

18 And what nformation did you provide to them

19 provide to them directly

zO Yes

21 The articles

22 Okay Well the article have one of the

23 articles have from you was oownloaded three ddys ago So

24 mean when did you provide It to them When

25 Three days ago
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mean ttem mean

Those artIcles

Metropolitan Police Department

Then there were did send that you have

to understano that our acta ly there could have been

several years that went by oetweeo my first contact with Mr

Staudaher and my next conmct knew tYat until was told

differently that thare was the nossibilioy tnat would be an

expert wtness for this cuse

10 Okay

11 But it obvious went on quite awhile and

12 just went on about my busness

13 How many contacts did you have wIth either he

14 District Attorneys office oi the euopoltan Police

15 Department either telepiorically emails or person to person

16 handful

17 handful Six Fve Sx
18 Want me to 00k can look on my phone and

19 see how many emails have There are not many

20 Okay So few

21 Well tY0bs hanoful to me

22 Depends on which tand your using

23 know know ut really its there

24 werent that many In fact there werent that many They

25 provided me with you know the final reports which one of
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which are all public anyway And

When di you aet those reports

Well already had them but the District

Attorneys office provided them to me in the last few months

want to say maybe well earlier this year Okay Im

sony just

So earlier this yean you get the trip report

from the CDC from the District Attcrneys office

From their office If dlready had everything

10 And then you oet from their office what else

11 The Southern Nevada County the district

12 report

13 Okay

14 And and 18 exhibits or 25 exhbits or

15 whatever all the exhibits were that had been filed at that

16 time

17 Did you get the report statement of

18 deficiencies from the BLC the Bureau of Licensing and

19 Certification

20 remember it being mentioned mean in my

21 recdino But dont if it was an exhibit then got it

22 If it isnt wasnt then didnt

23 Well Im asking ycu what your recollection

24 know Well

25 of what you received
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dont remember seeinG tie report and

dont remember seeing the report

Okay You need to let me fnish my question

before

Sorry

answer okay Bec0use

Yes

were recordng

apologze polocize

10 Youre clong it again Were recording this

11 okay And the record has to be very -lear Okay Was

12 were you being compensdted for this by tYe Dstrct Attorneys

13 office or Metro or citizens of Clark Thount

14 Since no longer work for tie government

15 do have am going to be compensated Lt havent been

16 compensated as yet havent even submitted vojcher

17 Okay But youre getinc compensated for your

18 testimony here today

19 Yes

20 And for any work you dd previously on the

21 case

22 For the number of hours cht dd to review

23 the documents yes

/4 And and what is your compensation that

25 youre receiving How much is it
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cj today dont know But for you can

see Im real business person My hourly rate for reviewing

documents or writing reports is $450 an hour

And what is your fee for testifying in court

This is the first time Ive done it as

private citizen so to speak and so have no idec

Okay

Well shouldnt say have no Idea but

Well whats the idea you have

10 Well let me put it to you this way okay

11 Well we have we didnt agree on anything To be quite

12 honest still think of myself as public servIce

13 Well lets surprise them right now and tell

14 them

15 Well what Im going to

16 how much

17 let me tell you that ooked up what other

18 what physicians do who have to take off you know and its

19 its so far above what would even consider th0t you

20 know they chdrge 5000 $6000 day for testimony And if

21 its out of town its more Were not even

22 Are you from out of town or do you live here

23 now

24 Im from out of town

25 Well where where do you reside
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reside in Galveston Texas

So you were flown in here today for your

testimony

flew in last night

Well its safe to say youre not going to be

charging less than $450 an hour for testifying here today

rioht

Yes am probably

Oh you are

10 Well would do it as lump sum didnt

11 count the number of hours you know in the day Im not

12 going to charge them by hour since left home just ant
13 might get

14 Im just not

15 into contract negotiations

16 that way

17 after this career is over

18 told you Its not business Its just

19 you know

20 Okay

21 Its something that do when believe in

22 something

23 All right So lets get back to what you

24 you vvere supposed to do here You reviewed certain documents

25 from the CDC from the Health District and from someplace
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10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

25

else dont know where else but some articles or

something

Well in the course of my career Ive

rood or reviewed almost all of the articles that are currently

in the lterature since Ive written reviews and editorials

arid

And so now you have at some point you have

the Suthern Nevada Health District Report and you have the

CDC todp report

And their publication in ano their

publlcoton in tte journal

And then from that you read all of that and

you ame up with an opinion or you validated their opinion

one or the other Which was it

dont know it was already

guess valioated their opinion

Okay Now did you review or look at anything

else oher ttan what youve told us here today

You mear other than the literature the

publicatons and the literature and the major reports from the

CDC ono the keodth District

Right

and the exhibits that were on file which

you know were line listings of specimens and patients and

things dont think so
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Okay

to the best of my recollection

And your opinion was basically supporting the

CDCs opnion that the mechdnism of transmission in this

particular case was the unsafe injection practices at the

clinic Is that correct

Yes thats correct

And what methodology did you employ to come up

with that opinion

10 reviewed the methodology for both the

11 epidemio ogic investigation the as well as the laboratory

12 as well as the virus sequencing performen the laboratory

13 and then for which hac the results to cetermine if agieeo

14 with the metfods that were used and the conclusions that were

15 drawn from those methods

16 Okay Were you aware when tne CDC conducted

17 thei- investigation thar they were not sure as to which

18 patien was in which room at whict time

19 was am aware from reading the reports

20 that it was ttat the records were very ndccurate

21 Okay I-ow many

22 Thats al can

23 How many procedure rooms were at Shadow Lane

24 on July 25 2007

25 Two dont know
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Is that guess

Yes thats guess

How many procedure rooms were at Shadow Lane

on Sep-ember 2007

know that they did 65 procedures

And the question asked you was how many

Im sorry

procedure rooms

dont know

10 Okay

11 Or dont recollect

12 Okay So my question was were you aware that

13 the CO do cot know which rooms the patients were in and at

14 what times when they conducted their investiqations

15 No

16 You were not aware of that

17 Well no not specifically at the time they

18 conducceo their investication no

19 Were you aware that they didnt know that

20 infomaton when they issued their initial findings

21 Nc What was

22 Thats thats all need to know Were you

23 sent copy of Exhibit States Exhibit 156 and 157 as part of

24 your examination

25 Yes
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So you looked at these

Yes

And when did you receive these documents

In the last couple weeks sometime in the last

couple of weeks

Okay

Like three weeks ago maybe four weeks ago

When dic you reccn youx conclusion or concur

with the COCs finding

10 After readino the reports It had nothing to

11 do with this

12 It had nothnc to do with this So you

13 reachec your conclusions before you saw these two exhibits

14 Thats richt because reached my conclusions

15 based on tte epiderdological investigation

16 Were you aware that the CCC did not interview

17 the RN that administered the feplock on September 21 2007

18 dont know

19 Were you awake of the cleaning practices for

zO the endoscopes and the biopsy forceps for September 21 2007

zl read the methods that were used in in he

22 reports they were quite detailed for the scopes The biopsy

2o forceps were apparently they talked about some reuse of

24 disposables guess that practice that flad been

25 stopped But regardless there was the investigation The
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results of the investigaton indicated that there was no

association between geting infected and those pieces of

equipment

Okay Ic me what you understood the

cleaning procedures to be for the endoscopes

It was very lonc it was very long and

detailed explanation that involves the cleaninc of the scope

the rinsing of te scope Manu0l cleaning is extremely

important You nave to get dll of the organic debris that

10 might be in there out before the disinfectant can work

11 Because organic mattan lice blood and things can prevent the

12 disinfectant from getting to the actual scope or germs that

13 might be left thme somelhinc thct lot of people dont

14 appreciate And then they ac they have machine that

15 then reprocesses the these scopes for high level

16 disinfection

17 Whats the ciffe-ene between oisinfection and

18 sterilization

19 High leve disinfection actually kills

20 everything bct bacterial spoies Sterilization also kills

21 bacteria spores

22 And how wan tte clinic cleaninc bite blocks

23 and biopsy forceps on September 21 2007

24 Ihe biopsy forceps Im not sure Ihe

25 cleaning blocks mean Im sorry the bite blocks Id have
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to look at the report just again while was aware

when was reading these reports its the epidemiological

methodology they use to look at exposures associated with

infections that was that Pm focusecx on and wtether or

not they considered sufficient you know they considered

the issues of importance in that in the setting Thats

what was looking at Im an epidemiologst Thots what my

expertise is in this disease area

Well Doctors Langley and Sccaefer testified

10 that prior to coming to Las Vegas they had theory or

11 hypothesis that the infection was transmitted through unsafe

12 injection practices

13 MR STAUDAHER Objection Mischaracterizes their

14 statements Your Honor

15 BY MR SANTAOROCE

16 But they didnt rule out of other mechanisms

17 THE OOTJRT And tuats thats overruled And of

18 course Ive told the ladies and gentlemen of the jury if

19 anyone you know prefaces question with statement of what

20 the testimony was and thats not your reco lection of what the

zl testimony was its your co lective recollection tuats

22 important not somethinc the lawyers may say or something that

23 may say as to what the testimony was

24 BY MR SANTAOROOE

25 So they lookeo ct other mechanisms of
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transmission

Thats correct

Okay One of those mechanIsms was scopes

correct

Yes

And you you ruled out that theory because

they ruled it out correct

ruled out tfe theory by ookinq at the data

they generated to show that there was no association

10 Okay What data did they oenercte

11 Theres they soowed tre frequency with

12 which you know the the use of tha scopes you know

13 depending on whether you got an unper CI or cc oocscopy

14 they looked at the frequency of toe soecifc procedures and

15 those people who got infected versu those people who dictht

16 Thats thats how you

17 Im talking about the oleanino of the scopes

18 Hold on You asked me how drew that

19 conclusion

20 Right

21 Okay That in 0ddilon that was most

22 important But also thought that regardless of few

2i deficiencies cited as like the detergent used

24 And you thought thiose deficiencies were minor

25 Actually from the point of view of
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blood borne virus transmission yes

THE COURT Mr Santacroce were croing to need to

take break now

MR SANTACROCE Okay

THE COURT so Im going to interrupt you

Lathes and gentlemen were goinc to take brief

recess During the brief recess youre reminded ttht youre

not to dHscuss the case or anything relating to the case wih

each oher or with anyone else Youre not to read watch or

10 listen to any reports of or corimentaries on this case any

11 person or subject matter relating to the case Dont do any

12 independent research And please do not form or express an

13 opinior on the trial

14 Notepads in your chairs and follow the bailiff

15 through the rear door

16 Jury recessed at 237 p.m
17 THE COURT What do we have to look forwdrd to for

18 the rest of the day

19 MS WECKERLY Well we have Dr Lewis and then we

20 have the

21 THE COURT And thats Ms CruesKins physician

22 correct

23 MS WECKERLY Thats correct

24 THE COURT So we have to do him today which Im

25 good with
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MS WECKERLY Okay And then we have an insurance

person and then

THE COURT Well Ms Stanish says ste RLs all the

records so that should go smoothly

MS WECKERLY Shes qood with this one

THE COURT Yeah so thdt should go smoothly

MS WECKERLY And then well we cave we have

mean one thing we could do is we have tob am the

witness but have doctor for tomorrow so can

10 THE COURT Is that Romie

11 MS WECKERLY No Jurani

12 THE COURT Thats his name Romie Jurdni

13 MS WECKERLY thought it was Pateo

14 THE COURT Well think its hIs nickname

15 MS WECKERLY Oh okay Maybe

16 Off record colloquy

17 THE COURT In any event Does that mean were

18 done

19 MS WECKERLY You mecn for tomorrow then

20 THE COURT Right

zl MS WECKERLY Well with Dr Olson ond then part

z2 two of the other

z3 THE COURT Right And then tYats it

24 MS WECKERLY Thats it

25 THE COURT So youre not calling Dr Jurani at all
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MS WECKERLY No because he doesnt really

THE COURT Okay

MS WECKERLY mean he doesnt say anything that

than dont think weve covered

HE COURT Okay All right

MS WECKERLY And another CI tech Just kidding

Court recessed at 239 p.m until z5 p.m

In the presence of the jury

THE COURT All right Court is now b0ck in

10 session

11 Ann Mr Santacroce you may resume your

12 cross exciminaton

MR SANTACROCE Thank you

14 BY MR SAN7ACROCE

15 You were talking ahout what you described as

16 insignifccint lapses in the cleaning of the scopes Were you

17 awcire that the BLC actually observed the cleaning of the

18 scopes rnnam

19 know that the cleaning of the scopes was

zO ohseved

21 Do you know tfat the BLC was part of the

z2 investigatory team along with Southern Nevada Health District

23 and the CDC

24 MR STAUDAHER Objection

25 THE WIThESS Yes
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MR STAUDAT-IER Your Honor Thats not actually

correct They werent part of the investigatory team They

investigated separately

THE COURT Well okay They they were involveo

in investigating Is that your understanding

THE WITNESS Yes

THE COURT Okay

THE WITNESS Well they were present when wcups

were represented

10 THE COURT Okay

11 BY MR SANTACROCE

12 And you understand that they issued surrmarv

13 statement of deficiencies correct

14 saw the statement of such yes

15 Okay Well Im going to show that tc you now

as Exhibt 80 This Is their statement for the Shaoo

17 Lane clinic And it notes that on January Im nct sure if

18 its or an 2008 The CI technician was asked

19 describe the measured amount of EmPower with what amount of

20 water The CI tech stated ado two to three pumps not sure of

21 the capacity of the Lsin do not have an answer to that

22 Were you aware the CI tech didnt even know how much

23 sterilizing fluid to use the ratic between the water amd the

24 sterilizing fluid

25 No
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Were you aware as to how many scopes were to

be cleaned before the solution was changed

The my understanding actually saw it

in the protoco but cant te you what it is now but it

was my understanding that tte macnine given this is

relatuhey antomated system indicates when it needs to be

changco

Well thats the third or fourth step in the

process

10 Uh huh

11 Theres processes before that Are you aware

12 of those processes

13 The specifics of each step

14 Ub huh

15 No could not repeat them to you

16 Well you are aware that scopes are

17 potentiai mechanism for transmission of the hep virus

18 correc-

19 No

20 Youre not aware of that

21 No However would consider them in any

22 investigation did but there has never been an instance in

23 which that has occurred which it has been shown to occur

24 despite the misleading titles of some articles

25 Are you anticipating where Im going
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No dont know how could possibly

antioipate suoh thing

dont think asked question about that

but okay Are you youre aware of the article posted in

the New Enqland ournal of Meolcine on patient patient

transmission of hepatitis virus during oolonoscopies

oorreot

Yes am

Why dont you tell us the baokqround of that

10 oase

11 Well it was the first one ever published

12 whioh is wfly it was in the New England Journdl oonsidered one

13 of the top mediomi journals in the world But on oloser

14 readino of te artiole youll find that the investigators

15 and by the way this

16 Maam askeh you to tell me the

17 baokground

18 oant

19 of fte artio

20 Id have to look at the article again

21 Okay Well let me show it to you

22 MR STAUDNiER Your Honor think she was

23 answering his question He said background of the article

24 MR SANTACROCE She was trying to dispute

25 THE COURT Well okay
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MR SANTACROE the validity of the article

ThE WITNESS No am not

THE COURT Okay All right She is going to look

at

Thu WITNESS Sony

THE COURT Tiats okay

Shes ocing to ook at the extice and then Mr

Santacroce will ask the questions and the witness as she did

on the prior question if sne ccnt ask the question as

10 phraseo snes obviously more than able to say cant answer

11 this questcr

12 THE WITNESS Im sorry Okay

13 ThE COURT All rght

14 BY MR SANtmACROCE

15 -1ave you read the background information

16 dont krow what background what you refer

17 to as backoround informaton My

18 Well let me

19 The mportance

20 Let me explain what mean if you dont know

21 Can you tell me how many patients were irvolveo

22 No dont remember

23 Okay We just showed it to you but Ill

24 show it to you again

25 didnt have chance to actually look at the
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page

Okay We take all the time you need Read

this part here

Yes

Okay Now jLst to be clear ths is sri

article you oownloaded three nays ago right

No Ive had it in my files forever It just

so happens rnignt have downloaded new copy of it but

What does it say on the bottom

10 Okay Sorry Im distinguishing between

11 having downloaded copy because my files and what have

12 in my files So yes downloaded it to send three days ago

13 but it was already in my files Its been in my files since

14 it was published

15 When you downloaded it three days ago did you

16 read it

17 No because bod already read it and knew

18 what it said

19 Okay Well after havino reviewed it now how

20 many patients were involved

21 Two

22 And source patient correct

23 Presumably didnt get that far

24 Okay Well it says Patient contracted

zS hepatitis from source patient in this particular study
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correct In fcct they were husband and wife who underwent

endoscopic procedures conect

If thats what says

Well rnatdm

didn hdve ctance didnt read it in

that detail was looking at the paragraph that you pointed

out There were the to patients the procedures and they

were talKing aboit Yav -he encoscopes were disinfected

cleaxied and aisinfected That was what was reding

10 dont know didnt see nusbend and wife didnt see

11 just dont remember But wiat know about the results of

12 the investigation le0d me to different interpretation

13 Well wfy weie they discussing the cleaning of

14 the enooscopes

15 Just because because its considered as

16 potential

17 In fact .t was tfle leading likely cause of

18 transmission of nepatitis in this study

19 Only accordHc to those investigators but not

20 according not in my opnlor

21 Are ycu saync these investigators werent

22 competent

23 Im saying no you said that did not

24 say that

25 Well you 5aG only according to these
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investigators

As explained if you look at the discussion

you will see that the investigators themselves admit they

could not distinguish whether transmission occurred by the

through the actual scope or through injection practices

unsafe injection practices used to administer anesthesia It

says that in the discussion They didnt rule out or rule in

either one because they couldnt do an analysis an

epidemiologic analysis All they did was cenetic sequencino

10 to determine that the patients had the same virus as the

11 source and this is where they found it in the in the in

12 that setting

13 And will tell you that when we went to New York in

14 2001 the New York Times before we even arrived had already

15 of course heard about it And the first thing they they

16 interviewed somebody an expert whatever and whose first

17 comment was theyre not dsinfecting the scopes properly its

18 the scopes its the scopes heard that for year before

19 we were convinced you know So there actually is no

20 documentation that the scopes are directly assocated with

21 infection It has occurred ir thdt setting but that does not

22 in any way as the authors themselves admit they cant

23 distinguish between the two They just buried it in the

24 discussion

25 Well dont read it that way It says we
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suggest that during disinfection of the colonoscope after the

procedure on the patiens we describe two recorwnendations on

the encoscopic disinfecJon made by the American Society for

Gastrointestinal Endrscopy anc the British Society of

Gastroenterology ano the Working Party of the World Congress

of Casrroenterology acre not fo lowed From cur investigation

it appeared that the biopsy suction channeF was never cleaned

with brush and that The accessories that breached the

mucosa such as niopsy forceps and dia diather how do

10 you pronounce that Diatheuric

11 MR STAUDAHFR Dathermic

12 MR SANTACRCCE Thank you Mr Staucaher my

13 residert medical expat

14 BY MR SANTACROCE

15 The loop were not autoclaved after each use

16 Autoclavec Theyre never

17 Now it says

18 autoclaved

19 to me here frori our investigation that the

20 scopes the improper cleCloing of the scopes the failure to

21 autoclave the reusdble biopsy forceps were absolutely causally

22 connected to the heptiis infection You disdgree with

23 that

24 Yes 00

25 And you dsagree with the authors of this
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article

No Read tne discussion

Ihaveread

Im sorry

the ciscussion

Its very mis_e0ding its mis -- they say

that but they cant show an association between that

between that and the infectlcrs

So you say that tneres failure in their

10 methodology

11 Well they diont have erough patients to show

12 an association

13 Okay

14 They had to consider you need to let me

15 finish They had to consder

16 didnt say anything that know of

17 They had to consider all tes of exposures

18 regardless of what the preexistng preexisting conceptions

19 might be going in And they dont mention it there but when

20 you then reac the discussion they come right out and say they

21 couldnt distinguish between that and unsafe irjection

z2 practices

23 And this was an article published in the

24 highly acclaimed as you say New England Joirnai of Medicine

25 and yet their investigation was flawed
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think they over they over think

their conclusions 4ere not supported by the data in what you

read However when iou read the discussion it is very

they completely channe their their perspective and say

directly tKiey coclo nct dstirighrsh between the role of what

the scope micht poory disinfected scope and the or

unsafe injection pratices

WYat they say is they could not prove that the

procedure was the cuuse

10 Okcg

11 Ok0y

12 Uh huh

13 But they spent lct of time discussing the

14 scope cleairg And they actually said as weve already

15 read -hat crom their irvestigation that these scopes were not

16 cleanec proper noi were the biopsy forceps cleaned

17 properly anc that these were potential causes for the

18 transmission of the dIsease whcn you flatly and

19 categorically deny chat hepatits can be transmitted through

20 the scopes

21 didn say that

22 Okay What did you say

23 said it hasnt nappened it hasnt been

24 shown to happen yet In hasnt been shown to happen And if

25 you ould give me copy of the entire article would then
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go on to rean the part where they withdraw little from their

strong position about the scope

Okay Well Im sure Mr Staudaher will give

that to you Weve had other experts other hepatitis

experts in this courtroom testify Now granted they werent

world renowned they were only local Las Vegas doctors but

theyve testified that hepatitis can be transmitted through

reuse of dirty scopes Do you disagree with that

It could happen suppose any germ could be

10 could be transmitted through if its contaminQting piece

11 of equipment thats used on another patient So yes its

12 possible it just hasnt been shown to happen yet

13 Were you aware that some CI techs nd nurses

14 testified that after the scopes were cleaned and hung to dry

15 that they observed fecal matter coming from the supposedly

16 clean scopes

17 No

18 Were you aware that the clinic wcs reusing

19 biopsy forceps

20 was aware It was in the report It stated

21 that they were reusing them

22 Were you aware the clinc had an autoclave

23 system or not

24 sterilization system dont know

25 dont remember
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Well accordirg to the New Engldnd Journal of

Medicine article it says that those biopsy forceps were to be

autoclaved

Okay Uh huh Well thats dont know

what to say mean if youre using disposJules then no

theyre arent autoclaved

Im talking about reusable ones

Well understand it was

MR STAUDAHER Objection There Is no evidence of

10 reusable forceps at the clinic at that time

11 THE COURT Well maybe you shou ask ones that

12 were reused Is that really where whcit youre getting at

13 Mr Sartacroce

14 MR SANTACROCE Im going to fird it here Youx

15 Honor if you can give me second

16 BY MR SANTACROCE

17 Again referring to 80 Tbis is the BLC

18 report It said on 1/6/08 the dirertor of nursing indicated

19 that staff had been instructed thats the wrong one

20 Sorry One 1/16/08 the administrative staff ir.dc0ted that

21 the facility used disposable biopsy instrunarts the policy

22 and procedures had not been updated to re lect the current

23 practice In other words at this particu_ar time in January

24 they had stopped using reusable biopsy forceps and went to

25 disposable ones Now my guest on to you were you aware
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that during the infection dates September 21st or July 25th

that reusable biopsy forceps were being reused

Forceps intended to be reused after either

hgh after sterilization is what youre saying were being

reused Is that what youre saying

Im saying didnt say anythng about the

steillization

Well youre saying

said reused

10 Well then dont but have to know

11 whether they

12 didnt say they were reusable said they

13 were being reused

14 No you said reusable biopsy forceps

15 Okay

16 were being reused

17 Okay Biopsy forceos were beiFg reused Were

18 you aware of that when you

19 saw it stated

20 came to your conclusion

21 in the report dont know whether it was

22 courrino on those days Now if they yes

z3 Were you

24 So saw it in the report

25 Were you aware as to how those bopsy forceps
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were being cleaned

dcnt remember what it said in the report

but no know that the investigution looked at that closely

How do you know that

Because there are data to show that people who

didnt get infected had the same frequency of niopsies if no

higher than ptients wIo did get infected

Well lets lets talk about tbet fo

minute Snowing you Exhibit 157 You said you saw this chair

10 but you oidrut rely on this chart to make yoor conclusions

11 actually no This chart has ncthino

12 was generatec after the investigation ann ts nice its

13 good way to look at some things and not others sc

14 Well lets look at this You see thmi guy on

15 the blue lne Ziyad Sharrieff

16 Uh huh

17 Source patient for July 25 2007 Do you see

18 that

19 Uh huh Yes

20 Do you then ttere was one two three four

21 three paflents and then Michael Washington gets infected

22 genetically linked to Ziyad Sharrieff Do you see that

23 Yes

24 Were you aware that both Mr Sharrieff and

25 Michael Washington had biopsies on that day
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It was in the report

And so you were aware of that

Yes

Okay Were you

It said so in the report was awaie of it

And do you know if the biopsy forceps used on

Mi Sharrlerf and Mr Washington were ever cleaned

11m not aware of what the what the biopsy

used on the what happened to the biopsy forceps used on the

10 source patient and the infected patient no

11 And my question before was whether or not you

12 knew tIe clinic had an autoclave system

13 dont know

14 And you are aware that according tue article

15 you provded that biopsy reusable biopsy equipment needed

16 to be 0utoclaved correct

17 The article has nothing to do with my

18 knowiecge what needs to be autoclaved and what doesnt

19 Well do you thnk that biopsy forceps need to

20 be autoc avec

21 Biopsy

22 if t5eyre going to be reused

23 Anythino

24 TI-IF COUPT What you mean is your knowledge is

25 independent of what you read in the article is that what you
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mean

THE WITNESS Thats correct

THE COURT Okay

THE WITNESS If someone is goinc to stick needle

in your iiver to biopsy it for example you certainly want

to he sterile

BY MR SANTACROCE

Air talkng about that or am talking abou

biopsy forceps for endoscopic procedures

10 It doesnt matter Its still

11 Okay

12 somerh1no thats going to enter your body

13 How do hey need to be cleaned

14 MR STAUDAHER Your Honor Im goinc to object to

15 at least the characterization that they were at least reusable

16 at that time dont know that theres any evidence to that

17 effect

18 MR SANTACROCE Well the jury can

19 MR STAUDAHER just want to be sure that this

20 witness has at least the proper information before she makes

21 any kind of conclusion

22 MR SANTACROCE He can object ten times aut that

23 Your Honor but youve already nstructeo the jury

24 THE COURT Okay Just ask your  uestion

25 BY MR SANTACROCE
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dow are reusable niopsy forceps cleaned

Assuminc that theyre mane of the proper

material tney would wudergo sterilization

And steriization can only be achieved through

an autocave system correct

Of some type yes There are other systems

but yes

Ano its distinguished between high level

disinfectant dno sterilization correct

10 In ems of the yes there is difference

11 And the autoclave system is sterilization

12 irethod ar1d technique

13 Yes it is

14 And accoroing to your article not yours but

15 the one you provided from the New Englano Jourral of Medicine

16 that those items needed to be autoclaved in orher to be

17 reused

18 The aticre thats what that article said

19 Okay

20 Technology may have chanced Do you know why

21 scopes are not do you now why the scopes are undergo

22 high level disinfection rcter thdn sterilization

23 Maarrt Ive never even seen scope

24 personally except fo the one when had my procedure done

25 and didnt see that either
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THE WITNESS The front page first

THE COURT has the abstrac

THE WITNESS page of the art cle which is page

163 of this journal Arid was reading from not was

readinc from the last sentence of the resu ts

MR SANTACROCE And again tic rtice The

article name

THE COURT The name of the ar cle

THE WITNESS Multiple clusters of hepatitis viYus

10 infections associated with anesthesia or outpatent endoscopy

11 procedures

12 MR SANTACROCE Thank you

13 BY MR STAUDAHER

14 But in this particulai case the same type of

15 sort of reuse is what were talking abcu

16 Yes The only differene it was

17 needieless

18 So vent spike or somethirg was used

19 Yes

20 Why is that not protective to have spike

21 versus needle going into the bottle

22 Its for protection these are have been

23 put these are variety of measures or technological

24 advances have been developed and employeo in healticare

25 settinos to protect healthcare workers from accidental needle
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sticks So the less needles they handle the less likely they

themselves will get stuck with contaminated needle lot

of this resulted from Ely in the 80s so concerns about

transmission of HIV to fealthcare workers in the BOs So

there have been lot of these sort of technologIcal advances

in ecuipment use in order to reduce the amount of needle use

by the heathcre worker But it had to do with protection of

the healthcare worker

So the no oifference in rHsk for vent spike

10 versus needle

11 No No

If its used in that way that was described

13 No Presumably no

THE COURT Mr Staudaher Im goinc to stop you

15 Some of the jurors need break so were qonc to take our

morning recess

Laoies and gentlemen well take aDOut ten minutes

18 for our morning recess During the recess youre reminded

19 that youre rot to discuss the case or anythinc relating to

zO the case with each other or with anyone else Youre not to

21 read watchi or listen to any reports of or commentaries on

z2 this case any person or subject matter relatirg to the case

23 Dont no any independent research and please no not form or

z4 express an opinion on the trial Notepads in your chairs and

25 follow the bailiff through the rear door
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Jury recessed at 1029 a.m

THE COURT Ill see counsel at the bench

Of record bench conference

THE COURT Maam before we let you t0ke break

and we take our little break out of the preserce of the jury

Mr Wright needs to ask you some questions reodrdino he bdsis

of your opinions Okay

THE WITNESS Okay

THE COURT All right Mr Wright co ae0d

10 VOIR DIRE EXIAMINATION

11 BY MR WRIGHT

12 Maam have you read the Southern Nevcidd

13 Health District report on this matter

14 Yes

15 Okay And the CDC trip report

16 Yes

17 Okay Any otfer renorts on this one

18 There was peer reviewec article publIshed

19 from tfe CDC in collaboration with the county telth

20 department

21 Okay Other than that

22 No

23 Okay And youre aware of the notific0tions

24 patient notifications that took place in this case

25 Yes
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Okay Arid it bdsically went back fcur years

and all patients who had been there who may nave been exposed

to this ongoing practice were sent letters and test and

tested And then there were results laid out not in CDCs

reports because this took place

Uh-huh

after they had been here after their trip

repom-t but in Southern Nevada Health Districts report And

do you In reaching your the firmness of your convictions

10 let me put it that way youve made determination as to

11 likely cause of transmission in this case correct

12 Yes

13 And thats the combination of unsafe injectior

14 practices no multi patient use of propofoL vial correct

15 Yes

16 Okay Does does the later testing the

17 the later patient notification and the results of that

18 enter into your determirations

19 No

20 Okay Why do they do that if it has no basis

zl whatsoever OF

z2 For the

23 mean the correctness of my conclusion

z4 Because noticed in your New York case in various cases like

25 in the New York case when an anesthesiologst think it
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was the second one readily admitted to his behavior Arid then

letters were sent out couple thousand of them and then

other patients were found to to have been infected

Can also tell you that in the first outbreaK

in New York New York has had actually quite few ano

they also when they realized how long the practice had beer

going on with the one anesthesiologist they also sent many

you know patients over several years letters of notification

to get testen

10 Okay

11 Okay Why do they do that

12 Right And and it seems to me Im not an

13 eoidemiologist but it seems to me if certain conduct is goino

14 on and believe it caused on two days these event occurred

15 okay the transmission of hepatitis and that the conduct has

16 been ongoing for say year then would look to the othei

17 363 days of the year expecting to find other cases toe same

18 other clusters whatever you want to call it Because if

19 those were the two thinos on those two days that caused the

zO transmission and the precise same thing was happening every

21 other day of the year it would seem to me woud find that

22 on the other days of the year And then that would confirm

23 for me bingo found the right thing and what am

24 missing epidemiologically in my analysis

25 Well the fact that they had sufficient
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numbers of cases actually on one of those days to draw an

epidemio ogicai conclusion even separate from the laboratory

sequencing on the July date they only had one new case and

the one source patient And the only way to prove that that

ws the tiat they were related was by vral sequencing

mean you only have two people okay So wait Im

gettlnc there

Okay

However the purpose of the notification was

10 knowinc h0t this practice was going on for long time and

11 that many patients might have been exposed it was the ethical

12 the obilgaton of the health department to notify these

13 indivicuals that they may have been infected and they should

14 get tested

15 Icotthat

16 Okay So for their own for their own

17 purpose te resources to be quite honest the resources

18 involved and then takinc all of those patients and doing the

19 same kinds of studies that were done on those two days wam

20 probably not available

21 Okay Ano Im not

22 And thats true for most of the large

23 notifications that are done If youre not you know in

24 this in riany instances now even without evidence of

25 transmission if hospital or healthcare facility notices
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finds that practice is some practice has not been done

correctly they will send notifications even though theres

been no evidence of infection

THE COURT So in cther words the point of sending

the nofification had nothing to do with confirrdng their

hypothess or their theory but it was to give pdtients notice

so that they could be tested and get treatment or modify their

behavior

THE WITNESS Thats correct

10 THE COURT or whatever they were going to do

11 Is that

12 THE WITNESS Thats correct

13 THE COURT Is that surination

14 THE WITNESS Very good

15 THE COURT Okay Thank you

16 THE WITNESS Yes

17 THE COURT Is that fair

18 THE WITNESS Thats exactly correct

19 BY MR WRIGHT

20 Okay The problem with that is theres

21 testimony to the contrary in cepositions Not nct ycs cr

22 anything but of of the Health District and what they

23 expected to find mean Im not faulting anyone

24 No no no no no

25 for notification whether you found it or
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not My what still oont have an answer to is if Im the

epidemiologist and say heres two days out of year in

which hepatitis was spread by this method of transmission

and then look and say ano that identical conduct occurred

on the other 363 62 cays whatever of the year would

expect to see otter he same conduct In other words Id

expect to see

understand the same set of circumstances

You would expect

10 Right

11 But that in order to it may have been

12 the inital intent to do that but given the frequency of

13 positives hepatitis positives in the ceneral adult

14 population particularly fiat age range getting you know

15 CI studies youre going to find lot of positives And

16 think it mgIt and ncw Ttm speculating that while the

17 original intent might have macn to identify other clusters

18 the number tf at they came up with made it inposslble for them

19 to actually cc teat fine of investigation because remember

20 you have to find the source patent source patient you

21 have to determine what the oifferences in they would have

22 had to go through everythng that they did for those two days

23 just for for all those other positives

24 Anc actually in New York the first outbreak

25 investigated that we investicated in 2001 they did the same
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thing and they went back four years And they found lot of

positives for both and but ttey could you know

think they identified cluster maybe but they couldnt do

the same kind of analysis But thats not the purpose of the

investigation The purpose of the investigation is to

identify what happened how it happened and if Its it

shouldrt happen prevent it from happening in the future

Yeah so-

10 follow all that

11 Right

12 just still told you

13 The purpose of the real

14 Im rot an epidemiologist

15 Right But that

16 but it seems to me if it happened

17 this way and this is my conduct aud then did the identical

18 thing

19 Yeah

20 100 times

21 Uh huh

22 and its convinced because did it this

23 way it caused It to happen

24 Uh-huh

25 then on the other 99 days would expect to
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see it again if that was truly the cause

You wouldnt recessarily see it every day

You have to have someone

THE COURT You have to have

THE WITNESS who infected

THE COURT hepatitis to start

THE WITNESS c5 sourcc

BY MR WRIGHT

Well right Im sdying

10 Okay So yes but how woula you show that

11 and how what amount of resources should the health

12 department when they have many otcer things that they have to

13 consider dedicate to this The is not for an offense

14 legal reasons This is for pb Ic health Sc to protect the

15 public they have done thei dan diligence by ioentifying the

16 potential source who was at risk and notifying them

17 understand

18 to get testeo And that was the thats

19 really the overall purpose

20 This is criminal rase

21 THE COURT think were gettino

22 BY MR WRIGHT

23 And understand

24 know that but Im not

25 Let me ask
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MR WRIGHT Pardon

MR STAUDAHER Your Honor think

THE COURT Mr Staumiher is obiecting think

were netting beyond

MR WRIGHT No

THE COURT the focus

MR WRIGHT Just one wrap up question

THE COURT Okay One more ouestion

MR STAUDAHER He can do this on crossexamination

10 THE COURT Well no there was

11 MR WRIGHT cant do it on cross

12 THE COURT Wait minute

13 THE MARSHAL Counsel enough

14 THE COURT Ttere was purpose

15 MR WRIGHT

16 THE COURT Excuse me There was purpose for

17 allowing this questioning to go on and ic was limited

18 purpose and think were getting beyond the purpose And so

19 Mr Wright you say you have one more question

20 MR WRIGHT Yes

21 THE COURT You can ask youlL final question Again

22 because the questioning was dedicated to particular issue

23 MR WRIGHT understand

24 THE COURT and think were getting beyond

25 that And so ask youx final question and then were going no
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take little break

BY MR WRIGHT

As understand it if it was conclusively

shown hat over the four years ll 63000 persons were tested

okay every one of them was tested and there wcsnt any hep

it turns out it was below the threshold leve that would have

been expectec okay if could stow tha ro tmne in four years

got hep at that clinic it woud make no cifference to you in

reaching your determination that fo those two uoys the method

10 of transmission was what you found correct

11 Thats correct

12 Okay

13 But unlikely

14 THE COURT Okay Well

15 THE WITNESS Unlikely that that wcu be the case

16 THE COURT All rig5t If you neec to take break

17 maam just ext

18 THE WITNESS Im okay

19 THE COURT through those

20 THE WITNESS Do you want me to just

21 THE COURT You can sit theie if you want to

22 THE WITNESS Fine fine

23 THE COURT Were going to take bredk

24 Court recessed at 1042 a.m until 1046 a.m

25 Outside the presence of the jury
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THE COURT Yes

MR WRIGHT just want just wanted to tell

the wiuness that that exchange was outside of the jurys

presence So when examine you in the courtroom

THE COURT And ask the same things again

MR WRIGHT we dont act like theyve heard Ic

THE COURT dont

THE WITNESS Dont sound as if why are you askino

ire the same

10 THE COURT Yeah

11 MR WRIGHT Right We dont discuss it

12 THE COURT Sure Yeah so obviously dont sdy

II dont say as just told you five minutes ago

14 THE WITNESS Yeah Okay

15 THE COURT blah hlah blab

16 THE WITNESS No appreciate appreciate that

17 Really lave to be reminded dont co this as routine

18 Off record colloquy

19 MS STANISH Judge Im on the phone with Nia

20 Killebiew

21 THE COURT Okay

22 MS STANISH and shes out and about And

23 thoughc we could just put her on speaker phone if you could

24 make tfe order to her to reveal Mr Meanss

z5 THE COURT Okay
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MS STANISH You ready Nia or are you in the

check out

THE COURT What is she like at Vons or something

MS STANISH Yeah thats fine Can we just

just to put on tee record

THE COURT She can cl1 in mean

MS STANISH Lets see if this works NIa can yce

hear me

MS KILLEBREW can

10 THE COURT Can you hear me This is Judee Adair

11 MS KILLEBREW can Judge How are you

12 THE COURT Good thanks Basically need to

ii direct you to disclose to all of us the amount thQt the Mednc

14 family received in settlement of the various clams and

15 lawsuits tCey may have filed So if you could do that

16 Hello

17 MS KILLEBREW can do that dcrt have the

18 amount that can tell you richt now can emaIl it or hdve

19 someone brinc It in an envelope to the Court today

20 THE COURT Okay

21 MS KILLEBREW The only thing that need you

22 know is some minute order or some kind of documentation on

23 the record that youre orderirg me to do so

24 THE COURT Right

25 MS KILLEBREW so my clients
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THE COURT Ms Husted is making that

MS KILLEBREW

ThE COURT Ms Husted is making that part of the

ruinutes riqht now And you dont need to you know

MS KILLEBREW Okay

THE COURT rush it over today as long as we get

it Know by an email or something like that We dont

h0ve to put tURt on the recorc today So you know dont

wry Thout sending over runner or rushing back to your

10 off ice or anything like that You know just sometime today

11 or tomorrow morning if you get that over to the awyers that

12 would ne great

13 MS KILLEBREW Okay Im out of town but would it

14 be easier for me to just mean my office is right C055

15 the sneet to have runner bring it over in an envelope to

16 your your chamhers

17 THE COURT Sure That

18 MS KILLEEREW Or would you rather have me disclose

19 it to counsel

20 THE COURT Sure Thats fine

21 MS KILLEBREH Okay

22 THE COURT All right

23 MS KILLEBREW Ill just do that

24 THE COURT Okay

25 MS KILLEBREW Not problem
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THE COURT Okay Great Thank you

MS KILLEBREW Thank you so much

THE COURT Okay

MS KILLEBREW Bye everyone

THE COURT Bye

MS STANISH Bye

THE COURT Okay We can bring the jury hack

In the preserce of the jury

THE COURT All rigot Court is now back in

10 session

11 Anci Mr Staudaher you may resume your direct

12 examinaton

13 MR STAUDAHER Thank you Your Honor

14 DIRECT EXAMINATION Continued

15 BY MR STAUDAHER

16 With recard to your review of the records in

17 this particular case were talking about the Health Oistrict

18 report What else did you review

19 The trip report from the CDC whc is their

20 initial follow up report right after they return from the

21 investigaton and then their publication In peer reviewed

22 journal of their of the fina analysis of tfe COCs

23 investigation portion

24 So the in the chronology of things that you

25 looked at did you look at them in particular order did one
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build on itself thdt kind of thing or old it matter Was

the trip report first aba then the article or vice versa

Oh defintely The trip report definitely

because tbat comes out rioht after they return from their

investigaton like witf in short perioo of time

Is it typlcl to have an outbreak

investigat on puolished in peer review journal after such an

outbreak

Yes

10 So the rlp report is how would

11 characterize that report

12 Well is publicly available but it is it

13 is par- of CDCs procedure that you surrmarze even though

14 they might be peiimindry the results of your investigation

15 immediately upon retun so that thats communicated back to

16 the inviting stdte dnd They have everythinu that you have

17 that moment

18 Is it faiz to say that are there sometimes

19 errors in those initial reports

20 Yes probably Yes

21 When it oets to the stage where you actually

22 publish the paper thouoh in the peer review journal does

23 that go through some sort of vetting process with other

24 investigators mean how is the journdl sent out before

25 its actually published
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The draft or the manuscript which is what we

call the prepublication report is sent out to the cc authors

on the on on the paper to read and make any suggested

revisions It doesnt necessarily mean that all errors if

there were errors woulh be cauqht at that time but hopefully

everything thats in the in the manuscript is accurate as

far as the co authors krow In addition when it gets

submit-ed to journal for peer review which is separate

process it is reviewed by ndividuals who were totally not

10 relateo in any way to the whctever the study was thats

11 being reviewed So the journal sends it to its own peer

12 reviewers to decide wheher its of importance and worthy of

13 publication in the journa_

14 And once it incily gets published its been

15 through th0t whole process is that correct

16 Yes includlno should say clearance at the

17 CDC leve

18 So in this particular case you looked at those

19 particular parts of the that sort of cetailed the

20 investigation is that correct

21 Yes

22 Now weve talked about some of your kind of

23 conclusions about scopes and the or the biopsy forceps

24 things like that up to ths point

25 Yes
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In genera_ looking at the results in this

particular case did you come to conclusion as to how you

believe the trnsrnission occurred through the records that you

reviewed

Yes

Ano whdt was thc.t

My conclusion is that the unsafe injection

practices used routineliv tris clinic resulted in

contarrnnatior of rrethca ion vi in this case propofol with

10 hepatitis virus that was then transmitted to other patients

11 Okay Anytning in the reports related to that

12 that called into question that CnQlysis or that conclusion

13 Any results that you saw Anythino in there

14 dont know thinking

15 in there

16 Just want to make no

17 Have you ever heard of tfe term serial

18 contamination

19 Yes

20 Sc you know can you tell us what that is

21 first of all

22 B0sically you have source ann its

23 transmitted oown the line mean you know its transmitted

24 to each subsequent individual who is exposed

25 Have you seen this actually in your own
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investigations

Yes have

Have you mean is this something that has

been around for awhile

The idea of it yes and havinc seen it in the

context of hepatitis virus because its so infectious and so

much more easily transmitted that weve seen it in variety

and weve been able to test for it for much longer period

of time and weve seen hot in variety of settngs and done

10 experimental studies to show that it can happen but it

11 doesnt have to

12 Okay What do you mean it doesnt have to

13 When you refer Im assuming when you mean

14 serial transmission that every single incividual after the

15 source gets infected

16 No not necessarily

17 Oh okay

18 And lets talk about that Serial

19 contamination meaning just people downstream of the source

20 patient

21 Right

22 are contaminated serially

23 Yes

24 And do you know how that could happen in

25 situation like that
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Well if you rave comon source of virus

like multi dose vial or several contaminated vials of

medication then people who are exposed to that vial of

medicarion downstream so to speak from its point of

contamination will he exposen 0nd potentialy infected

Is there dilution effect that involves that

sort of serial contaminat on that might have play here

Yes there is because you know theres

certain amount of virus that is in the contaminant and as the

10 vial gets used up presumadly the level of contamination will

11 go down or you really dont h0ve any idea whicf dose is going

12 to contain virus and hici ist
13 Now in tiis particular case tere were two

14 specific days correct Were talking about July date July

15 25th and September 21st date Your go ahead Did you

16 want to say something

17 May correct what just said It just

18 occurred to me the quearion youre askinc cidnt answer

19 the question you were asknn about how tfe seria

20 contaminatior might occur whether or not you would get

21 whether it would be different tne further oownstream If you

22 were if the source was in the same if you only had one

23 source of virus then presumably as the as the vial gets

24 used up youll have less contamination and lower infection

25 rates the further out you go
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However if its from different vials if multiple

if you have multiple sources of potential contamination

then that might be difficult to see In an experimental

settinc however thats exactly what happens is you

because you have as you go ong downstream you have less

and less your infection rates start to crop

So at some point you wouldnt expect there to

be infection rate with common initially contaminated source

or or can you

10 Presumably but not always

11 Now on the two days in question that were

12 talkinc about here and youve reviewed the informQtion

13 pertaining to those is that correct

14 Yes

15 You said that you believe if Im not

16 trying to reiterate but i5 it the same conclusion for both

17 days

18 Yes

19 And what ho you bane your conclusions off of

20 The only first of all the only significant

21 result that the CDC could fino was that all of the patients

z2 who became infected received procedures on the same day as

23 chronic you know as the source patient And all of their

24 procedures occurred after the source natient In the

25 September on the September day they have few infections
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that can actually look at it in an analysis using numbers and

statistical techniques On the July day there only one

infection downstream from the source patient So the only way

to link those is by genetic sequencing

However the fact that the only ftc only

technique or procedure that could be implicateo tHiat they

could identify as being inappropriate anc not dccording to

good aseptic tecunigue was how the multi dose viol how the

anesthesia was delivered essentially and to mu tiple

10 patients And so since that had been occurrinc ll along

11 there was no reason to believe th0t wasnt tne source in July

12 as it was in September

13 Now the source in July lets tftk about that

14 day just for second You said ttere was just one infected

15 patient from the source patient on that cay You said the

16 only way that there could be link is through cenetic

17 sequencing

18 Right

19 correct

20 Yes

21 Was that was that done tkiis case

22 Yes it was and they were they were

23 genetically related

24 And are you mean youve assume

25 since youve been at CIX youve seen that kind of analysis
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done in the past is that right where they do linking

Yes

Is there any issue with regard to the methods

cr procedure that you saw employed in this particular study

for that work for the sequencing work fiat called into

question the results

No it only gets better as time goes by

Okay Now on the 25th nate the July 25th

date were you aware based on the records that the CPNA

10 involved on that day was the one who administered the heplock

11 and administered the medication

12 Yes

13 Is there although the irfected patient on

14 thdt day did not fall under the same category it was nurse

15 that put in the heplock initially

16 Yes

17 at least accordino to the records is there

18 any issue there with recard to you know potential error in

19 what tie transmission was or the souce of the transmission

20 based on that information

21 dont dont think so The reason beinq

z2 that the procedures that the nurses use put in the hepariri

23 locks were correct axid they were observed to be correct they

24 routinely were correct and so there is no reason to believe

25 that tie placement of the heplocks were relateci They
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certainly didnt find that in September and wren they

investigators were onsite observing the staff one of the

CRNA5 continued to administer anesthesia in the same way in

an unsafe way by using you know reusino syrinqe on

single patient and then using that vial on mjltiple patients

Were you aware that communcat on was made

to second CRNA alxut that same practice

Yes

And you were aware of the results of thdt he

10 admission of the reuse there

11 Yes

12 Those two things combinec tncse are

13 different if understand you that in Th0t New York 2001

14 study where you didnt have any observed mecudnim by which

15 you could see or determine transmission

16 Until thats corrert urtll we looked at

17 the purchase records

18 So thats wnat _ed you to your conclusions

19 To confront the person wYo h0d been denying

20 the unsafe prdctices yes

zl MR STAUDAHER pass the witress Your Honor

z2 THE COURT All rigit Cross

z3 CROSS EXAMINATION

24 BY MR WRIGHT

25 Good mornino My name is Richard Wright
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represent Dr Desai You did not participate lets see

you left CDC in 2006

Yes

And so you hao no participation this

investigation Las Veas in January

Dther than talking to Brian Labus over the

phone

Okay

Over the telephone

10 Okay And the when did you talk to him

Il It was in the middle of the investigation

just before they just before they went public to did the

13 public notification

14 Okay So that would be mean we know

15 from dealing wIth all the dates here in the courtroom it went

16 public February 27 It went public and notifications went out

17 to natients February 27 2008 So prior to then correct

18 Yeah like the day before

19 Okay And you you ban received were you

20 contacted by lawyers from the clinic to consult with them

zl read that

22 Let me think minute only because do get

z3 contacted bit Yes think so Yes

24 read somewhere of efforts to reach out

25 to you by civil litigator civil lawyers for the clinic at
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the time seeking to use your expertise

Youre absolutely

and consult

Thank you You actually brought it bock

Yes thats correct And in fact because knew nothing

about The outbreak at the time it was eary or they did

they were referred by colleague and turned them don wYer

wi en they describeo the situation And then

immediately called my contacts at CCC to see what was gcinn on

10 because it sounded you know sorry from an

11 epidemiologists point of view it was quite exciting

12 Iread

13 Im sorry

14 read the articles you forwaroed Okay All

15 of these articles and the Morbidity whats that thino

16 called

17 Morbidity and Mortality Weekly Report Its

18 CDCs pubic health notification of important events

19 It sounds like Halloween magazne But

20 is ieally dry reading

21 To you

22 Correct

23 The rest of us cant wait to get our hands or

24 it ann its embargoed too

25 The mean this is esoteric stuff were
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dealinc with me read your article about and had

nightmares about the testing the chimpanzee dried monkey

blood no see how long the virus lives in dry chirranzee monkey

blood And the results were how long does the hepatitis

virus live oLtside like when its some blood is left on an

instrumant t4hats the results

The results were that the the only way you

can demonstrate infectively is with an animal model because

you realLy cant do it in in tue laboratory so arid only

10 non human primates So the results were that we had three

11 time points to lock at 16 hours four days and seven days

12 And only tue 16 nour sample was infectious So we know that

13 it pesists for 0t leas 16 hours outside the human body It

14 could be dried on surface not visible to the human eye and

15 still cause infection

16 Okcy And the three day old three day old

17 blood using my

18 Lour day

19 laymans terminology

20 Its okay

21 our day

22 pour days

23 our days the it was no longer infectious

24 the virus ban died

25 Right
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And the same with the seven day

Thats correct

And and thats learning from your

article thats different tnan the hepatitis where that

it he nepatitis virus survives when exposed tc the

environment for

It was only looked at for seven days okay

because of the limitations doing these kinds of studies

So its infectivity was cemonstrated seven days hut its

10 very hardy virus Its easy to kill you know if you use

11 disinfectants on it bleach does great job but it survives

12 long time And when people ask actually ask our opinion

13 if they call and say you know Ive had this thIng with blood

14 on it for two years shou consider it Infectous with

15 We would probably say yes you should just consider it

16 infectious Theyve actually found evidence of the virus not

17 necessarIly its infectivity seven years after it was dried

18 But unknowino you know we dont know if its infectious

19 Okay

20 Hepatitis clearly does not survive that lono

21 because voj have to combine your experimental work with

22 reality and what you see in terms of transmission patterns

23 And it was clear from transmissIon patterns that hepatitis

24 was not like HI\7 which does once it leaves human body it

25 its no longer infectious But because of its transmission
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patterns we suspected it had to live for some period of time

outside the hody and thats why we did the experimental

study

Okay As as hepatitis expert contract

hepatitis today and the odds are like seven out of ten

times will hvc no symptoms svrr1ptomatic Is that what

its calleo that rigft

Yes

OKy

10 Light

11 Like three out of ten times will get the

12 classic symptoms that weve heard about testified nere

13 jaundice

14 Itll seno you to the doctor

15 llght OKay And so may not may not

16 know even rcve it

17 Yes

18 seven out of ten times

19 That is correct

20 And the how how quickly and guess

zl once Im past sx months and Im most once Im past six

22 months just acqulie it today six months from now assumino

23 knew acquired it six months from now its quite clear Im

24 not going to get the classic symptoms is that right

25 Thats correct mear the classic symptoms
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the incubation period short It can he as short as 14

days supposedly as long as six months But likely within two

to three months of exposure if you havent become symptomatic

youre not going to be for the first phase of infection the

new phase of infection

Okay So once and then the weve heard

testimony here in the courtroom Im pam- six months so its

what weve calied were calling chronic hepattis And

chances are will end up dying of old ace and not hepatitis

10

11 From an oods point of view absolutely

12 From what

13 From an odds look where we are From an

14 odds point of view yes

15 Okay

16 Likely you will

17 Okay

18 It depends on variety of factors

19 Okay

20 Whether you drink you know do other things

21 that might harm your liver that all of tiat potentiates

22 Okay

23 You know it puts different risks on it but

24 yes thats correct

25 Okay And if contract it today the like
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what do what do the studies show or whats your analysis of

how quickly may develop cirrhosis of the liver from

hepatitis

Presumirg youre over 40

That am

Age

And drirk

Age we ii you had fepatitis your

doctor would tell you not to oxnk at all but except maybe

10 champagne at your daugboers weddino But depending on your

11 age and variety of otfer factors youre male so it

12 increases your risk as wel and that you cant do anhing

13 about So all other factors beIng equal you could develop

14 cirrhosis in years years LO yecirs or 40 years

15 You just dont know

16 Nc mean therelq an average

17 Whats the averaqe

18 20 30 20 we say And that most of those

19 that thats also includes ranoe of you know

20 averages always have rarges So thats the aver0ge hut it

21 can be much shorter anc ve observed tf at directly

22 Okay

23 In my follow up studies rhat conducted at

24 CDC So but it has usually often in moist people it

25 has long what we call latent period where nothing happens
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and you dont know you have it until you have that yearly

physical The doctor finds you have liver elevated

abnormal liver enzymes meaning your liver is inflamed They

test you for hepatitis and you just found out you have it

Okay And if have it and oidnt know

had it had blood test ano the doctor says youve got

hepatitis and dont have any symptoms at all from it

didnt even know had it could still underco the

treatments weve heard about here in the courtroom which is

10 48 week interferon and ribafarbon sic or something

11 Ribavirin yeah

12 Okay could do that even if had

13 chronic and no symptoms

14 Actually that makes you better candidate

15 for

16 Okay

17 resolvng your infection However there

18 are guidelines for treaing people and the guidelines have to

19 do with the severity of your liver disease which may not be

20 manifest or clear based on your lack of symptoms So they do

21 laboratory testinq possibly imaqing stucies possibly liver

22 biopsy to determine the stace of your liver disease And

23 people with mild disease may not have been treated in the

24 past They may be more likely to be treated now because some

25 of the drugs because the treatment is more effective and
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can be shorter But in general you have to sort of show that

youre progressing in your liver disease to be treated On

the other band some physcans treat everybody

Okay Have you heard of Dr Richard Perrillo

neuropsychologist

know Rooet Penillo who is

hepatologist

Nope tlis Rcnard PeriHllc

And hes whdt neuroscientist

10 Neuropsycfoocist

11 Neuropsyctolocist no

12 Okay Fe testified here ir the courtroom

13 about hepatitis being neurovird and attacKing the brain and

14 causinc hepatitis ccusrc dementia whcn tie distinguished

15 from brain fog

16 You mear like the rest of us have

17 MR SANTACROCE Im sony ddnt hear you

18 THE WITNESS Ic wasnt sctertlflc comment Can

19 take it back

20 MR SANTACROCE No

21 THE COURT No

z2 THE WITNESS Lke the rest of us cave

23 THE COURT Oh okay

24 BY MR WRIGHT

25 He testified thtt he reached this conclusion
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of hepatitis causing dementia as well as the treatment

causing dementa And he based it upon he had seen 19

patients with hepatitis and they had dementia Do you

are you familidr with any any of his work or studies or

does any of that ring bell with you

No

Okay The

But can comment

Give me your comment

10 Okay This is common misconception

11 particularly by physician researchers dont know if hes

12 physician but they look at cases only and they dont end up

13 doing study They look at case reports or just people with

14 the disease and they see that they all have this in common

15 whatever it might be in this case hepatitis and dementia

16 and they come to conclusion about the cause or some

17 association But you cant Case case reports can be very

18 useful because they can you know they can show that

19 further study might be necessary in that area but they cant

20 you cant draw any conclusions fiom cases just looking at

21 cases

22 And thats the difference between dssooiation

23 and cause and effect

24 No

25 No
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Association

Well let me let me ask it thIs way

mean the way it was explainec to me the why 0n association

doesnt prove cause abe effect let me put it th0t way was

told in the late 1940s before there was polio vaccine that

there was am anti polio dIet put out by lie ccvernment that

you should not eat ice cream or soft drirks oecouse everyone

that had polio had been eatinc lot of ice cream when they

caught polio They were eating lot of ice cieam and soft

10 drinks And so ultimately it turned out that p0 io was

11 transmitted in the sunnier when it was hot an so the they

12 had misinterpreted There merely am associQt on Everyone

13 caught polio when when it was hot and tlits when you eat

14 ice cream anc drink soft crnks

15 Actually Im sorry if intertupt That is

16 not an association Thats actually its cl ed an

17 ecological fal acy in scientific terms and frrm cn

18 epidemio oqical point of view Irr sorry Thcts exactly

19 what Its like there are more telephone poles in or

zO people theres higher risk of gettirg or higher rate

21 of cardiovascu ar disease in places that have more telephone

22 poles Why is that That is not an assocation Its am

z3 ecological fallacy

24 People who have who dont live in well when

z5 this was usec as an example telephones were not exactly as
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coranon as they are now and in urban areas where people had

less exercse and ate and had worse diets had more

cardiovascular disease han in rural areas where they worked

out worked on the farms or whatever and had fewer telephone

prles ts an ecological its misinterpretation

THE COURT So would be coincidence thdt has

THE WITNESS Its coincidence

THE COURT no bearing on actually the cause of

disease or the symptoms of

10 THE WITNESS Thats right

11 THE COURT the disease or anything like that

12 Okay

THE WITNESS And as scientist an association has

14 the sane implication as cause and effect if you use it if

15 you use it in the same way Like something is associated with

16 infection particular event or means In epidemiologicl

17 terms hat there is some kind of cause and effect

18 So when you do studies that cant establish cause

19 and effect what we do is say we found characterist

20 relatec or associated with positivity testing positive which

zl is little it may be it may be very obscure kind of

22 but its very important in our line of work to be very

23 clear about what we consider studies that can oemonstrate real

24 associatons with getting infected or getlng disease and

25 those hat are just characteristic of populations for
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example with the disease know it sounds esoteric but

its important

BY MR WRIGHT

And some some of the statistical do you

do you all compute it Like statistically te probability

that in was thIs or that

Yes after having done an appropridte study

So the study methods have to be just as approprftte as the

analysis And bad data in bad data out You know good ot0

10 in hopefully your results are valid But there have been

11 theres lot published not necessarily in flepatitis

12 thats not vald

13 Okay The Brian Labus stated in in his

14 in The report that the likelhood of cettinc hepatitis

15 THE COURT Keep your voice up

16 BY MR WRIGHT

17 The likelihooc of getting hepatitis for

18 patient who went to the clinic on September /1 2007 was 38

19 million times the likelihood of person who didnt go to the

20 clinic on Septemfier 21 2007 Okay

ft Uh huh

ft What does that show

23 Ive read the sentence too dont knov

24 meam presume

25 what calculation
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its true

agree no read the sentence too

dont Know what calculation he was making or the report was

making what calculation that was based on

Okay

And it wasnt explained

It ic IS fair to say that you you simply

read ftc reports and you concur with the conclusion of CDC

Yes

10 Okay And their conclusion was that the most

11 likely cause was the combination of unsafe injection practices

12 wi tre multi patient use of propofol vials

13 Right which is also considered under the

14 overall phrase of unsafe injections

15 Oh okay That that somehow was

16 vimalnc an ursafe injection as the actual

17 No It also involves the reuse of vial for

18 multiple or the reuse of the vial for multiple patients

19 Okay And the

20 TI-IF COURT Keep your voice up

21 bY MR WRIGHT

22 Your on that New York your first case of

23 New York 2001 was that your first colon

24 My first the first investigation of an

25 outbreak of hepatitis in GI practice
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Okay

Private CI practice yes

Okay And that and was that an

anestheslolocist

Who was reusing syringes and needles Reusino

needles and syringes and on tYe same vial and coing back inc

multi dose vial actual

Okay Ano was he was It Ye the

anesthesiolocist

10 It was

11 Okay Was he using reusing needles and

12 syringes between patients or simply to re dose single

13 patient

14 Simply to to re dose He was discaiolnu

15 between patients

16 Okay The and and he had denied it

17 Yes

18 Okay Ano then ultimately admitted to it

19 Yes

20 Okay Ano the Oklahoma case you talked about

21 the one you tdlked about here that was reuse of syrinqes

22 reuse of neeole and syrinoes on multiple patients

23 That was taking one syringe filling it with

24 enough medication for ten patients and cong from bed to bed

25 administering the medication
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10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

25

Thats what Id call serial

Yes thats serial

Okay And so that you all call that overt

syringe needle and syringe reuse saw that in one of

these articles

Oh you mean like direct versus indirect

contamination

Riot

Yedh that would be direct contamination of

the syringe as opposed to indirect Indirect being through

through the vehicle of multi dose like contaminating the

medicaflon via Right

Okay And you you were asked about serial

contaminatior And whaL does that mean to you

It means that line of people so to speak

OIL patients h0ve ILeeived have been exposed serially

Okay

You know in

cot it And the

sequence of some time

Okuy And thnk was your New York

investigation there was multi dose coirmon vial and that

appears to have neen contaminated with hep by source

patient and then that that one vial was used over three

days and that one vial which was contaminated thereafter
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transmitted hepatitis to other patients getting out of that

same vial is that fair

Thats correct Although ttere were some

patients in sequence who cid not become infected

Okay Ann the here and Im unsure if its

that clear in the Southern Nevada Health District report but

Briar Labus testified that te hd two theories by which the

transmission talking about September 21st could have

occurred where it went from room to roam because there were

10 two different procedufe rooms

11 And he said it could have been single

12 theoretically it could have been single 50 cc contaminated

13 vial one vial of propofo cortcrriinated because if you ddd it

14 up all of the dosage for all of the infected patients and you

15 just gave them each like their first dose out of the one vial

16 there was enough total that it could have all happened tbeough

17 one vial That was one theory he testified to Second theoiy

18 dealt with contaxrinatinc multiple vials because the and

19 having open mutiple vials at the same time And he called

20 that serial contarrination of vicals Okai

21 Uh huh

22 Okay Have have you in the cases you have

23 seen and stunied have you come across seral using that

24 definition of serial contamination of vials Did any of your

25 cases involve that
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Im thinking

Take your time

dont think so dont remember that being

the case but the practices at this clinic of having multiple

vials open at the same time in the same procedure room and

some of the and their echriques in general were pretty

well unfortunate And so you know there is really no

reason to have multiple vals open at the same time

particularly if you dont have more than one anesthesia person

10 in the room at the same tme So but my understanding is

11 that they did And

12 Okay We where do you oet that

13 understandino

14 From the report of the observation

15 Okay

16 of what they eie doirg at the time the

17 investigators were there

18 Okay We that was imndc Hubbard mean

19 you dont know that but Linda Hubbard was not there on

20 September 21st or July 25th And she

21 MR STAUDAHER Cojeotion Misoharacterizes the

22 evidence She was present on July 25th

23 THE COURT Im sorry

24 MR STAUDAHER July 25th

25 MR WRIGHT Okay
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THE COURT All right So

MR WRIGHT Okay didnt rememoer her being

there Ill accept that

THE COURT And the jury

MR WRIGHT clarification

THE COURT will recall

MR WRIGHT Okay

THE COURT what it recalls And thats what

its important what the jury remembers

BY MR WRIGHT

Okay Linda Hubbctrd wasnt involved with the

source patiert or infected patient on July 25th and Linda

Hubbard was not involveo on September 21st Other CPNA5 did

not testify to you opening multple vials They they have

testified to preloadino for lack of better word mean

in the morning drawing up out of one 50 cc filling five

syringes and otter thdn that smply using via until its

empty Multi patient Im not arguing that but if you take

that open vials out of he equation on September 21st meaning

having more than one vial open at the same tine sitting there

do you follow this serial contamination of the vIals theory

dont think understand the question

Okay

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

25

actual

Okay
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If you dont have more than one vial then

Open

Open Well you can serially you car

contaminate it if you open another vial and use contaminated

syringe Or if you use new sy-Jnoe withdraw some some

you know whatever is left in the contaminated vIal into

syringe and then go into new vial to cet little more

Okay The

But you know these are all hypotheticals

10 and my understanding was that yci Know the vials multiple

11 vials were open at the same time mean theres no reason

12 why either of those scenarios couldnt hcive happened dont

13 know if they did They also

14 Right

15 They may carry you know their own mean

16 its common in some settings not sayng thIs one But

17 you know you put what you drew up in your pocket when you

18 change rooms

19 Okay

20 Or vial you stick the val in your pocket

21 that youre using and you charge rooms and you then use that

22 vicl as opposed to whatever is that room available

23 The CDC trip report noteo that there was no

24 based upon observations and intervies they didnt haul

25 propofol room to room
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Thats true However that may riot be the

case

Right Were were

Im just saying

Right mean

Its possible

Itmaybehad

dont know

Okay

10 dont even know if they had pockets

11 dont either Weve heard about tackle

i2 boxes but not pockets

13 Fanny packs Ive seen now you know

14 Sc you were youre aware of no published

15 articles or cases involving serial contamination of vials and

16 the evidence in this case

17 In which what are you tell me again your

18 definition of serial contamination of vials

19 Having multiple vials get contaminated by all

20 with the virus of the orioinal source patient and thats how

zl it moves from room to room into later in the day

22 Idont
23 MR STAUDAHER Objection Your Honor That

24 mischaracterizes

25 THE WITNESS Yeah
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MR STAUDARER Brian Labuss testimony

THE WITNESS Its

MR STAUDAHER about that

THE WITNESS Its not serial contamination of vials

in my mind

BY MR WRIGHT

Okay The the evidence in thIs cdse has

been that Brian Labus ir MarcY 2009 before still having

not written his report in December 2009 contacted CDC to ask

10 them if there was any case or any publisYed literature that

11 could document serial contamination of vias as he presumes

12 hdppened in Las Vegas And the response was

13 MR STAUDAHER Objection Your Honor Hearsay

14 THE COURT Well overruleo Shes testifying as an

15 expert

16 Mr Wright

17 MR STAUDAHER So hearsay is alloweo

18 THE COURT Well Mr Staudaher trats enough

19 said she could answer the question

20 Mr Wright state your question and be mirdful to

21 sneak into the microphone

22 MR WRIGHT Okay

23 THE COURT because you start off strong and

24 then you start drifting away and we were havno trouble

25 hearinc you
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BY MR WRIGHT

Brian Labus contacted CDC in March 2009 askinu

if they had any articles or cases in the published literature

that document serial contamination of vials as we presume

happened in Las Vegas And the CDC responded that they didnt

have any suci thing other than one poolirq incident and the

CDC stated that they thought there was enough inforrration from

pour investication that this is clearly plausible

explanat on

10 THE COURT Is there question

11 BY MR WRIGHT

lz Does would you concur with that response

from CDC

14 What would concur is that they were using

15 pratices that would could result in contamin0tion of

16 rrndicaion via with blood borne virus and that that virus

17 could serve as source for transmission to multple patients

18 Okay

So why couldnt Im stil dont

/0 undersrand exdctly what definition were using for serial

21 contatanatior

zi We these are this is Brian Labuss

2i know But dont know what he meant

24 either so

25 dont either
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Well

Six years later

you know there dont really know

what youre asking dont see why multiple vials if

theyre out couldnt have become contaminated if they use the

same either pooled them into cont0minated syringe or

or usec reused syringe on different vial that was open

Okay

But dont know what you thats the

10 What Im asking and Ill ask it again

11 Okay

12 Their response was there is no case like it

13 and there Is nothing in the published literature regardinn his

14 presumed contamination of vials by serial contamination Do

15 you agree with that

16 agree with cant thick of puclished

17 study involving specific contamination of different vials

18 Okay

19 in the same place However can say that

20 we have had an out we that there have been serial

21 transmission from common source to mul ple patients

22 downstream

23 Right

24 But cant dont know why dont

25 or or contamination of medication vials from blood
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splatter wtiich would have cortminated multiple medication

vials even 3r tney werent being reused

THE COURT Would the contamination of say

multiple vials all have had to come from the source patient

meanino he source patient

ThE WITNESS Yes

7Hb COURT contamnated all the vicls

THE WITNESS Oven the

COURT as opposed to

10 ThE WITNESS incubation period

11 ThE COURT patient to patient to vial to patient

12 to vi0l patent Do you understand my gmestion

13 THE WITNESS Say it again

14 Th OURT Wouid tte single source patient have had

15 to conaninate all of the vials in yoar theory

16 Th TNESS No

17 Th COURT Okay

18 THE WITNESS One via_ could have contaminated

19 another

20 ThE COURT Okay As long as youre using the same

al syrinne fror or mixirq tue two vials toqethe

22 THE WITNESS Wtn the same way that you breached

23 the sterility of the product

24 THE COURT Okay

25 THE WITNESS by using something for one patient
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on amother yes So one vial could have served source

for another vial

THE COURT If you mix the dosage or the syringes

THE WITNESS Right

THE COURT Okay get it

BY MR WRIGHT

Sc fellow named Priti with CDC

woman

Oh Im sorry young lady named

10 PRITI
11 Patel

12 Okay Responced that there are no articles or

13 cases like it but youre theory seems to be ausible

14 explanation

15 It coulc happen dont really see

16 Okay Im just

17 whether its you know it could

18 Okcy

19 Given how

20 And thats plausible explanation as tc

21 what

22 Its plausible scenario for contamination

23 Okay

24 Is the best

25 And plausible means
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It coulo mppen

It coulo happen Okay Now on on 7/25

July 25 dont understand why we dont look at the two

events separately like what happened on July 2Cth and what

happened on September 21st

Is there question Are yo asking me

Yeah wiy why if September 21st hadnt

even occuneo nd were just investigating July 25th where

there was source patient treres genetic connection

10 sequencing in other worus the victim the infected patient

11 received tce hepctitis of tne source patient correct

12 Yes

13 And the we conclude ft at it must have been

14 unsafe injection practice

15 Okay So youre asking me how we well

16 first of they did the same kind of investigction that

17 they testee pctients to see if there were any other infections

18 around the same time So tney conducted the same kind of

19 investigaticr separately mean clearly two different time

20 points And but they oidnt they only had the one

al infection which from an epdemoloqical point of view you

22 wouldnt have been able to quote associate it with the

23 source patient unless you dId genetic sequencing

24 Okay But then it happened that it was

25 connected
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Yes

Okay

So how could that happen Well there has to

be some break in technique fcr blood borne virus to go from

one patient to ancthe And iaving been able to associate the

or having observed the unsafe injection practices which

were ongoing at this clinic it would stand to reason that the

July 25th incident had the same was likely to have been

caused by the same mechanism as the September incident

10 Okay

11 transmission episodes

12 But it it could have happened that way

13 Yes You cant prove it but yes

14 Okay

15 it makes perfect sense And from public

16 heclth point of view thats wh0t its important to know

17 what it is that needs to be cLanged corrinunicated to prevent

18 it from happenng in the future Thats the purpose of the

19 investigation

20 Okay And it dnd its not have you

21 ever participated in criminal investiqation

22 No

23 Okay And you all you all meaning you

24 healthcare epidemiologists CDC are going in and you want to

25 as quickly and thoroughly as possible find out what is
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occarring so that you oan both stop it correct it and notify

anyone who is potentially at risk correct

Thats correct

And are are you aware that Bran Labus

you testifiec on direct about the importance especially with

the new investigators he mcb1es who were out there in

field dont jump to conc_usicns dont dont zero in on

one cause or ikely cause amb stcp You hve to do

everything correct

10 Yes

11 Brian Labus h0s testified that the

12 investigatior started at the cYnic on Wednesday the 9th of

13 January late the afcerncn and the rext day on Thursday

14 they did cuart review They meanino CDC ano Brian Labus and

15 BLC and all these team members

16 Uh hub

17 And the next cuy on Friday tney knew of the

18 propofol multi putient use arc observed reuse of syringe cn

19 patient to redose and by Friccy evening two oays into the

20 investigation he had deterrnired the likely cause Does that

21 make sense

z2 Thats the cuestion does make sense cr

23 did it

24 Yes

25 is it cou it have did it happen
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that way cant

Okay

dont know Since can see that thats

happening that happening especially civen the history of

consistency of these outbreaks being due to the same cause

over and over and over again However the CDC did do

complete analysis of all the other kinds of exposures that

could have occurred regardless of what his conclusion was on

Friday afternoon

10 Okay His mean he testified that he had

11 determined that

12 cant can tell you that in their

13 publication they presented the data showing the other types of

14 exposures that they lookeo at and ruled out because there was

15 no association between those other exposures and getting

16 and acquirino hepatitis

17 Okay Now the the unsafe practices that

18 keep going on and on and on in the literature and in real life

19 practice here the evidence has been that the the on

20 ednesday afternoon when the Mr Labus and Dr Fischer and

21 Dr Schaefer went in the clinic told them they cre multi

z2 they are injecting with multi dose propofol multidose vials

23 whatever the terminology was multi dose

24 Single dose vials used on multiple patients

25 Correct
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is actually what they were

And is is what they ackrowleiqed and

exactly what their practice was And this and the evidence

has been here in this courtroom that that was common

practice throughout this communty in oupatient settings

MR STAUDAHER objection Your I-oncr dont

believe thats the testimony or evidence as is right now

THE COURT Dont spin the evicence Mr

MR WRIGHT Im not spinning -he evidence

10 THE COURT Mr Wrioht

11 And ladies and gentlemen once agair its your

12 recollection of what the testimony was arc how you interpret

13 that in terms of you know common

14 MR WRIGHT Okay

15 THE COURT uncommon Its up tc you Again

16 Ill remind you

17 Thats what meant Mr Wrigh

BY MR WRIGHT

19 Keith Mathans is CRNA cKay who was

zO observed and he testified here in this courtroom that it was

21 the same practce at Sunrise it was the same practice at

22 Southwest it was the same practice everywYere he was

z3 involved

24 MR STAUDAHER What practice are ycL referring to

z5 specifically Thats the poirt that Im
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MR WRIGHT Multi

THE COURT Can you be more specfic in your

questioning Mr Wright

MR WRIGHT

THE COURT

MR WRIGHT

THE COURT

MR WRIGHT

THE COURT

BY MR WRIGHT

It was specific before he said

All right Well

it wasnt

Mr Wright

the evidence

state your question acaln

We are talkino about using single dose

propofol vial on multiple patients acting like ts

rrulti cose vial rather than single dose vial

The problem if you just look at it that way

is bacterial contamination and has nothing to 00 with serial

virus contamination

Okay

Because single dose vial something labeled

for single dose nas very short period in which it an be

coened and used It has no bacteria static preservative in it

to orevent contamination and when its after Its been

opened So its bacterial contamination that is intended

multioose vial thats excuse me viai thats labeled as

multi close versus single dose And think and the package

insert is very clear about this for propofol But not every
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outbreak has involved propofol and some have involved vials

that are labeled for multi use The issue here the

re dosing with the same syringe

Im going to oet to that

Well yes but

Okay Well just

Okay

No

Okay

10 Well get well get wtere you want to go

11 But it isnt it isnt necessdrily the

12 mean

13 Well Im

14 Well that rnloht not

15 Youre not going where Im goico

16 Well okay

17 Ill drive ard then you can get wcat you

18 want And if you think Im asking unfair questions or

19 something Im Im trying to focus in on this wy this lacc

zO of recognition this lack of understanding this lack of

21 awareness in the community of the danqer irvolved in using

22 like 50 cc propofol vial cis multi dose OKay mean do

z3 you understand that just the things just keep going on

24 despite your all all the best efforts to sciy dont do

25 it Do you agree with that
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What youre not in isolation Well you

shouldnt use single use vial unless you use all of it at

once You shouldnt use it for you know you shouldnt

have it open for more than the time It has nothing to do

wih mean it has very little to do with the fact that

its ldbeled for single use in terms of virus trnsrr3ssion

Isthat

Then it has

partof

10 more todo

1_i the confusion

12 Well you cant take it in my opinion its

13 nnt you cant take that a5 an isolated event reusing the

14 vial

15 Im not isolating it

16 MR STAUDAHER Your Honot Im going to object to

17 letinc would like hm to let her finish her answer

18 bRfore he

19 THE COURT Were you okay

20 Were you finished with your answer maain

21 THE WITNESS Yes that cant that his the

22 question is not answerable in that way

23 BY MR WRIGHT

24 Okay As part of

25 It has no significance
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Okay The sigtiificance Im asking is is

why do these weve had CPNA in this courtroom Mr

Sagendorf who is presently CRNA practicing in Clifcrnia

for two large outpatient clinics and he testifies rioht here

within the past mcnth that they still use propel ol c5

single use on the label they use it as multi cose in their

clinics They use it for multiple patients

Uhhuh

Okay AndI

10 Im not shocked

11 Youre not shocked Pm not shocked eIther

12 And and we understano best practices Weve hero ll

13 abcot best practices And all Pm focusing on well uet to

14 the need es in due course but the somehow and this may be

15 the corfusion between the multi dose axd single use hds to do

16 with the preservatives and how long it can lest once its

17 cpen is that fair

18 Yes

19 Okay Because mean you talk to

zO prcctirioners nd they say Im using it quickly One open

zl pronof 01 it it says right in there if you read everything

22 that ins good for six hours And if am usirq it all within

23 that time frame there is no harm in me using it all up Do

24 you unoerstand what Im saying

25 Yes understand perfectly
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And they and if you reao the propofol

vial

MR WRIGHT Where is oar propofol vial Its an

exhibit

BY MR WRIGHT

Weve had wtnesses testify that its safe to

use it if once you open it if you use it all within six

hours And rone of tha- none of it if you can

See it

10 See it None of that is explained on that

11 label Is it

12 hdve -o reao the label

13 Okay

14 -iowever anyone wOo uses druc any drug

15 should be professional wto uses drug any drug should

16 be fully ftmilar with Th0t thug

17 Agieed

18 Okay So

19 Best practices agree

20 Now the otner ssue is thnk my opinion

21 there is confusion regadno mu ti use and sincle use vials

22 and how they contributeo This outbreak could have just as

23 easily occurred with mut oose vial that was labeled for

24 multi use Because the issue wasnt so much that it was

z5 single use vicl Its that they contaminated the vial and
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then used it on multiple patients Arid that could just as

easily have occurred with via thats labeleo for multi use

Okay

Okay agree But why why do we have

we had arother CPNA testify in here namec Mcoowe McDowell

dont remember his first name But he wanteo to argue with

the investigators

Ihetheoid

when they to him you use that 20 cc and

10 then you throw it out and you cant use it on another patient

11 And he lterally argued that as long as am using aseptic

12 techriigue nd use new needle new syringe every time

13 enter that vial there is no way on Eaxth you can ever show me

14 will contaminate patient And he warts to argue with them

15 to to use the vial up and not throw any away And so why

16 doesnt it sink in

17 have ro idea why it doesnt sink it

18 Okay But

19 have ro knowledge or data

20 Okay

21 to tel you why it doesnt sink in

22 WhoinCDC

23 It says sIngle patient infuson vial Thats

24 what it says

25 found it on there but neeoed magnifying
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glass

cant believe can read it myself

cant either But

It dces say it And the package insert is

it says it if bio letters

But nc package inserts come with this

Nc

They come in flts of 20 wti ro

Hcwevei you were plysician or nurse

10 and you were usinq this routine on patients you would

11 hopefully have locked it up in the PDR and know everything

12 about it

13 dont dsQgree with best practices

14 Im jus sayirg However the issue here in

15 my opinion is not the fact that this says its for single

16 patient infusion Its the f0ct that they contaminated it

17 Nere noing to qet to the

18 uut you see its irrelevant

19 epidemioiogica ly

20 Epidemiological but

21 and scentifclly

22 this is crminal case

23 Iknow

24 okay

25 but Im science
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and peoples knowledge matters It matters

whether they are mistaken in their judgment or are they

consciously knowingly doing something theyre not allowed to

do So understand epidemiologically it may not matter

but

Well then that wouldnt that also would

not if they didnt know that ttey were ooinc something

wrong then it would apply to whether it was they were

it wouldnt matter if it was single use or multi use they

10 would still be contaminatino the vial

11 Right Because may think am engaging in

12 proper practioes Lets move on tc your favorite the

13 contamination Okay Needle and syringe usage What was

14 observed here Keith Mathans is the fellow who who is in

15 the report who was observed by Dr Fischer In the clinic in

16 front of the CDC inspector with her little dont want to

17 call in her badge her litt plastic bacge on knowing there

18 is hepatitis outbreak she is observinc his prdctice

19 Ann this CRNA takes new propofol via Im

20 presuming he wiped the top oft you know with the alcohol

/1 all of the aseptic stuff inject the patient procedure is

22 ongoincx patient needs anotner dose He takes the same needle

23 and syringe holds it up takes off the needle puts it in the

z4 Sharps container right in frort of the CDC inspector gets out

25 brano new sterile needle puts it on and redraws out of the
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same propofol vial

Uh--huh

Procedure ends Dr Fischer steps in

interviews Keith Mathahs and he- testimony is he was not

aware that his practice wan rsJc ciL dancerous And he

believed that he was beino aseptic by changing the needle

Okay Why does where why does he tftnk something like

that

MR STAUDAHER Objection Speculation Your Honor

10 THE COURT Yeah thats sustained You need to

11 phrase that

12 MR WRIGHT Okay

13 THE COURT diffe-ent way If theres anything

14 in the

15 BY MR WRIGHT

16 Why do those instances like him mean

17 have you seer situation like th0t rIng your nvestigations

18 where the person just wasnt ccqnizctnt aware understanding

19 of the improper behavior the person was engaging in

20 Yes Not this specifically but other

21 investigations

22 Okay

23 involving unsafe practices well say

24 Okay And youre dealing with Keith Mathahs

25 got out of CRNA school before Dr Fischer was born in the late
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60s Okay

But not before was barr or graduated And 11

can tell you that his his original nursing degree is based

on practice taught to hm in nursing school and that

practice routinely involves or the currculum routinely

involves aseptic technique for or giving iojections or

preparing ano administering injectables

Right But those technicues have evolved

No

10 Well in the late 90s in these articles Ive

11 read in the late 90s 1990s you still had between 20 and 35

12 percent of the practitioners believing you could multi use

13 needles and syringe on mu tiple patients if you change the

14 needle

15 know Its unbelievable isnt it

16 Right And and what were the standards

17 then

18 The stardards have been The same all this

19 time cannot the standards aseptic technique is not

20 something that has evolved over time Altloigh obviously

21 disinfection and sterilization techniques have changed the

22 term and what it implies asepsis you know

23 Clean

24 has not changed Okay So the fact that

25 they believe that by changing the needle they are maintaining
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sterile connection dont under have ro idea why they

believe thcit

Well who in the CDC mean you keep

putting out Im talking not yo

Its okay

but the CUC

Im used to it

puts out toese common myts puts out

posters on misperceptions 0no dnd keeps trying to drive

10 this in to the practitioneis dnd it still persists And so

11 who is studying the why it doesnt trickle in to the

12 perception of the practitioners mean somethIng is wrong

13 in the teachinq somethino Is wronu in the delivery of the

14 message mean cant believe that like Ill show you

15 study where 28 percent of the

16 saw the

17 practitioners

18 same study

19 still believed it w0s ocay to reuse needle

zO and syringe on on the same p0tient Al Im doing is

21 reusing needle and syringe on same patiert anc then thre it

22 away 28 percent of the practitioners

23 Actually you can do that You can reuse

24 needle and syringe on the same patient

25 Not CDC We ferd best practices was you go
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in you use it once once once and its gone Thats what

we heard here from Dr Fischer nd and Dr Schaefer

Once only

Okay

It all its package Its not youre

isolatino the events Theyre referring to packge They

aie trying to drive home point or practice and theyre

tryino to make it simplistic And you know In what we

used to say and still do is you have two choices You can

10 either keep your if you want to use multiple dose vial on

11 multiple on more than one patient or sinole use vial

12 whatever you better keep it separate from the treatment area

13 so that people cdnnot go back into it with used syringe or

14 needle You keep it separate in centralized medication

15 area What theyre going to walk out of the room to get

16 another dose dont thnk so So or you dont reuse

17 Thats the bottom line and has been fo since the

18 well

19 Okay

20 since caine to CDC So weve been pushing

21 this home and dialysis centers forever And the only that

22 is one area where do know or can speculate rather why

23 staff are not carrying out appropriate infection control

24 practices that have been recommended since the 1970s

25 Because there the cohort of personnel who were
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there in the 70s 60s and 70s and early 80s who saw all

these transmission episodes that are now being that were

then prevented by good infection control practices as well as

little vaccine have never seen an outbreak becaise they

were prevented So they dont understano The need for some of

these recommendations that are made for hdt specifir setting

okay whch are very much more extreme rhan for other

settinos

And that was he only medr They just are

10 its like parents who dont want to vaccinate their children

11 against childhood diseases They have never seen case of

12 polio or case of measles and dont know ow severe it can

13 be Ard therefore they would you know tfey cant

14 appreciate what vaccines to you know for tre popilation

15 Its somewhat of familiarity On the other rand would you

16 operate with an unsterile wel yes actually Ive seen

17 that oo

18 Okay Well get

19 Ive seen that too

20 understand

21 Where surgeon thinks that it he washes it in

22 the sink his instrument with soap and water he can use

23 on the next patient because its his insrrument and hes very

24 attached to it he/she So its cant explain why

25 it doesnt get through
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But but maybe Im Pollyanna ish but

just dont think 28 percent of the healthcare providers in

this one study appreciated the risk mean misstated

that 28 percent of them think rnisapprehended

misunderstood the behavior they were engagthg in as opposed

to 28 percent of them were just saying hell with it dont

care if Im ooing to harm someone

That cant say have dont know the

rationale for reusing just know that they did When they

10 surveyed outpatient surcical centers 28 percent were reusing

11 It was shocking

12 THE COURT Can see counsel at the bench

13 Of record bench conference

14 THE COURT Naarn were not going to finish with

15 your testimony at reasonable time before lunch

16 So ladies anc gentlemen well just go chead and

17 take our lunch break now Well be in recess for the lunch

18 break until 130

19 During the lunch recess youre reminded that youre

20 not to dscuss the case or anything relaning to the case with

21 each her or with anyone else Youre ro to read watch or

22 listen to any reports of or coriwnentaries on this case any

23 person or subject matter relating to the case Do not do any

24 independent research by way of the Interret or any other

25 n-ediurn And please do not form or express an opinion on the
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trial

Notepads in your chairs and follow the bailiff

through the rear door

Court recessed at 1222 p.m until 134 p.m

In the presence of the jury

THE COURT All right Court is now b0ck in

session Ano Mr Wright you may resume your

cross examinaton

MR WRIGHT Thank you

10 BY MR WRIGHT

11 Doctor one of the articles you forwarded

12 U.S Outbreak Tnvestigations Highlight the Neec for Safe

13 Injection Practices and Basic Infection Control In in

14 talking about the practitioners continuing to utlize

15 single dose vials as multi dose vials despite best practices

16 recommendations what Im oolng to read you portion of

17 this article and then ask you if you agree with Okay

18 Transmission potential is magnified when facilities

19 use vials or begs of medication and infusates that contain

20 quantities in excess of those needed for for routine single

21 patient use Although these medications are often labeled as

22 single use i.e single dose the large volume In the

23 container may lead to the perception that they are suitable

24 for multi patient use Do you agree with that

25 Yes
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Okay And that that was long Im not

sure of the infusates and all of the words there but when it

comes in big package like 50 cc and its utilized in am

outpatient setting where you normally use 10 to 20 cos for

procedure having that big vial invites the belief that you

can use for more than one patient is that faIr

The belief dont know if agree with

that or rather misperception

Okay The misperception that it can And in

10 this case the evidence that has been introduced tflus far was

11 that 20 cc vials of propofol were initially being purchased

and then tne purchase person fellow named Jeffery Krueger

the charge nurse talked to xter representatve who said

14 he we have SOs do you want some of those Ok0y And SOs

15 were then introduced to the clinic Had tao that not

16 happened and they just kept with 20s that would have

17 decreaseo the opportunity for something liKe tbis to happen

18 If 20 milliliter vials were used up on

19 single patient then the opportunity for contamination of the

zO viol for the next patient would not be there

zl Okay And thInk as you m0de clear this

2z mornino if just stuck to using one vial per patient and

23 throwing it away or if just stuck to using one needle and

24 one syringe one time either of tnose this this type of

zS transmission wouldnt ocour correct
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Likely not

Okay

Correct

Okay Most likely this this type

Yes

of transmissIon And you think agreed

that using the same neecle ano syringe to redose the same

patien for propofol would be okay as long as that propofol

vial is then thrown out

10 Thats correct

11 Okay Now is part of the confusion that

12 continues to manifest itself by lack of following best

13 practices in the practitioners is part of the confusion due

14 to the varying definitions oc sngle patient use single use

15 and single dose vials

16 No

17 No

18 dont believe so

19 Okay

20 In my opinion its not the vial thats the

21 problem The vial were human Sometimes we actually make

22 policies because were human And so we might go little

23 further with our policy in oroer to prevent human error okay

24 from affectirg particular procedure

25 Okay
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knowinc that were human So it isnt the

fact that the vial this wculd still have happened even if

the vial was labeled mulLuse given their other practices

Correct

Obey

mem but Im with that The mean

because If you bed simply tossed the vials at the end of each

use for patient no problem If had reused syringes on

everi patient 0nd tcssec the vials no problem right

10 Tha correct

11 And If if use the vials as multidose

12 vial oespite wbet it says on it and used new needle and

13 syringe every sinole tme ertered it every single time

14 dosed patient no problem correct

15 As long as there wasnt blood splatter yes

16 icht Im just giving it okay

17 Ye0h Al things being equal yes

18 Okbe Anc the my Im Im more

19 confused about tne interchangeability of calling vial single

20 dose single use and sincle patient use Okay

21 Uh huh

22 And maybe Im too literal and Im not

23 healthcare practitioner but read something and see

24 distinctions between oose and patient use Do you

25 No
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Okay Well see do When think of

something as single dose to be used once that means take

it take out dose throw it away and use it And

if the patient needs another one get out another one for

another dose Am wrong

Youre interpretation yes is incorrect

Okay Okay Becduse dose and use are

synonymous

In this instance

10 in CDC ldnd

11 Yeah in no in medicine In this instance

12 in medicine Remember the FDA approved this packaging

13 For gooo or bad

14 Im jus pointing that out mean they

15 approved the wording that is on these kinds of

16 pharmaceuticals So Im just telling you what we thats

17 thats the interpretation

18 Okay Because Im going to show you an

19 exhibit But now maybe itll make sense snce use is the

20 same as dose Do you recognize that

21 No

22 Okay

23 mean mean havent been on the

24 website recently to look at ther reconmendations

25 Okay
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MS WECKERLY get what youre saying on some of

the counts She just testified the claim woulo have been less

if the units were less Thats true on insurance fraud

get what the Courts Im not concedina it get what the

Courts theory is on the flat rate

THE COURT Heres the deal Ms Weckerly Thats

all well and true for some or these where ts unit by unit

On some of these where its rounded down and stuff like that

you may have problem showino exceeded what they would

10 have been paid But thats up to the defense to figure it

11 out Im not going to sit here with my abacus trying to work

12 all that out But on some of this like saio if its unit

13 you know if youve got clear 12 units and theyre billed 12

14 minutes and thats one unt and tneyre billing two or three

15 units amount doesnt matter its more If its one of these

16 round down round up there may be an issue there that it is

17 more So again just pointino th0t out

18 MR SPNTACROCE Back to the issue what are we dome

19 with her testimony

20 THE COURT Well Im thinking about it Anything

21 else you want to say

22 MR SANTACROCE No

23 MS WECKERLY Just on an unrelated matter We need

24 ruling on the bad acts because otherwise weve got to

25 THE COURT Oh right Theres still the one bad
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acts out tnere

MR STAUDAHER The one witness yes

THE COURT Yeah the one the complaints mean

heres the thing on that You know think dgain its

obviously anything going to the merits of the complaint is

hearsay is completely inadmissble The ony thing is the

relevancy of the notice as to the somewhat snoody procedure

Balancinc it the prejucicial value think Is quite high

think the probative value is reiatively low ano duplicative

10 of everything that weve hearo Theres been abundant

11 evidence of Dr Desais cheapskate and ttey oont want to

12 spend money on supplies and hes indifferent to the concerns

13 of his patient to the point of actually beno ca bus

14 Theres abundant evidence of thct

15 So to me this goes to all of that type of evidence

16 not to the real critical issues here which is whct did he know

17 about the syringes what directons did he gve on reusing the

18 syringes and was in fact that tne maimer of transmission

19 particularly as it concerns Mr Lakeman Thats the critical

20 issue here

21 In terns of all of the other the insLrance fraud

22 think the motivation is greed and the issue of the complaints

23 and the notice has nothing to do with that issue insurance

24 fraud theft So its totally irrelevant there and its only

25 relevant on the criminal neglect and the issues think its
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extremely prejudicial and the probative value is duplicative

of everythino else weve already heard which is somewhat

tangential to the real issue here is was the reuse of the

syringes encouraged directed mandated something like that

Which could Lave even been mandated by the shortage of

supplies mean it doesnt have to be you do it If youve

got five people nd one syrinoe you know youre going to

have to reuse theft

Doing tre weigfing analysis just dont just

10 dont see that coupled wth the hearsay issue which think

11 we would have to would try certainly to limit it But

12 the risk of recusay comino in allegations that werent

13 supported or substantared think is too dangerous So

14 thats where we cre

15 Im taking the again typically youre not going

16 to strike the testimony just because it was weak testimony or

17 it was incomplete testimony or was inconclusive testimony

18 As we all know thats rot the typical remedy for the witness

19 You just argue that later recognize Mr Sartacroce

20 theres little more prejudice here because the jury unlike

21 another witness like percipient witness of street crime

22 or something like that the jury may not understand how to

23 really evaluate that testimony and thats my concern Theyre

24 not going to know that there should be backup and how this is

25 all supposed to come in So Ill consider that further
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althouch Im unlikely to strike it But understand that

thats the danger of it that the jury wont be able to

evaluate it because you need some kind of

MR SANTACROCE Or evaluate it incorrectly

THE COURT Well what meant was they wont know

how to question it or they wont see whats miss ng That

would be anything else

MR WRIGHT separate matter Im subpoenaing Nia

Killebrew for the amount the Menas received irsurance wise

10 THE COURT Okay

11 MR WRIGHT So Im nong to tell her dont know

12 what the amount is Im goina to ask her shell give us

13 the amount if the State wont

14 THE COURT Perhaps we could just do that by way of

15 stipulation

16 MS WECKERLY We can do that b3i stipulation We can

17 find that out

18 MR WRIGHT Ill find out and she may

19 THE COURT Yeah Why dont we just do

20 stipulation

zl MR WRIGHT need to

22 THE COURT and stipulate that the Meana family

23 received blah blah blah

24 MS WECKERLY think shes gone Friday anyway so

25 we could we can just find out and stipu ate
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MR WRIGHT Okay

THE COURT And that could be done at any time

MR WRIGHT Okay Well just was going to tell

you its little bit who else is coming in His

wife

MR STAUOAHER No

MS WECKERLY Oh no Thats it

THE COURT Thats it

MR WRIGHT 01 okay Right mean thought

10 that was it and so thats why was Ill get it from Nia

11 She may need to come over and get an order that she has to do

12 it

13 THE COURT Yeah Shes going to have to get the

14 order that she can disclose it But then theres no reason tc

15 call her as witness

16 MS WECKERLY Unless you want to

17 MR STAUDAT-TER Well stipulate to that

18 MS WECKERLY If youve got lot of questions

19 THE COURT Yeah mean it should be stipulation

20 Im sure shes very busy counting her money at her beach house

21 in Newport which think she actually had before all of this

22 Shes been successful for years

23 MS WECKERLY Well find way to get the

24 information and then well stipulate to have her disclose it

25 to the Court
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THE COURT You know if shes comfortable with it to

save her trip Im happy could do it by wry of written

order or she could come over and however either wdy

MR STAUDAHER Could the Court do it telephonically

THE COURT Sure If shes willino to ccept that

you know she can call in and Ill just re her mean

well ho it on the record like with Court Cd or scmething

That would work as well

MR WRIGHT Very good

10 Court recessed for the evening at 308 p.m

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

25
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LAS VEGAS NEVNA THURSDAY JUNE 20 2013 914 A.M

Outside the presence of the jury

THE COURT All right just wanted to go on the

record out of the presence of the jury Were still waiting

for couple of late arriving jurors

On Mr Santacroces motion to strike the testimony

of the last witness that is dmnied While the Court is

concerreo about the fact the State isnt proving up the

10 numbers dont think striking the testimony is the remedy

11 think the remedy is for defense to point that out in their

12 argument that the you know testimony may be incomplete or

13 inaccurate or confused or whatever it is you want to argue

14 dont think the remedy is for the Court to

15 evaluate the testimony and then step in and say because

16 dont you know agree with the way the State presented it

17 that it should be stricken So that motion is denied nd

18 would remind the State who is not listening

19 MS WECKERLY No Im listening

20 THE COURT that you know basically you need tc

21 confine your arguments to what the testimony actually was and

22 in your closing arguments to be very mindful of what the

23 testimony was and not deviate from that So thats all Ill

24 -- my only corrment on fiat But the motion the joint motion

25 to strike the testimony is denied
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MR STAUDAHER And just or the Court also based

on the issue of whether theyre that document that was

attached that she testified to was part of the record We

actually are have photocopy of .pdf version Well

have the actual version of COR production from the company

with that document attached as as being part of it that we

will move to admit to allay that issue

THE COURT Okay And then since its .pdf

version can you just email that to the other side so they

10 can

11 MR STAUDAHER think did already

12 MS STANIIISH Yeah we receiveo some

13 THE COURT Okay So you already got that Okay

14 MR STAUDAHER The actual hare copy is following

15 It should be here this afternoon

16 THE COURT Okay

17 MR STAUDAHER or tomorrow Ive got the .pdf

18 now but Im if Im going to wait to see if we get the

19 actual hard copy by tomorrow to go ahead and go ahead and

20 make that as part of the evidence

21 THE COURT Okay And then think that was the

22 only pending legal issue Okay And then as soon as all the

23 jurors get here we can get started

24 Court recessed at 917 a.m until 924 a.rr

25 In the presence of the jury
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THE COURT All right Court is now hack in

session The record should reflect the presence of the Stdte

through the ceputy district attorneys the presence the

defendans ard their counsel the officers of the court and

the lacies and gentlemen of the jury

And the State may call its next witness

MR STAUDAHER The State calls Miriam Alter to the

stdnd Your Honor

THE COURT All rght

10 MIRIAM ALTER STATES WITNESS SWORN

11 THE CLERK Thank you Please be seated And

12 please sate and spell your name

13 THE WITNESS Miriam Alter MI AM middle

14 initial last name Alter ER
15 DIRECT EXAMINATION

16 BY MR STAUDAHER

17 Or Alter what kind of doctor are you

18 have PhD in infectious disease

19 epidemio ogy

20 And can you give is little bit about your

21 background and training in that area Tell us where you went

22 to school what youve done that kind of thing

23 Okay Actually my original degree was

24 Bachelor of Science in nursincr from the University of

25 Pennsylvania in 1971 And then went on actually to do
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infection control in hospitals Went to Johns Hopkins

University for my master of public health and PhD in

infectious disease epidemiology and then went to work for the

Centers for Disease Control and Prevention in Atlanta where

worked for 25 years in the division of viral hepatitis And

as an epidemiologist that meant investicating epidemics

which is you know just the term for the the formal

definition basically

Well lets go lets co back to the CDC

10 involvement So when do you actually go to the CDC

11 In 1981

12 And you said you were there for

13 25 years

14 25 years And its going to be really hard

15 if we talk over each other so because we have to record

16 this

17 Thank you

18 If you let me fInish my question Ill try to

19 let you finish

20 No

21 your answer

22 its okay

23 Okay

24 Sorry

25 As we go forward this time that you said you
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were in the area of viral hepatitis did you say

Yes

Was that for the entire 25 years or

Yes

So you mean that was your whole area The

entire time

Yes There are

Go ahead

Yes

10 You started to say there

11 THE COURT Im sorry Was that yes

12 THE WITNESS There are it is there are five

13 different types of known hepatitis viruses Tfeyre

14 transmitted in different ways they have dfferent risk

15 factors so its like being involved in five different

16 complece1y different diseases Arid their transmssion

17 patterns and their public health interventions are also

18 comple-eiy different And there was technology th0t evclved

19 durino the all that time that provided lot of variation

20 in youi day to day activities so it doesnt it wasnt

21 boring at all

22 BY MR STAUDAHER

23 You said five different areas within that

24 Five different viruses is that right

25 Yes
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Okay So can you describe for us the

differences And then you said they had dIfferent

transmission patterns can yo tell us about that

Youre probebly familiar with the term

hepatitis hepatitis hepattis you might also have

heard of hepattis anc hepatitis And hepatitis is just

non specific term for iThaxrr1Latlon of the liver And you can

have an nf lamed liver for mary reasons That have nothing to

do with infection You drink too ouch you jogged that day

10 variety of medications can Fave side effect that can infect

11 your liver because your liver detoxifies almost everything

12 that you take nto your body So its filter Its big

13 filter

14 And if you have too muc of somethinc that is toxic

15 to your body then the liver can react aoversely and it

16 produces chemicals in your blood stream whch show that you

17 have liver inflammation or liver disease And all of these

18 things cause the same symptoms cnd some of the laboratory test

19 results will be the same But for infections with these

20 viruses even thouoh theyre al called hepatitis viruses

21 thats because they all inflame The target organ Where they

22 go when they first enter the body is to the liver and thats

23 where they replicate and grow and rrultiply and then get

24 released into your blood stream Thats its only

25 corimonality
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So hepatitis as youre probably familiar with is

very corinon among young children Its cue to poor hygiene

The route is actually fecal oral eating contaminated foods

that type of thing changing diapered children without washing

your hanos

So hepatitis is not bloodborne type of

It can be under very unusual circumstances

but it has very short perioc In which the virus is in the

blood so ts unusual The circumstances under which its

10 transmitted by blood are unusual and are not part are not

11 corrmon corrmonly corirnon in the hospital in the

12 hedlthcare setting

13 So hepatitis if under or excuse me

14 as understand it that would be the transmission route

15 would be fecal oral from contaminated food and the like is

16 tmit fair

17 Right You krow and particular among

18 contacts in the household where you know someone is

19 preparing the meals and you know food can get contaminated

20 So what is the next one

21 Hepatitis and hepatitis are both

22 blood borne viruses Theyre completely different viruses

23 In fact alT these viruses are completely different Theyre

24 only connonality being the term hepatitis And theyre both

25 transmitted by the blood borne route which means that virus
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from the blood of one person goes if it gains entrance into

the blood stream of another person it can cause infection

This occurs through breaks in your normal barrier mucus

membrane or skin barriers

So this can happen by before screening blood

transfusions injections contaminated injections both from

illegal as well legal drug use sex are he primary modes of

transmission Now for hepatits actually sex is one of

the bicgest risk factors even though its blood borne virus

10 And for hepatitis direct blood to blood is the most common

11 method although it is transmitted sexually as well

12 Is that lesser component though of

13 transmission

14 Yes For yes it is

15 Now you mentioned the other ones think

16 you said and also What is what are they

17 Hepatitis and hepatitis acan two

18 entirely different viruses Hepatitis is actually is

19 is not as common in the Uniten States and its alSO

20 blood borne and sexually transmitted virus But its got

21 problem in its genetic code and it can only be transmitted

22 along with hepatitis So but its not that common So

23 it has the same transmission modes

24 Hepatitis has the same transmission mode as

25 see told you it was not boring career in that its
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transmitted by the fecal oral route But its rdrely seen in

the United States and other western type countries Its more

conunon in countries that have poor really poor sanitation

and morsoon rains that then swell the rivers and youve got

lot of refugee camps ano the rivers the drinking water is

downstream from the latrines and you see the point So they

become contaminated and you get large outbreaks

Im going to focus primarily on the hepatitis

aspect of things maybe if it if its germane to

10 whatever you need to tell us But you had mentioned that you

11 did over this 25 year period outbreak investigation is that

12 is that correct

ii Yes that is correct

14 Can you tell us what that means and how you

15 typically oc through when you get call or how how does

16 it happen how does it work

17 Being federal agency the Centers for

18 Disease Control and Prevention has to be invited by the stctte

i9 health department to come into the state and investigate

20 whatever it is the state thinks is problem unless of

21 course those rules are susperded in an emergency But other

z2 than that we usually receive call from the state or cormty

23 health department telling us they think they have problem

24 and theyll describe it to us and we and and then after

25 usually few discussions they will invite us in
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And so several usually severai people from the

division thats appropriate for tuat disease will who have

been trained in epidemic investigations will go to the state

and assist the state and local health departments in the

investigation So you want to confirm that in fact they

have an outbreak You want to confirm what the outbreak is

due to in other words you wart to confirm the case the case

diagnosis ann before going any further

And before cc any futier neglected to

10 ask you are you still working at the Cenrer for Disease

11 Control

12 No am not

13 Where is ae you still working at all at

14 this point And when say that a5 in ar academic or any

15 other setting

16 retired from CDC in 2006 and went to the

17 University of Texas medical branch in Calvestor as the Robert

18 Shope professorship in inectious disease epidemiology

19 And you were there until what year

20 The end of 2011

21 And then did you completely retire at least

22 from that aspect of your career

23 From the well still teach Im an

24 adjunct professor teach consult help people with study

25 design and making sure that you know helping them with
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their methods for researching any kind of disease which is

what epidemiology is And and also do little private

consulting

In this particular instance mean were you

asked consult regarding an outbreak that here occurred

locally

Yes

And well get to that in moment but want

to go back to the the beginning the

10 Right

11 outbreak investigation that we started

12 with you know the process that you go through You said

13 that one of the things that you do is mean you being the

14 CDC ard Im having you wear that hat for the moment if you

15 would When you get the information amd you decde if youre

16 whar youre going to do to help the state thats asking fcr

17 your ass stance you mentioneo that you had to do some sort of

18 confiunation or confirmatory testing Can you describe wha

19 that is

zO Well in this particular instance

II Well

22 Orinany

23 in general

24 instance

25 For hepatitis lets say
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Actually in any instance you would want to

make sure that the test results were consistent with the

diagnosis that you were being told these people had So you

either rely on formal laboratory iepor from local health

departments or from the local lancdtories whoever did the

testing as well as usually if you have tine asking them to

send samples to the CDC so the CDC booTh its own testing

just ir case additional testing is requireo

So what kind of testing would the CDC do over

10 and above whatever was oone locally

11 Well that depends on what Wc5 done locally

12 But for hepatitis often the screening omtbody test is the

13 only test that can may be done initidlly And that test

14 needs -o be confirmed tYat its actually ea dnd not false

15 positiue And tden you want to go on to oetermine whether or

16 not that person continued to h0d recoveieo or continued to

17 circulate virus in their blooo

18 Do you ever do any kind genetc sequencing

19 and matching to try and see if you can source the patient sc

20 to speak

21 We do yes We often are called upon to do

22 genetic sequencing to determine the relareboess of viruses

23 from different patients Under those circumstances under

24 most circumstances we oily do that see still talk like

25 work at CDC we only do that if an investigation is also
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Assuming an investigation is being carried

out know we kind of jumped the gun with that little bit

No thats okay

But assuming that has occurred and the testino

youve confrmed whatever you needed to confirm at that

level now were onto the genetic sequencing What kind of

information cre you trying to get out of that kind of work

Thats really you really you want to

jump that because you wouldnt you want to jump that

far Then let then lets back up then dont

wdnt to jump that far

Okay

So lets go back to the investigation stage

and lets pick up where we left off and you cortinie on

Okay So so we arrive you know and we

look an the information about the cases that they clready know

aut And then we try and ioentify additional cases from

variety of sources In this particular disease many people

dont show any symptoms initially So its real hard So

you may not oet lot of clinical case reports but there may

be some that were overlooked And you so youll do

variety of surveillance over on different day to day basis or

by surveying physicians most likely to see people with

hepatitis and determine if there are additional ndividuals
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Most importantly however you then interview or at

least review the records of these patients to oetermine their

characteristics What is it about them that might be coirmon

Are they you know this is the first thing you want to do

You want to find out everything you caxi just dbout the cdses

you know about because that will allow you to cenerate

hypotheses that you can then test with your stbdes with the

study youre going to end up performing

Okay So you you go through thct process

10 Right

11 What would be the next log1cl step then

12 Well then because of the oisease being non

13 subclinical in lot of cases meaning people cont h0ve any

14 symptoms they we would if we cart focus in in -his

15 instance you can usually you can focus in on two days one

16 date in September and date in July

17 And so you then want to test all tee pctients vTho

18 had piocedures around that area to see if you can identify

19 additional infections Which the more cases you have the

20 more you have to analyze the more robust in essence your

21 analysis is not with respect to the laboratory sequencing

22 but with the epidemiological analysis And Ill explain that

23 So we would go and focus in on what we think might

24 be the exposure period and what was common to the patients in

25 this case it was those two days and attempt to identify the
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infection status of all the patients before during after to

see if we could identify additional infections

Okay And once you start going through that

proress

After weve done that and you never get

everybody after you do that then you start lookng at the

in this case since the only corimon factor ainonc the original

cdses was were their procedures at this particular clinic

yriure going to look at the clinic and what all of those

10 paniens hd in coninon curing their procedures while they were

11 at the clinic

12 Anc you and then you start thinking about well

ii what exposares would cause blood borne transmission

14 Remember blood has to get into the blooo stream of

15 soscepcible individual So it has to there are only

16 certain ways that can happen So it has to get through your

17 natural barriers of skin or mucous membrane

Anb so you start generate so you then you looK

19 at all the clinics procedures and you observe the procedures

20 that might be an issue or different exposures th0t might

21 and you go tfrough everything written procedures you

22 interview the staff you interview the patients and you

23 observe and you read the yeah and you observe And then

24 that helps you focus your formal study which will compare

25 infected patients with uninfected patients to see what was
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different And that thats the essence of epiderniological

methods And can give an example that might be

Sure

new drug someone is developing new drun

to treat diabetes lets say So in order for the drug to be

licensed by the FDA they have to test it to riLake sure that it

works and that its safe But lets just go to the work part

In order they need to show that if they treat people with

diabetes witi this drug they oet better more often than if

10 theyre not treated with that drug okay But its never 100

11 percent mean in other words no drug is 100 percent

12 effective

13 Sc lets say they treat people with certain type

14 of diabetes with this drug and 60 percent get better But of

15 the people who werent treatee with the orug ony 10 percent

16 got better Well thats pretty big gap Ard you know

17 its very simple explanation but you can you know

18 thats in the news all the time about nothirg is ever 100

19 percent is the point

20 And so you can see that the drug actually did have

21 an effect even though on people who took it versus people

22 who diont with the same disease So thats an exarrole of

23 what you are doing here You are comparing the types of

24 exposures patients who got infected with had versus patients

25 who didnt get infected Whats different
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So what kinds of things in dnd you know

the setnq thct were talking dbout

Yes

An endoscopy cYnic outpatient setting

panien h0ving basically two types

Right

of procedures

So obviously youre goino to look dt the date

of the procecure youre going to look at the timing of the

10 proceoure compared with everything you know about the

11 infection otatus of the patients who had the procedures durino

12 the time period of interest Youre going to look at specific

13 pro edures such as the type of procedure they had what scope

14 was useo what the what medications they received how they

15 received tnem and the process of giving them the medications

16 Ynuil look at the staff members who were assigned to those

17 indivicuals Youll look at the timing of the cases relative

18 to the potential source patient because presumably you had co

19 have source patient someone who was irfected in order to

20 serve as source for transmission to other patients

21 Along those lines mean do you when you

22 look dc various things relatec to and lets lets talk

23 about an endoscopy clinic type thing what types of things

24 would you look at as possible modes of transmission in that

25 settino
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Well the first thing people look dt are the

scopes themselves to see if theyve been properly disinfected

between patients Arid as well as what type of procedure

the person had Because if you have sri upper CI versus

lower CI theyre two different scopes So someone who gets

colonoscopy has scope thats completel different from

someone who oets an upper an upper @1 So even if the

records were not accurate you would know that the same scope

was not used Plus it requires time to perform high level

10 disinfection on each of the scopes that are used

11 So basically the first thing you would do besides

12 lookinc at ttie procedure for misinfect cleaning ano

13 disinfection of each scope is what procedures the patients ham

14 and compare the frequency lets say of colonoscopy in the

15 infected patients versus the frequency with which uninfected

16 patiens hd that procedure the frequency of biopsy in the

17 infected patients versus the frequency of biopsy in the

18 control patients and whatever else is involved lets say in

19 you know that might be unique to these procedures

20 Ario what youre looking for is well when say

21 statistically statistica significant significan

/2 statistical difference between the frequency in the infected

23 and the frequency in the uninfected to point you in the right

24 direction point you in the direction of where the

25 contarninatior might have origincted
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In this situation it was not the scopes because the

freguercy of procedures the cxifferent procedures were not

different between infected patients and uninfected patients

MR SANTACROCE Objection as to that conclusion

If shes rnking personal opinion thats fine But if shes

makino definitive statement as to the legal conclusion

object to that

THE COURT All right Well think its clear

its her opirion as to

10 MR STAUDAHER Yes

11 THE COURT based on reviewing the records

12 Correct

13 THE WITNESS Thats correct

14 THE COURT Okay

is BY MR STAUDAHER

16 And youre not here to make ieoal conclusions

17 correcm

18 No Im here for science

19 So youre just going to

20 and medicine

II tell us what you know based on your

22 analysis and 25 years of doing this

23 Yes

24 is fiat fair Okay

25 THE COURT And ladies and gentlemen at the
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conclusion of the trial when give all of the instructions

there will be an instruction pertaining to ttis type of

testimony which will cover not only testimony youve heard

from this witness but you know other witnesses that weve

heard through the course of the trial And it will describe

Im not going to paraphrase the instruction because get

in troubie for doing that or could get in trouble

So Mr Staudaher co on

MR STAUDAHER Thark you

10 BY MR STAUDAHER

11 So at least your opinion based on the issue of

12 the scopes was that it was not the scopes this case

13 From an epiderniological point of view it was

14 not the scopes

15 Ncw there were other areas You mentioned

16 biopsy forceps things like tf at

17 There was no difference in the freguency with

18 which the patients who were infected got biopsies compared

19 with patients who were not infected Now often an overall

20 corrparison like that mioht not show you might not show

21 anything And based on observations ard information that you

22 get while youre there you might say to yourself well

23 dont know dont feel like Ive looked at this sufficiently

24 and you might then want to you know cut it down into

25 different categories like that morning that afternoon or the
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next day or by certain person you know to see if these

procedures for example either tne scope or the biopsy had

any relationshp to the infections on smaller scale or

different scale us to make sure that youve covered your

bases

Okay Dic you see anything along those lines

that cause you concern

Nc

Sc at least from that perspective the same

10 analysis for the scopes and tfe snares did that is it fair

11 to say elirninted those as

12 Yes

13 tiansrrLssion possibilities

14 Yes

15 Wbar about the ssue of cleaning What if it

16 was not wh0t wcs believed to be the case

17 Well despite even though they did cite

18 some some scull minor deficiencies their high level

19 their cleanirg and disinfection of the scopes was according

zO was very strictly followed

21 Sc
22 MR SNTACROCE Im sorry didnt hear that

/3 Very strictly what

24 THE WIINFSS Followed

25 MR SANTACROCE Followed
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BY MR STAUDAI-IER

According to the records and so forth that you

reviewed right

Yes

What if that had not been the case What if

the scope cleanino had been less than well

Optimal

Optimal Thats good word

Well one you would have made them change

10 and two you would have youre looking at it but still

11 youd have to consider the epidemiological see to me

12 thats very epidemiology is very powerful tool all by

13 itself And if its done right when you can make that

14 comparison of patient the frequency of procedure in in

15 the infected patients versus those who didnt get infected and

16 you see absolutely no difference then even though

17 disinfection may not have been deal youve got to look

18 elsewhere You have to look elsewhere for other types of

19 exposures And in fact dont think weve ever had an

20 actual outbreak related to of bloodborne virus related

21 to the scope itself

22 Let me talk to you about the

23 At leas hepatitis anyway

24 Since youve done this for for quite some

25 time are you familiar with the literature in the area
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Yes

And when say that mean records of and

reports of infections across the United States

Yes

many years

Yes

Save you actually been involveo in outbreak

investigations pertainiro to endoscopy type clinics or centers

or transmissions in tha setting

10 Yes

11 Have you oone number of them in that regard

12 Yes

13 Now as ar as the investioation meari

14 imagine that over the 2E yanrs that you were ttere that your

15 role at least In the process maybe changed little bit

16 supervisor actually in the trenches that kind of thing is

17 that fair

18 Thats far

19 Did you actially go out and do investigative

20 work at some stage of your career

21 Yes Ery in my career which true for

22 everybody at CDC you get to co out and actually do the

23 investigations And as you remain at CDC and keep getting

24 promoted then youre in supervisory capacity and on the

25 phone usually every day with your what we call epidemic
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intelligence service officers who are sent out you know who

are the ones youre supervising whc are actually onsite doing

the investigations

So what is the purpose of that interaction

that you have with the people that were actually in the field

once youre in that role as supervisor

Well presumably we know more than they do

because theyre young and were not and we have lot of

experience And so were mdking sure that they are getting

10 all the information they should he getting theyre drawing

11 the proper conclusions theyre doing the types of comparisons

12 that they need to do that theyve covered all the bases that

13 they need to cover at each step alcng the way because you

14 dont want to have to go back

15 So if you are if you have somebody even

16 thats relatively new in the field year or less whatever

17 and youre having communication with that person mean how

18 does that how does that wcrk What do they what kinds

19 of things do they tell you and then what do you respond as far

20 as follow up

21 If theyre listening to me or not

22 Well mean is there way to determine if

23 they listened to you Do you follow up

24 If theyre listening to me

25 and say did
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then they

you d.c that

Well Iopefully theyre you know on the

right track Theyll be telling me first theyre telling

me all about the cases and tteyre cuing to be telling me how

theyre going about idectfyirg tqe steps that described

earlier want to hear th0t theyve done all those

theyve gone through all those steps and what the results have

been okay And so if anywlere along the way think that

10 they need to delve farther will tell them to do that

11 And ther cc you ask them in follow up what was

12 the result of that

13 Absolutely And then as they start to when

14 they generate for exariple then theyre going to have to

15 design question of some type So theyll send it to us

16 email is wonderful thinc ard we will look it over and offer

17 suggestions And probdbly theyve taken some examples of

18 questionnaires used in prevous outbreaks with them as well

19 as publications of previous oLtbreaks to help them you know

20 along the way and theyl revise it and you know use that

21 And then well decide upon it togethe upor method of study

22 how the study will be conoucted to determine the source of the

23 outbreak the extent of the transmission and what we need to

24 do to prevent it either prevent it from continuing or prevent

25 it from occurring someplace else
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Whether youve been in situation where youre

supervisor or actually in the field doing the actual

investigative work do you as part of your epidemiologic

investigation do you ever have situation where you see

something that is you Know youve got your assume your

likely causes or the possibilities anyway for situation

like were talking about here correct as far as how it would

actually occur

Right

10 If you see one of those things in practice

11 youre out there and you see them do something like that do

12 you stop there or do you continue to look at other things to

13 make sure

14 You continue to look at everything that could

15 possibly be cause And this actually has been an issue

16 between supervisors and young investigators Because the

17 young investigator who hasnt completed their training in

18 epidemiology will say well its so obvious you know it was

19 this or that And well say no you have to cc the study

20 You have to show definitively that it was ths or at least

21 you know you have to show thdt it was lkely this versus

22 something else in order for your investigation to be useful

23 Is that invariable in all cases that you go

24 through that process

25 Yes
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Okay Have you ever been involved in oase

where you did not go through that prooess you just

shortohanged it and

Not at The CDC no Not when the COO was

involved onsite no

Now as rar as the literature that you

desoribed or that you saio that you have at least been aware

of over the yea-s mear are we talkino about one two

three studies mean how many studies are we talking about

10 That Im aware of hundreds but triat Ive

11 been involveo many But you know sinoe especially in

12 the last decade 10 to 15 years because theyve been

13 increasing in theies been an increased reporting of these

14 episodes of transmission outpatient healthcare settings

15 So its many dont Know how many but many

16 Does that have to do witY anything related to

17 whether testing was 0v-Jlable back then versus now

18 think thnk that for hepatitis it is

19 theres an Increased awareness and also think health

20 department That identifies case that tests positive may be

21 and the only and someone without traoitional risk

22 factors might be more likely to call us and say we have this

23 case that mioht have tao healthcare exposure but we dont

24 know Whereas now thar we have the ability to go in and test

25 people so we can dete mine the extent of the problem as
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opposeo to relying on just clinical symptoms probably makes it

more likely that they will report it recognize it

With regard to those stucies have aM Im

talking about the not necessarily just the ones youve been

involved with

Right

but the hundreds cf studies that youve

youve lookeo at over the years nave number of those been

in areas involving colonoscopy endoscopy that kind of thing

10 in in setting where those kind of proceciures are done

11 Yes number h0ve been

12 Have you been directly ir.volveo In any of

13 those

14 Yes have In fact directly nvolved in

15 the first one we ever investicated for hepatitis

16 Can you teli b5 anout that one

17 That one occurred in New York City

18 And the year roughly if you know

19 2001

20 Okay

21 And it was actul1y interestinc because four

z2 people developed acute symptoms of hepatitis symptoms of

23 hepatitis and were actually hospitalized And they were

24 middle aged people without traWtional risk factors And it

25 just so happens that the oastroenterologist on ccdl that
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weekend was their gastroenterologist and he recognized that

all tour of them had Lao procedures at his in his practice

at his private practice And so ne called the health

department and reported it And that was the initiation of

the investigation

Ano what we found is that hese four patients had

procedures over three per on It was actually amiut 48

hours hut span of three days Ann so we in order to

look for more patients in additIon to existing data like

10 surveillance etcetera we chose that week before during and

11 after those three days to finn a5 rrdny patients as we could

12 and test them to determine we ndd ary other infections

13 And to make long stoKy miort we did find source

14 patient Someone known to be cmionically infected who had the

15 first procedure of the nay on the first of those three days

16 And we found and then we found that ill of the patients who

17 became infected newly infected followen that patient but

18 also over 48 hour perion So they began on different days

19 They had their procedure on different days but consecutively

20 And after an intensive investination in which we

zl compared all types of exposures includirg the scopes arid the

22 injection practices the anesthesiology the sedatives we

23 couldnt identify difference somethinc that stuck

24 Everybody the procedures and writing were correct the

25 observation of personnel actualy performing procedures was
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correct There were some problems with the nigh level

disinfection but nothing that would everybody nad

different procedure particularly the source patient had

colonoscopy and the next infected patient next patient to

become infected did not

So you know there were lot of -- they just

there was not commonality And becduse everycre gets sedation

from you know the same sedation you really cant you

cant compare them with respect to that And so on the last

10 day that the team was there it was suggested to them that they

11 might want to look at the purchasing records for needles and

12 syringes for the anestheslolocists And they did

13 And they founc that while the IV catheters number

14 of IV catheters coincided witf the number of patients who had

15 procedures not one to one but close however the number of

16 needles ordered comparec with the number of procedures didnt

17 even come close So there were like 600 needles new you

18 know sterile needles ordered that attach to syringes compared

19 with dont know over z000 procedrres

20 And since we know thct patients got multiple doses

21 of sedation during their procedure they shoulo have been

22 using sterile needle especially because they had multiple

23 dose vials In this case it was different type of sedative

24 than the one involved here which actually comes in multiple

25 dose vials but the anesthesiologist had denied reusing
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syringes and needles Well this suggestec that in fact

that was not true

And when confronted wth the purchasing information

the anesthesiologist admitted to reusing syr noes and needles

on one patient discarding the syringe ard and going back

into multi dose vial with the scne neecle arc syringe that

he used to inject that one patient with subseguent dosages

doses of sedative and then thdt multi dose vial was then used

for the next patient with rew sterile syrnoe and needle

10 But that vial was now contaminated piesumaby contaminated

11 And it turns out that they had just switched to arge vials of

12 this particular sedative

13 And we were able to show that if new vial

14 had been opened on the day for the first patient woo was the

15 source of the outbreak it would nave le given the average

16 dose that the patients received of this partcular thug woulo

17 have lasted the 48 hours or over the three day period that the

18 patients became infeoteo And and the procedure was that

19 these vials would be used if they were if they weie not

20 used up at the end of the day they ware kept for the next

21 day

22 So it was aotua ly on that way that we were able

23 to determine that in fact there were unsafe injeotion

24 procedures being used in the clinic that put patients at risk

25 of of transmission It was the only thing we could
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identify ann it turns out is common problem Much more

common than wed like to believe

So hen you looked at that mean thats

2001 mean that information gets published assume

Yes

Okay So 2001 fast forward to you and this

case today did you see similarities striking similarities

between the two cases

This these practices of reusing needles and

10 syringes or even just syringes and contaminating vials that

11 are then used on subsequent patients is has been the source

12 of many outbreaks and continue to be primarily but not

13 exclusively in outpatient settngs

14 So in the studies youve lookeo at in

15 outpatient settinus just so Im clear this issue of

16 contaminated multi use vial being used OF the next patient

17 kind of thing is something that has been reported multiple

18 times

19 Right

20 before

21 Yes it has

22 MR SANTACROCE Im going to object Asked and

23 answered Your Honor can we approach

24 THE COURT Sure

25 Of record bench conference
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THE COUIC All right Mr Staudaner please

proceem

MR STAUDAHER Thank you Your Honor

BY MR STAUDAHER

And Im not even sure wheie we left off but

Ill try to pick up was 0t one point was asking you

abcot the various studies related to these typos cf clinics

Are you with me again

Yes

10 This type of thing the 2001 study that you

11 mentioned as well as your review of this particul0x case are

12 there other like outbreaks that have occurred with similar

13 results

14 Yes

15 Okay And in the studies th0t you have looked

16 at over the years think if just want to make sure

17 the the scope issue that you mentionen has tYi0t ever been

18 shown to be source of transmission in any of thcse

19 No

20 What about some of the other items that were

21 that were looked upon by the CDC as possible mooes of

22 transmission

23 No The only other than an infected

24 healthcare worker who was abusing narcotics ann therefore

25 contaminated multi dose vial of narcotic by self injecting
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and then contaminating the you know using the contaminated

needle and syringe so that it was the healthcare workers

virus -hat was transmitted from patient to patient Other

than that all of them have been the result of what we now

refer as unsafe injection practices

Can you describe for us what you what you

view d5 an unsafe injecflon practice

Well anythinc that enters the body through

your norr@l barrier skin or mucus membrane should be

10 sterile You would expect to go into an operating room and

11 ever3ithing that they use would be sterile if it was entering

12 your oody and injections are no different And so once

13 needle and syringe have been used to access your blood

14 whether be through IV tubirg or direct you know through

15 vachrne Injection or something its now contaminated Its

16 no lonGer sterile

17 So if you reuse on the same patient with the same

18 medicaflon thats fine But if you reuse it and any part of

19 th0t is used on another patient youve broken the barrier of

20 sterility ann that next patient is exposed to non sterile

21 product

22 In the in the literature and training and

23 50 forth and Im talking about primarily here nu ses nurse

24 anesthetsts things like that are you familiar with the

25 training that those individuals go throuoh on that issue
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Yes

Can you tell us about that

Nursing when you go to nursinc school no

matter what school you go to they actually have in textbooks

and in practice curriculum that specifically addresses the

safe way to provide injections or injectable therapy whethet

it be directly you know into your you know like by

vaccine or through an intravenous setup of some type nd

theyre very specific about the fact that these prdcties mast

10 be what we say must conform to aseptic technique Aseptic

11 meaning the lack of any contamination

12 Sc is it fair to say that in that infoicration

13 that youve reviewed tYe textbooks and the like is that par

14 of the basic training

15 Yes its part of basic nursino training

16 With eoard to that even thouoh there are

17 outbreaks that have occurred over time is that nformation

18 continuing to be disseminated on each one of tYese outbreaks

19 Yes the information continues to

20 disseminated

21 So not only in training mean Im talkino

22 about the textbook kind of thing

23 must may have misunderstood your

24 guestion When you say after the outbreak when we do the

25 outbreak investigation we then disseminate the information
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that unsafe prcctices are being used and this is what you

should do But in contInuing medioal eduoation you mean

Like yearly

Aotually the fist part is what was asking

Mter an outbreak

We publioize in various ways what it is that

peoule are doing and what they what theyre doing wrong and

whdt tYey should be doing

So want to ask you about another outbreak

10 if youre famiuiar with it In August of 2002 in Oklahoma

11 there was another outbreak of hepatitis related specifioally

12 to ctlons of CRNA Are you familiar with that

13 Yes

14 Can you tell us about that

15 Is this the pain clinio or the onoology

16 olinic

17 If theres oooument that you need to refresh

18 youi memory can provide it to you

19 Just yes would you mind Im lust like

20 rIght now just

21 MR STAUDAHER My approach Your Honor

22 THE COURT Sure

23 MR STAUDAHER And counsel Im showing the MMWR

24 Morbidity and Mortality Weekly Report September 26 2003

25 Volume 52 Number 38
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MR WRIGHT Thank you

BY MR STAUDAHER

And this is page believe 903 of that

Okay It was the pain pain clinic

If you if you need moment to look at that

you can do so and then Id like to ask you couple of

qnestions

Oh yes

Okay Can you tell me about this

10 In this instance the this was pain

11 remediation clnic where people go to get pain meds for

12 chronic pain ike back pain and variety of other maladies

13 And the individual providing who was providing the pain

14 medication to these patients through heparin lock actually

15 which is youve probably already heard that described

16 with filled iaxge syrirge with the pain medication and

17 then went from one patient to another wih the some syringe

18 and injected them with the appropriate amount

19 thnk the same need too That Id have to

20 double check regardless from one patient to the next using

21 the same syrinqe which was filled with the pain medication

22 until it was empty And they could trace the infections that

z3 were transmitted by virtue of who was there that day what bed

24 they occupieo etcetera

25 So another unsafe injection practices
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outbreak

Yes

And in that same article can bring it up to

you again if you need to was there dissemination of that

information throuch the actual organization of CRNAs at that

time

Yes

meax ndtionwde dissemination

Yes

10 Now elated specifically to some other

11 articles that you rudy be familiar with and the next article

12 want to ask you about is entitled for counsel multiple

13 clusters of hepatitis uris infections associated with

14 anesthesia for outoctiert endoscopy procedures And think

15 one of the offHcers is excuse me authors is Bruce

16 Gutelius

17 Uh huh

18 dont know if pronounced that correctly

19 Can you tell us what this is about

20 case of dcute hepatitis was identified

21 and ii fact possibly more fran one by the clinician again

22 who noticed that the only commonality between the patients was

23 procedures at this particular at actualy two different

24 gastroenterology practices And when they did the

25 investigation actually the transmission nvolved both
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hepatitis virus as well hepattis virus So tney had

clusters in each clinic setting with both viruses

And in this instance It was similar scenario in

which they were reusing syringes but needless You

know they now have neecless devices so that healthcare

workers are protected from sticking themselves essentially

and so youre only usinc the syringe

And they put vent they put little spike in

the multidose vial although this might have been

10 single dose but multi close via_ and they stick the syringe in

11 and then they pull out the medication and then they the IV

12 may also be needless in which you can inject just directly

13 with the syringe And the sytinge was being reused on the

14 same patient to get additional doses and even though it was

15 discarded and new syrince used for the next patient the

16 vial was already contaminated from the source patient

17 Sc and Ive got the article here if you

18 need to look at it It appears as those propcfo was the

19 drug

20 MR WRIGHT Where was that

21 THE COURT That is this article here

22 MR WRIGHT Which no mean which city

23 THE WITNESS New York City

24 MR WRIGHT Okay different New York one

25 THE WITNESS Pardor
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MR WRIGHT different New York one than the first

one

THE WITNESS Yes but different one

MR WRIGHT Thank you

THE WITNESS It occurred much more recently

BY MR STAUIDAHER

As mater of fact the date of this ayticle

is it looks like it was publsheo in 200 but its talkino

ahcut report in 2007 Ndrch of 2007 is that correct

10 Yes

11 And dont went to if you need to look at

12 it

13 No its usually theres qnite lag

14 between

15 Okay So its not unusual

16 But altioug is that the no youre

17 lookino at the actual pub ication It was probably in an NNWR

18 prior to tflat

19 THE COURT Wfy dont you show it to her so we can

20 make sure

21 THE WITNESS Sorry

22 THE COURT that

23 MR STAUDARER Its okay

24 THE COURT ts correct

25 THE WITNESS No that is those are the dates
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BY MR STAUDAHER

Okay Yes

Yes those are the dates of publication and

when the outbreak occurred

March of 2007 outbreak publicatIon 2010

Yes in peer reviewed journal

Will you con rirrn that that it wds propofol

Yes

Yes it was

10 Yes it Im sorry tend to be long

11 winded so try and be short Yes it was single patient

12 use vial of propofol for nultiple patients with reuse of

13 syringes to re dose patierts

14 So again scme

15 MR SANTACROCE Im going to need

16 clarificatior If youre reacing Id like to know what

17 youre reading where youre re0ding from exactly

18 THE WITNESS Actually right now Im just reading

19 from the abstrcct but just read this article Qgain for the

20 10th time last night

21 MR SANTACROCE Well it appeared to me you were

22 reading an arswer from that document If that is in fact

z3 the case Id like to know which page

24 THE WITNESS Okay

25 THE COURT Is it the front page that
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LAS VEGAS NEVADA WEDNESDAY JUNE 19 2013 1031 A.M

Outside the presence of the jury

THE COURT You can proceed however you want on

cross examination

MR WRIGHT Wel thought she doesnt know any of

this They kept her in the dark

MR STAUDAHER She doesnt know what transpired with

them looking at the records or the discussions we had with -he

iO lawyers in here related to her She doesnt have that

11 information Unless they want to weve tried to exclude

12 that information from her actually

13 MR WRIGHT Well presumably since shes the

14 knowleogeable person and knows everythinc about all the

15 records shell know about this other contract right

16 MR STAUDAHER dont know cant make

17 representation of what she knows as far as the two different

18 contracts or not She has access to the recoros as pait of

19 her job but they didnt apparently have that contract at the

20 time Thats what she was tasked to go do was to get that

21 record

22 THE COURT All right Going forward this morning

z3 here is what we will do Well put on the Im assuming the

24 Meana family witnesses Well look at the video Well go to

25 lunch You will provide the documents State as soon as you
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get them to Mr Wright If there are questions that need to

be asked before we go forward defense and State can ask them

of the witness together in the hallway or in the vestibule or

whatever

Mr Wright ou can crossexamine tbe last witness

however you want to r-ross examine her And if we need to

bring her in out of the presence of the jury to sort out this

confusion regarding what the lawyers said and what she said

we can do that off the record if you request us to do that so

10 that you have better understanding going forward We dont

11 have to do that Im making that option available to you

12 Certainly that doesnt ad the Court mean thats just

13 for the benefit of the attorneys

14 Or if you want to do it more informally you and Mr

15 Staudaher or Ms Weckerly and Mr Santacroce can just talk to

16 her as said in the Yailway or in the vestibule or whatever

17 you want to do And then if you want to put it on the record

18 with her we can do that as well

19 So see those as the options going forward Then if

20 there seems to be some other issue then well deal with that

21 when that comes up But that may be way of figuring cut

22 what this dispute is before you have to blindly rush into

23 cross-examination think those options are available to you

24 if you choose to take tfem

25 MR WRIGHT Okay just raised it right now so
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that she could like it seems simple to me tuat she ought to

have all the records like all of the contracts since shes

the records custodian the person most knowledceahle for the

company So thats what Im just puttinc or notice She

ought to have c.ll of these records instead of just what the

District Attorney wants her to have

MR STAUDAHER Thats thick thats

misaccurate statement Its not what the District Atornev

wants her to have The Court tasked her wth cettina ertain

10 documents The company got certain documents going to

11 go out there right now and provide those to her addition tc

12 the ones that everybody has had and that shes testified to

13 So thas where were at Thats not somethinc that he State

14 has skewed one way or tfe other its somethna tmit think

15 the Court directed to happen and were just tryino to

16 THE COURT Well directed at the defendants

17 request mean lets be clear Im not dictating vhat

18 records people bring Those records were ordered ny the Court

19 at the defenoants request

20 MR STAUDAHER Now were just trying to get those

21 records to the witness

22 MR WRIGHT thought we were cuing to get

23 knowledgeable witness She testified she woulont know how to

24 apply it even if she had the records That was her testimony

25 MR STAUDAHER She did not have the records to look
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at to see If se has the records and now can do what she

needs to do with the records as they are The records are

what they are whatevej they say It has the conversion If

it has the information it does If it ooesnt it doesnt

So just need to get them to her at this point so can give

her chance to look at them

THE COURT All right So Mr Staudaher youre

free to go hand ei the recoros Obviously not to discuss

them And the bailiff Wi bring in the jury

10 Jury reconvened at 1038 a.m

11 THE COURT All right Court is now back in session

12 The record should reflect the presence of the State through

13 the Deputy District Attorneys the presence of the defendants

14 and their counsel the officers of the Court ard the ladies

15 and gentlemen of the jury

16 Ladies and gentlemen before we proceed with the

17 crossexaminatIon of the ast witness from yesterday the

18 State is going to ccll some other witnesses and then well

19 resume with the last Witness sometime later in the day today

20 State call your next witness

21 MS WECKERLY Marjorie Meana

22 MRRJORIE MEANA STRONG STATES WITNESS SWORN

23 THE CLERK Please state and spell your name

24 THE WITNESS Marjorie MeanaStrong

25 Ma rj or Me na hyphen Strong
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THE COURT Thank you Ms Weckerly

DIRECT EXAMINATION

BY MS WECKERLY

Ms Strong were you livinc in Las Vegas in

2007

Yes maam

Did your parents live in Las Vegas as well

Yes maam

Who is your father

10 Rodclfo Turillio Meana

11 And your mom

12 Linda Guerrero Meana

And during the time period of cuess the sumner

14 of 2007 how often would you see your father

15 At least three four times week And we

16 dont see each other we spoke over the phone every day

17 And dont want you to tell me what you said

18 but during tYat summer of 2007 what were your observations

19 abcut us physical health at that time

20 He was typical father in his 70s active He

21 ran errands with try mom every day He was driving He

22 sometimes would hold part time job as security person but

23 at that time he was already retired They would do lot of

24 the retired peoples routine Go to the grocery store walk

25 around He would walk minimum of mile mile and half
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every day

So he was capable of walking at least some

distance every day at that time

Yes

And he was able to go places with your mom He

was ambulatory

Absolutely yes

Without saying what he saic how wcs he mentally

at that time

10 He was very alert He reao lot He would

11 read the paper every day listen to the news He would my

12 dad loved to read and he likec knowledge so he did lot of

13 fact finding He used the computer lot too so

14 Did he seem at all depressed during that time

15 that summer to your knowledge

16 No Not to my observation no

17 Are you aware youre aware that in September

18 on September the 21st of 2007 your father had procedure done

19 at the endoscopy center

20 Yes was very aware because tYat day my mom

21 does not drive and because the procedure the coctor told us

22 that the procedure meant he cou dnt drive after the

23 procedure my husband Jeff Strong was the one that drove him

24 that morning So yes we were aware

25 Okay So your husband actually drove him to the
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procedure at the center

Yes He drove my father and my mom was with

them and my Uncle June was with them Then te pIcked them up

too after

But if Im understanding you you werent

actually there though

was not there was at work

Okay Sometime after that oid your ddds

health change at all

10 Yes few weeks after that he sdld he felt

11 like he had very bad cold First he thought it was very

12 bad cold But the more symptoms he told me s0id dad to my

13 observat on that looks like you may have fu like symptoms

14 He had it fcr while

15 Let me just interrupt you cne second

16 Yes maam

17 When you saw your dad during this time pe iod

18 how would you describe how he ws physically

19 He slept lot He was gettng tired lot He

20 just kept my observation he just wasnt nimself He was

21 very tired He wanted to sleep lot Usually he would go

22 out after lunch go somewhere with mom but he cdnt go past

23 lunchtime anymore Then he slept lot Then there was at

24 one point where he would go to the bathroom and he said my

25 dont want you to say what he said but you
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described him as being sort of fatigmed during that time

Yes hes aiways tired He coulant eat lot

He was actually he said oont saw for fact that

when would go see him it looked like he lost weight

mean coulo tell from hs 0ce his booy And my mom even

said tYat he wasnt eatino lot fot weeks

At some point after that perod were you aware

that he had some tests inoicating that he was positive for

hepatitis

10 Yes we were aware blood work was done

11 because he had to go to the encouraoed him to go to the

12 doctor first because of the atgue and the flu like symptoms

13 And then many weeks later Wa5 when it was revealed that he

14 tested positive for hepattis

15 Okay Now wart to kind of fast forward

16 little bit After that dlaanosls did you ever see medication

17 at your parents house associated with some treatment for your

18 dad

19 Yes

20 What did you actually see at the house

21 saw the actual box of the medication and it

22 says interferon And there was paperwork there that read

23 regarding the interferon and we needed to have it refrigerated

24 properly in the refrigerator

25 During that time period what were your
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observatos about your father physically at that time period

When when he had the hepatitis already he

just stdrted not being himself He slowly not just

physic0l his physical looks were changing He started

losing weight to when he would have yellowish look on his eyes

which we imter found our was jaundice He would have

piohlem with his bowel movements betweer the bowel movements

and the urine The urine would have yel ow substance But

wf at wds hare for the family especially with mom and my

10 uncle war that he couldnt drive them anymore He couldnt

11 walk too much He was sleeping lot

12 He was at times he started getting angry for no

13 redson More like he was sad He was depressed and we know

14 he was depressed because we would see his mood changes We

15 would say dappy things and take him places He doesnt want

16 to go he doesnt want to eat

17 When you say he would get when you say he

18 would cet dncry was that different than how his general

19 demeanor was bef ore all this happened before September the

zO 21st

21 Its very different My dad is exrailitary

22 very simple very peaceful happy man So he never he

23 doesnt really show any anger signs or sad signs on his face

24 facial expression or deflection on his voice So there was

25 remarkable difference Even my mom noticed it would
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notice it or she would call me in the middle of the night and

let me know

To your knowledge did your dad complete the

interferon therapy

No know he odd not

Now

The

Go ahead

Pm so sorry

10 Do you know do you know how long he was on

11 it

12 He was just on it about week if Im yes

13 about week

14 When he went off of it din his physical health

15 or mental health improve or change at all from your

16 observation

17 No it didnt change at all Ann the frequency

18 of his physical and mentaL deterioration started getting worse

19 from then on

zO Now wan to move to 2012 Okay During the

21 early part of 2012 was your dad able to walk ard drive at that

22 point in time

23 December before 2012 even before that went

24 to every single doctors appointment with him so was always

25 with him And we was told he cannot drive anymore
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because was explainec tdrt hs as his liver functions

deteriorate and he gets whot they told me and Ive heard

hepatic episodes ammonia levels go up into his brain and

start shutting it down

MR SANTACROCE In going to object as hearsay

THE COURT Okay

BY MS WECIKERLY

Let me ask you ths Duming think you said

Oecember of 2011 you were reponsible for driving your dad

10 places

11 Correct

12 Previously 1e h0d been able to drive

13 Yes maam

14 Okay Durirg trot time period was he able to

15 walk around like he had prior to September of 2007

16 Yes

17 How far was he able to walk during this later

18 period

19 He was norm0l ddd in his 70s that would walk

20 at least two to three miles

21 think were TLlscornunicating You described

22 how he could move around and he walked before

23 Yes

24 Before the procedure in September 2007 And Im

25 sorry if Im not corimunicatino clearly In December and
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January of 2011 2012 was he able to do that same kind of

physical activity like walkinc around like he had previously

No not at all In fact had to help purchase

walker Already few months already before that we had to

purchase wheelchair because he can only walk maybe not even

ten minutes and it would be too tiresome for him So for him

to go places he would need to be in walkar or when hes too

tired and would have to assist Liim in is whee chair

Did you ever witness or dio you participate in

10 any other care associated with him durinc that tme period

11 Like dont want to know what he said but did you have to

12 do anything at home to assist witri his plysical care

13 did everythino

14 What would everything be

15 would make sure and check his when were not

16 at the doctor for them to check it would check his blood

17 pressure and then check his tenerature There were times in

18 and out of the hospital because he would be on catheter So

19 they taught us how to use that Towards few weeks before

20 March 27th of 2012 it was 24 round care between my mother and

21 myself So my sisters came to help And when we could not

22 we had to hire caregiver for the nighttime for about nine

23 hours just to let us rest He was very bedridoen already and

24 he would go in and out of being able to talk to And he cant

25 bathe himself
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So he required pretty much rouod the clock care

Is it fair to say that everytfing had to kInd of be done for

him during

Yeah everythino had to be done for tim And

what was also consuming was not just tkinc care of him he

had to be in and out of the doctors 1o Ant If he wasnt

in and out of the doctors lot was in toe hospital for

extended periods of time sometimes

At some point durng 2012 dd your father fly

10 to the Philippines

11 Yes

12 Were you there Did you go with hm
13 We were all with him All hs Eour daughters

14 his wife Linta includirg myself The-e were six of us that

15 flew him on March 27th of 2Olz

16 And how long dio you stay

17 We were my other sister tiat lives here and

18 myself were there until the second week of April

19 When you left the Philippires was your father

20 was he still alive

21 He was still alive yes

22 At some point after that oio you become aware

23 that he had died

24 Yes

25 How long after you left
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About couple weeks after caine back we

came bacK here to the United States

So you were here

Yes

After your father had died did you guess

coordinate or c55j5t the Las Vegas Metropo itac Police

Depaxtment in being able to observe an autopsy done on your

father in the Philippines

Yes had to call them the day that my fathei

10 died whicti was April 27th Detective its okay to state

11 name

12 Its okay But detective

13 detective and the coroner flew

14 And did you go too

15 Yes With my sister and myself yes

16 So you actually went with the doctor from Clark

17 County and the Metro detective with your sster back to the

18 Philippines to help facilitate this autopsy

19 Yes maam

20 Thank you

21 MS WECKERLY Ill pass the winess

22 THE COURT All right Thank you Cross

23 CROSS EXRMINATION

24 BY MS STANISH

25 Good morning Ms Strong
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Good morning

Im Margaret Stanish represent Dr Desai

first want to start with just seeing if you can help me

develop timeline of what you just described with little

more particularity if you can All iight

will try my best mdam

understand Lets start wtb the Seuember

21st 2007 visit to the center for the colonoscopy as kind of

star ing point Can you tell me ho lono tei that you

10 noticea your dad having like symptoms

11 It was already about fall at tnat time so

12 would say maybe approximately please doru quote me on it

13 maybe hree or four about three weeks four weeks after

14 that towards October end of October

15 Arid if you Know understand you encouraged him

16 to go to doctor Do you know what docor he went to

17 Well because of the insurance would always

18 go first to his doctor which would be Dr Jurani Hes

19 general doctor It was just simple ailment mean illness

20 SO told him lets go there and let him see wrats wrong

21 dad

22 Okay And then or understand your testimony

23 he continued to deteriorate

24 Yes maam

25 And you noticed him getting the jaundie and
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being fatigueb correct

Yes maam

Can you tell me when about that occurred after

the Septemoer 21st date I-low many weeks or months are we

taikinc about

The frecuency of the of those things

mentioreo necame more frequent would say maybe within

anothei few weeks after that maybe two to at least two -o

thre weeks after that But when he would go to tue bathroom

10 he actualy actually saw it because he told me this is

11 not he said got to show you something

12 Well what Im trying to get at is Im trying

13 to oct youlL timeline of when he went to different doctors if

14 you know So you see that he gets the jaundice

15 Yes

16 You notice problems with his urination What

17 at thd point do you know who he went and saw

18 He went to see Dr Jurani

19 Again

20 After which timeline maam

21 Well as understand it few weeks after the

22 procedure cc has flu like symptoms

23 Yes maam

24 And then few weeks more hes jaundiced

25 Yes
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And having urnation problems At that point

do you know where he went

He went to Dr Jurani yes

Do you know you mentioned that you observed

him having box of the interferon medication

Yes maaxn

Can you kino of put that on timeline for us

would say that would be maybe around Mdch

2009 Its not in 08 so it would be many months after that

10 So if Im understanding the timeline and

11 understand youre estimatng

12 Yes maam

13 understano that Hes showing the symptoms

14 within few weeks of going to the clinic He doesnt star

15 the interferon treatment until March of 2009 or thereabouts

16 mean its Im so sorry its been long

17 time ago

18 understand

19 So it was either ater of 2008 you know almost

20 late winter or beginnino of 2009 mean that remember

21 those cates just because was wintertime around wintertime

22 almost springtime

23 Had you understand at some point in time

24 you were accompanying him to the doctor appointments since he

25 couldnt drive Were you accompanying him to doctor
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arpoinuments before he started the interferon treatment

Befcre the interferon treatment

Right

Once not lot because he was still able to

drive at toat time So Linda his wife my mom Linda would

alwa3s be with him

Okay So prior to the interferon treatment

which ou think was in March of 2009 or late 08 he was able

to get wcs able to drive still

10 Yes maam

11 And am unoerstanding your testimony that he

12 took the Literferon treatment for one week

13 Thats yes From my from me seeing it at

14 the house anc asking and literally asked him

15 We cant talk about conversations

16 Ok0y

17 But so Im ooking at understand you saw

18 the package you read you m0de sure it was in the

19 refrigerator Do you know if he was taking another medication

20 that was adminstered by shot

zl No maam

22 You dont know or youre

23 know he dd not because did not see it

24 anymore

25 All right Were you aware do you have
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firsthand knowledge if you do of your dads other health

issues prior to getting the colonosoopy

Little bit yes maam

Could you tell us what you know

From knowing from being there wtL them yes

He has some blood pressure problem and he has ulcers

Did he ever hQve to have surgery on his

gallbladder

Yes That was 1ong time aco but yes He had

10 gallbladder surgery yes

11 Do you know how long ago that was

12 90s

13 In the 90s

14 Maybe mid 90s

15 All right Dd he have did he suffer from

16 prostate cancer

17 No maam

18 Did he were you aware whether he had any kind

19 of chemotherapy

20 No maarn

21 Youre not aware of whether

22 Fm not aware and know he does not have

23 prostate cancer

24 All right Do you know if he had any kind of

25 prostate issue
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He had enlarged or denign enlarged prostate

see You dont kncw whether or not he had to

have cfemotherapy an all

No know he did not have

All right An to understand that one of your

sisters resioes in the Phllppines or two of tfem

Yes raactm

Okay unoerstand you traveled to the

Philippines Was it you or your sister who resides in the

10 Philippines that assisted in arranging tfe autopsy in the

11 Philippines

12 Are you talking about the date that my dad

13 passed away row

14 Yeah am fast forwardinc to

15 Im sorry just want to make sure

16 Thats all right understood that you at

17 least stateside coodirated with the metropolitan police to

18 arramge for an autopsy in the Philiupines correct

19 Yes maam

20 And what Im asking is was it you or one of your

21 sister who resides overseas that actually coordinated with the

22 Philippine authorities

23 Oh the Phi ippine authorities

24 Right

25 It wasnt it wasnt directly from us
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Okay

We authorized it But then by the time my

sister that resides here in the U.S Marlene and flew

there Then we were told that they were the ones thats doing

the actual autopsy there

Okay

Thats we were just verba ly stated

Okay just wdsnt just wanted to clarify

if you had any involvement coordinating with the Philippine

10 authorities

11 No maam We Yave to deal with my dads death

12 mean

13 No understQnd just meant for purposes of

14 the autopsy All right Thats all needed to know Thank

15 you

16 MS STI\NISH have nothing further

17 THE COURT Mr Santacroce

18 MR SANTACROCE dont have any questions

19 THE COURT All right Thank you Ms Weckerly

20 redirect

21 MS WECKERLY No renirect Your Honor

22 THE COURT Do we have any juror questions for this

23 witness No juror questions Maam thank you for your

24 testimony Please dont discuss your testimony with anyone

25 else who may he witness in this case Thank you and you are
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excusee

THE WITNESS ThanK you

THE COURT The Stote mav call its next witness

MR STAUDAHER State Calls Maynard Bagang Your

Honor may be sidughterlng t0t name

MAYNARD BACANC STATNS WITNESS SWORN

THE CLERK Pledse be setd Please state and spell

your name

THE WITNESS My noTe Mciynarc Bagarg

10 yn
11 THE COURT Thank yc. Mr Staudaher go ahead

12 MR STAUDAHER Th0.rk yoi Your Honor

13 DIRECtm EXAMINATION

14 BY MR STAUDAHER

15 Sir what do yo do for livine

16 Im urent emp eyed by the Las Vegas

17 Metropel tan Police Department aS police officer

18 Hew long have you done that work

19 Ive been police officer for approximately

20 nine years new

21 Im going to tdke you back in time to 2007

22 specifically April of 2007 Before get there do you have

23 any specal language skil

24 speak Tagaleg and the local dialect of the

25 Philippines which is Kapampancan sir
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Because of those skills that knowledge of the

languace of Tagalog you said

Yes sir

Were you contacted by DetectIve Wbtely from the

Las Vecas Metropolitan Police Department to 0ssist in an

autopsy that wan going to be performed

Thats correct sr
in the Philippines

Yes sir

10 And specifically on April z7rh of 2012 did you

11 become involved

12 Yes sir

13 Can you describe for us how that hppened

14 was perforrninc my military duties because Im

15 in the Navy Reserve was in Coronado California when

16 received phone call from Sergeant Misty Pence from the Las

17 Vegas Metropolitan Police Department informing me that will

18 be traveling from Las Vegas to the PhilippInes that same day

19 She gave me the briefing on what am supposed to do when

20 get to the Philippines and at the end of the process bring

21 back the items that Im supposed to escort

22 Was the reason that you were sent there because

23 of your language ability

24 Yes sir

25 Did you grow up in the Philippines or how are
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you associated with that particuldr councry

grew up in the Philippines and went to

college in the Philippines sir

So when you get this informdtior do you come

back to Las Vegas

Yes sir

And then what happens

Cot back in Vegas flew out tifat nioht April

27th via Korean Airlines cot to The Ph Thppines April 29th

10 in the morning it was Sunday And thats wOen met with

11 the L.S Embassy representative FBI agen to escort me to my

12 hotel room

13 THE COURT Sir you have soit of soft voice Keep

14 your voice up

15 THE WITNESS Yes Your Honor

16 BY MR STAUDAHER

17 Theres microphone right in front of you if

18 you could try to get as close to that as you can

19 When actually youre traveling Are you alone or

20 are you with anybody else

21 was with the Nevada coroner Dr Olson and

22 also one of the daughters of Rodolfo Meana Marjorie

23 So all of you are on the same flight

24 Thats correct sir

25 When you get to the Philippines do you
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coordinate with Dr Olson

Yes sir

Are you with Dr Olson during the time that

youre facilitcting or at least getting the issues related to

the au opsy completed

Yes sir

Tell us once you get there that whole process

about The dutopsy and what you did if you were there that

kind of thinc

10 When got there first of all was introduced

11 by the FBI aqent to the Philippine local law enforcement

Iz agency which the National Bureau of Investigation

13 Because were going to need their help to facilitate the

14 autopsy Were going to need Philippine coroner So

15 briefed the National Bureau of Investigation representative

16 and also toe Interpol ctief based in Manila requesting the

17 requescing Philippine coroner to perform the autopsy Then

18 that same day that was Monday April 30th they were able to

19 provide the Philippine coroner and we went to the funeral home

zO where met with the staff members and also

21 one of the daughters of Rodolfo Meana Thats when asked

22 them to show me the body so can identify the body And then

23 they did show me the bony and it was Mr Meana

24 MR STAUDAHER May approach Your Honor

25 THE COURT You may
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BY MR STAUDAHER

Im showirg you what has been marked as nroposec

States 239 and ask if you recognize that item

Yes sir do

And what is it

This is drivers license of Rooc fo Meant

Is this tie same person that you identified wher

you wert to the Philippines

Thats correct sir

10 MR STAUDAHER At this time Ic move fo admission

11 of States 239 Your Honor

12 THE COURT Any object on

13 MS STANISH No Your Honor

14 MR SANTACROCE No Your Honor

15 THE COURT All right 239 is admitted

16 States Exhibit 239 admitted

17 MR STAUDAHER And know we cant put it on the

18 THE COURT Riqht

19 MR STAUOAHER But just want to have it as an

20 admitted exhibit

zl THE COURT Thats fine

22 MR STAUDAHER his drivers license proto

23 BY MR STAUDAHER

24 So the purpose of you going there was it in

25 part to identify the right person that was going to have an
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autopsy performed

Thats correct sir My main purpose is to

identify the body facilitate and witness the autopsy arid

escort Dr Olson to bring back the samples back here in the

Unitec States

So when you say witness the autopsy does that

rIcan youre actually physically there when its taking place

Yes sir was

Who else is there mean assume that the

10 Philippine coroner and so forth are actually doing the

11 autopsy Is that fair

12 Thats correct sir

Youre there Is Dr Olson present

14 Yes sir

15 What is her role in this

16 Her role was to witness the autopsy and collect

17 the samp_es the tissue samples and blood samples

18 Were you there when that occurred

19 Yes sir

20 So once tYe samples come into the possession of

21 Dr Olson are you involved with the mean the husbandry

22 the care of those samples in any way before they get back to

23 the United States

24 Yes sir My job is to escort the doctor She

25 took custody of the samples and put the samples in secured
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safe irsde her hotel room

And then when you got back to the United States

did she maintan possession of those to the coroners office

Yes sir The samples were hand carried and we

bypassed tce aHport security from the Phi1 ippines all the wa3

to Las Vegas

So there was no interveninc where you had to

release those samples to somebody else for example like

customs or so forth

10 No sir Everything was set up by Homeland

11 Security and we bypasseo all security of the airports

12 So when you are present during tYe autopsy ore

13 you there for the entirety of the autopsy

14 Yes sir

15 So you dont step out for break or anythino

16 during that time

17 No sir

18 After you got back to the Unted States did

19 that pretty much complete your role in this case

20 Thats correct sir

21 MR STAUDAHER pass the witness Your Honor

22 THE COURT All right Thank you Cross

23 CROSS EXAMINATION

24 BY MS STANISH

25 Good morning
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Good morning rraam

Of firer how do say your last name

Bagano

Bdqano

Yes

Officer Baodng just clarify few points Is

it the ease thc.t law enforcement official in the United

States must on torough formal diplomatic channels in ordey to

what you descr bed in another country

10 Thats correct maam

11 So its not unusual that if stateside law

12 enforcement officer neeoeo to conduct an investigation or get

13 some information in conrection with their case they would

14 have to cc through Interpol FBI State Department or whatever

15 U.S authority is located in another country

16 Im not fain liar with the process but believe

17 thats what occurred because it was Homeland Security of the

18 Las Vecas Metropolitan Pc ice Department who set up everythine

19 for me

20 All right And as understand it when you got

21 there ou Lao to actually do the formal reguest of the various

22 law enforcement authority to conduct the autopsy

23 Thats correct maam Because it is

24 different country and our coroner is not licensed to perform

25 an autopsy Thats why it had to be done by the Philippine
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coroner And we went through the proper channel by going to

the Interpol chief baseo in Manla and also the National

Bureau of Investigation

And as understand your testimony you were the

one that had to brief them on the nature of this case

Thats correct mcdm Because the National

Bureau of Investigation head noctor askeo me if can brief

him on what we are planring to do and whats our mission

And what aio you relate to him What was your

10 the mission that you related to him

11 related to the doctor that we were there to

12 obtain samples from the body of Rodolf Meana and through

13 their help were going to neeb Philippine coroner and also

14 consent from the family which wcs taken by the National Bureau

15 of Investigation from the f0mily

16 And did you provide them with medical iecords

17 No maam

18 Did you brirg med cal records with you at all

19 No maam

20 Did Dr Olson

21 do not recall that maam

22 Did you yourself review any medical records

23 No maam And even if they show me medical

24 records am not an expert to make any justification on any

25 medical records
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Fair enouoh Fair enough Did you see Dr

Olson with any medical records relating to Mr Meana

cannot recall maam Shes bringing her

personal bag no

Okcy Anc as understdnd it you witnessed the

autopsy

Thcts correct

Where did tYat take plae

It was in Manila

10 Was it covernment facility

11 No its pHvate funeral home

12 So the ouopsy wcs ccnducted in private

13 funeral home

14 Yes maam

15 And do 3ou recall sir what samples were given

16 to Dr Olson

17 Im not ar expert of in that particular

18 matter so cannot tell yoi what body part was given but

19 knew there were samples that were taken and given to Dr Olson

20 and they were put in specitied medial container and sealed

21 Do you know where they were stored while you

22 were in the Philippines

23 Yes rnaam They were stored in secured safe

24 by Dr Olson inside her hotel room

25 Okay So what like her hotel room had safe
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mit
Yes maam

And so she put the samples in there

Yes maam

How long were how long oid you when did

you travel back to the United States witY Dr Olson

believe it was dpproximate My 3rd It was

Wednesday when we traveed back

Did Dr Olson maintain control did you ever

10 receive the samples into evidence or did Dr Olson take care

11 of that

12 Dr Olson took care of it

13 Do you know how long or car you estimate if you

14 recall how long the autopsy took

15 Approximateiy two hours maam

16 And did Dr Olson did she just observe it or

17 did she actually participate in anything

18 She observed she didnt participate

19 MS STANISH Courts Indulgence

20 THE COURT Thats fine

21 MS STANISH No further questions Thank you

22 THE COURT All right Mr Santacroce any questions

23 for this witness

24 MR SANTACROCE No Your Honor

25 THE COURT Mr Stauciaher any redirect
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MR STAUDAHER No Your Honor

THE COURT Do we tave any juror questions for this

witness No juror questions Officer thank you for your

testimony Please don oiscss your testimony with any other

witnesses in this matter

THE WITNESS Yes Your Honor

THE COURT Thank you sit and you are excused

THE WITNESS Thank you Your Honor

MR STAUDAHER Your Honor if we could take maybe

10 fiveminute break to make sure everythinc

11 THE COURT Okay To queue up for everything

12 MR STAUDAHER Thats correct

13 THE COURT All right Ladies and gent emen ell
14 next be playing video depositai so were going to take

15 quick break to get everything set up for that Well be

16 in recess until 1135

17 During the recess youre eminded youre not to

18 discuss the case or anything re ating to the case with each

19 other or with anyone else Youre not to read watch listen

20 to reports of or corimentaries on this caseF any person or

21 subject matter relating to the case Dort do any independent

22 research and please dont form or express an opinion on the

23 trial Notepads in your chairs and follow the bailiff through

24 the rear door

25 Jury recessed at 1122 a.m
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THE COURT Before we take our break what do we have

for today The Meana deposition

MR STAUDAHER And then whatever as far as the

insacance

THE COURT This gl left and thats it Thats fine

because Ms Mayo we told her she didnt have to come in She

set up doctors appointment so we need to be done by like

330 So that shouldnt be

MR STAUDAHER Oh think that should be

10 THE COURT Oh thats great Okay So Janie can

11 we interrupt the Meana ceposition in the middle if we need

12 want to take lunch

13 MS WECKERLY Its you know its really not as

14 long Theres lot of argument in it

15 THE COURT Okay

16 MR STAUDAHER Were trying to cut out as best we

17 can talked to counsel anout that Were eliminating all

18 the becinninc stuff all the end stuff and theres big

19 section in between that where he had to be medicated g-uess

20 Were eliminating that So were going to start off with the

21 guestioning of Ms Weckery going througf questioning with Mr

22 Wright Ther it stoppeo then there was the break and then we

23 pick back up with Mr Wrights questioning until the Court

24 stops it and thats whatever happens in between we cant

25 really take out
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THE COURT Okay Thats fine And then well

MR WRIGHT What do you mean in between

MR STAUDAHER When youre questionirg During your

if there was an ohjeotion

THE COURT You xnow If sombooy c0xre said

something then thats ooing to be un there Okay And then

well taKe lunoh after hat and tnen you guys can get with the

witness on the documents

MR STAUDAHER Right Ive given them one document

10 The other one guess is still on its wdy hvent

11 cherkea

12 THE COURT And then well figure that out and that

13 will he after lunch and then well take our recess for the

14 day Sounds good Okay

15 Court recessed at 1124 a.m until 1136 a.m
16 Outside the preserce o5 the jury

17 THE COURT Bring them in Are we all gueued up

18 MR STAUDAHER We belIeve so les

19 THE COURT Okay

20 MR STAUDA.HER As soon cs we get to the just 50

21 the Court knows In oroer to remove all of this the in

22 between medication thina when we get to the end of this

23 segment theres another segment have to go to And will

24 play the entirety of that segment because we just pick hack up

25 with Mr Wrioht speaking or askng guestions up until the
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point where the Court starts talking about being done And

then theres some stuff that comes after that so Im going to

end it at that point Theres nothing theres no more

questioning that happens after that partioular point

Pause in proceedings

Jury reconvened at 113 a.m

THE COURT All right Court is now back in session

Ladies and gentlemen in moment we will be playing for you

video oeposition that was taken of Mr Medn Thdt is

10 questioning that is done under oath when the trial is actudlly

11 not in session We will see believe in the video

12 deposition that the questioning of Mr Meana was cut short due

13 to concerns that were expressed regardinc his physical state

14 So for that reason you will see that both the defense side

15 did nor have an opportunity to thoroughly question Mr Meana

16 The deposition was not concluded meaninc It was not

17 completed But we are showinc you the portion of the

18 deposition that we were able to complete

19 Having said that Ms Olson will you queue that up

zO Can everyone see this monitor Is this is good location oi

21 would it be better if the bailiff moved it more centrally into

22 the courtroom Yeah why dont you move it so theyre not all

23 whatever you do dont unplug it Can everyone see that

24 all riaht Everyone good Okay Very nood Janie

25 Rodoif Meana testimony previously transcribed
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THE COURT AU right Ladies and gent emen that

concluoes the deposition Kenny you oan move the screen

back And then believe next up is the witness from

yesteroay is that correct Mr Staudaher

MR STAUDAHER Yes

THE COURT So while Kennys moving the screen beck

and the easel so the jurors can see can you jLst net rh- next

witness

MR STAUDAHER Certainly

10 THE COURT Help us out here Maam just ome on up

11 here back to the witness stand please Then just go cthead

12 and have seat And you are still under oath Do vcu

13 undersand that

14 THE WITNESS Yes

15 THE COURT All right Thank you ir Staudaher

16 did you have anymore direct examination

17 MR STATJDAHER just have document

18 DIRECT EXAMINATION Continued

19 BY MR STAUDAHER

20 At the eno of the testimony last tme there were

21 some discussions abeut particular document that you had that

22 at least was part of your company as far as what the policy

23 was in place at the time with the endoscopy center Do you

24 recall that

25 Yes
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MR STAUDAHER May approach Your Honor

THE COURT You may

BY MR STAUD.PJ-IER

Im showing you two documents One is marked

piciooseo States 240 ano the other one is marked 241 Can you

tell us youve been abe to obtain these documents if

you familiar with them and what they are

Yes

S-art witf 240

10 240 is the Medical Group Participation Agreement

II which is te contract between the providers and United

12 Healthcare

11 And what noes that mean exactly

14 This is contract which was signed that they

15 will provide care and follow terms of billing and such for

16 to become participatino provider with the network

17 Now there are two separate contracts This is

18 the secord one is that correct

19 Correct

20 Do you know wuat the difference is between the

zl two

z2 The contract that we discussed previously was

23 for the facility itself This one covers the providers within

24 the facility

25 Okay So this is the one that was used to as
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guidelne for billing purposes for the providers

Correct

Does that include CPNA5

Yes

Now Exhibit Number proposed 241 what is thaT

This is Market Standard Specifications This

would be wdat we would consider the fee schedule

So the fee schedue for what for various

procedures and tnings

10 Yes for various procedures

11 Now note on that document that at least the

12 procedures tiemselves have been looks like redacted out is

13 that correct

14 Correct

15 Is there anytning on there related to

16 anesthesia

17 Yes

18 And is there anything on there that relates to

19 what the actua anit value reimbursement was for anesthesia at

20 the time

21 Yes

22 At this point there is and just want to go

23 through one thing on 240 getting to the back of this

24 document believe it is the second page actually second to

25 the last page refers to I\ppendx Three
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Yes

Now theres nothing theres just some

verbiace there on Appendix Three but does it refer to yet

another document

refers to the fee schedule

Okcy Ano then the fee schedule thats 241 is

listed d5 Appendix Three

Yes

Is that the document that it refers to

10 Yes

11 Okay To your knowledge ooes this all go

12 together

13 Yes

14 Foi the Endoscopy Center of Southern Nevada

15 Yes

16 MR SAUDAHER At this time Ie move for admission

17 of Staes preoosed 240 and 241 Your Horor

18 FIB COUAT Any objecton

19 MS SANISH May vor dire Your Honor

20 TrW COURT Sure

21 MS URANISH Thank you

22 BY MS SURNISH

23 After your testimony yesterday did you have any

24 discussions with anybody regarding these two documents that

25 you just spoke of
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No had not seen either one of these

documents until got here this morning

And who showed them to you

They were shown to me by United Pealthcares

counsel once we were here in the witness room

And then dId you discuss the context

contents of these do-urnents

No just reviewed them

Okay Ano do you referrirg to referring

10 State Exhibit proposed Exhibit 241 do you see date on

11 that

12 No do not

13 In your experience if you know do the fee

14 schedules change periodically

15 In my experience yes

16 And can you tell us how often the fee schedules

17 normally change

18 cannot tell you that no

19 Is it annually

20 do not know

21 You dont know

22 No

23 And do you have any way of well let me ask

24 you this The date on this contract this provider contract

25 thats marked as proposed Exhibit 240 wlnats the date of that
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document

It says May 200i

Arid in your experience do these contracts

normally get amended over tTe
At times There is possibility of it being

amendec

As you si here tod0y as the custodian of

record do you know if contract thats dated October

2003 is that the date yo sad
10 This is October Down here it says May 2003

11 SO that must have been wYen it when the format was created

12 Oh see

13 So Im sorr\ October 2003

14 So it was so ieo October 2003

15 Correct

16 So as you st here today as custodian of record

17 do you know if there tYi contract was amended netween

18 October 2003 nd July 2007

19 Not that Im cwdre of cio not know

20 Wtht woulo you cc to figure that out

21 There would have been another agreement on file

22 which would have then been sert to us if it had been uated
23 Did you personally look for this document

24 No did not

25 And with respect to the rate schedule what
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would you as custodian of record have done to determine

whether that was the rate schedule in effect in July of 2007

As custodian of records count on our network

management to provide me with the accurate documents that

reguesr as they are requesteo from me

Whos that person

It varies depending upon wf 0s available to pull

the documents

MS STPNISH Your Honor may we approach

10 THE COURT Sure

11 Of record bench conference

12 THE COURT Mr Staudaher you may proceed Did you

13 have any additional questions regarding that document

14 MR STAUDAHER No Your Honor

15 THE COURT Anci thats Exhibit Number what

16 MR STAUDAHER Exhibits Number actually think

17 theyre up there 241 and 240

18 THE COURT All right Those wil be admitted

19 States Exhibit 240 and 241 admitted

20 THE COURT Pass the wtness Mr Staudane that

21 concludes ycur direct

22 MR STAUDAHER Yes Your Honor

23 THE COURT All right Ms Stanish

24 CROSS EXPIMINATION

25 BY MS STANISH
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Do you know wtiat the base vaue do you know

explain to us what formula the insurarce compcny used to

calculate the payment to the castro center for Ms Aspinwall

The formuld wcs lsted in The reimbursement

policy do not have the fcrmul0 memoftzed

THE COURT Is that in mc of ftc exhibts that you

testified cbout

THE TNESS Yes

THE COURT yesterd0y

10 THE WITNESS Yes

11 THE COURT All rioht

12 BY MS STANISH

13 Im just ooinn to give you the documents and

14 you can plow through them arid nd whatever neips you Okay

15 You got it

16 Yes

17 What is it

18 The standaro formulc for the anesthesia maximum

19 is the base value plus the time increments plus the modifying

20 units times the conversion factor times rhe moaifier

21 percentage

22 All right And do you know what the base value

23 was assigned to Ms Aspinwalls cose

24 The base vaue was five

25 want to display this chart which will note
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is not handwritten but made with high technology just like the

State Im hoping that you can help us unoerstand the value

of anesthesia services that were provided understand you

to say that the base value was five right Ard it might be

helpful you could pull out Ms Aspinwalls 1500 form

Thats what Im doing right now

Now when ask you these questions please if

you dont have knowledge on how to do this tell me because 11

understand youre fraud investigator and not billing

10 expert

11 Okay

12 So wamt this to be precise we can do that

13 So turning to Ms Aspinwalls claim there were no modifying

14 units is that correct

15 Correct

16 So we can just put zero there So with respect

17 to the amount of time for Ms Aspinwall that was how much

18 time How many units billed

19 Three

20 So this is whats actually paid to Ms for

21 Ms Aspinwalls anesthesia servce correct

22 That is what the nsurance company pdid

23 And youre suggesting that there Ms

24 Aspinwall had another insurance secondary insurance policy

25 correct
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No What Im saying is that based on the

explanation of benefits Ms Aspinwall had patient

responsibility of certain amount of money

All right Now can you tell us besed on this

new document that we got today regarding the conversion rate

on this document what is the conversion rate or neshesid

Forty four dollars

And so each unit is $44

Correct

10 And as understand it if we take $44 and

11 multiply it by eight units

12 Correct

13 Were going to net the gross amount of

14 compensation to the clinic is that correct

15 Correct

16 That amount still has to be reduced somehow

17 bcased on tde members what

18 Members responsibility

19 Is that the term

20 THE COURT Is that like copay

21 THE WITNESS Like co pay or co insurcnce

22 THE COURT And us regular folk would oll it co pay

23 THE WITNESS Right Yes

24 BY MS STANISH

25 But now and want to if you would turn to
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Ls the LOB the explanation of benefits doesnt part of

the eouation so factor in the plan that Ms Aspinwalls on

as far as whdt per-entaoe the business or the insurance

companxs ocing to pay

Correct

So can you explain to me how we get to this

fioure ri-ear the conversion factor we now know is $44 if

thot document tou have there was the one that applied during

calendar tear 2007 correct

10 Correct

11 So lets pretend for moment that thats the

12 case Au right So we multiply eight by $44 and we come up

13 with $z52 We dont have any modifier percentage on Ms

14 Aspinwcl

15 The modifier percentage was 100 percent

16 Ok0y So we dont have to worry about that

17 ni-aith rioht

18 Right

19 Well leave that blank Can you tell me how we

20 get to this fiqure

21 According to the explanation of benefits the

22 allowed amount or the approveo amount the total amount paid

23 that was approved to be paid was $312.40 So there was the

24 provider participating provioer discount was $247.60

25 So got this figure of 352 Let me just do
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this and Ill subtract the 249 cnd maybe you can will that

help us

Actually what would help us is to subtract the

312.40

Okay 312.L0 eguas $39.60 What do do now

dont know

Yeah me neIther Who would know in your

organization cbout this

It would Yave to be claims processor that

10 would know why theres bifference

11 And you know what was hoping we could

12 accomplish and tell me how we beve to do this If we wanted

13 to know what the x7alue of service was that Ms Aspinwall

14 received and we want to Ill in the blanks on this chart

15 assumirg she we know what the figure is but were not quite

16 sure how we cot there with respect to procedure between 31

17 and 32 minjtes But if wanted to know what the compensation

18 would have been had the aresthesia service lasted 16 to 30

19 minutes how would we do that

20 Well based on the fee schedule provided here

21 today it would have been $44 less

22 So the assuming Ms Aspinwall had anesthesia

23 service that lasted between 16 and 30 minutes it would be $L4

24 less than the $249.92

25 No It wou be $44 less than the $312.40
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because the allowed amount

Lets try tbat The allowed te me what to

do

Okay The allowed amount was $314

Let me stop you rgnt there just to go through

this We would be talkino about seven base units if the

service asted between 16 and 30 minutes

Correct

And so youre not anle to oo youre not going

10 to multiply that figure youre just going to somehow work

11 your way backwards

12 Well no mean Im assuming that this $44 is

13 correct If it was one urit less one unit equals $44 it

14 would have been $IL less than the total alloweo amount

15 Ckay Ano youre saying tfe and that amount

16 is the 312.40

17 Correct

18 u12.10 minus $14 equals $268.40

19 Correct And tten the plan would have paid 80

20 percent of that

21 So have to dr more math have to multiply

22 this by.80

23 Correct

24 So Im taking 268.40 and multiplying it by.80

25 and get $214.76
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And thats what the plan would have paid then

$214.76 And what would you do here if the time

frame was between zero and 15

Again we would follow the same process

Would we be still subtractino $44 or $88

No What we would do is if you no back to what

the allowed amount was on that 214.72

Take this and subtrdct $44

No

10 What What do you want me to do next

11 Okay Take the $214.72 so thats 80 percent of

12 the allowed amount We need to get back up to 100 percent of

13 the allowed amount Okay So were goirg to multiply

14 Are you sure

15 Yes

16 Okay Go ahead What do you wait me to do

17 Okay Lets scratch this for minute The

18 easiest way to do this is lets go back to the original The

19 original allowed amount was $312.40

20 Okay The amourt approved

21 Correct

22 And that amount approved comes rom what

23 figures by the by

24 That comes from the claims processors dealing

25 with the contract and the plan that the members under do
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not dont have specifics

Doesnt it dl5O h0ve to factor in ll the

co pays and all that

Thats what tne 80 percent factors in at the

end

Does this $312.40 even have anything to do wiTh

the conversion factor of 344

do not know

Are you certain what youre explaining to us is

10 accurate then

11 What Im saying is tha if the allowed amount or

12 approved amount is $312.L0 cno each unit is $44 we subtracted

13 $44 for the down step from one unit Now you sabtract $88

14 subtracts two units And thats goino to be tte approved

15 amount or the allowed amount And then -he amount the

16 insurance company would pay is 80 peren of that

17 So 80 percent of 224.L0 79.R2 for

18 anesthesia time between zero and minutes

19 Thats the way the formulas read

20 All right Do you know if yo know does the

21 insurance company as part of the contraoing process inspeo

22 the facility the clinic

23 do not know

24 Do you know if it requires certain

25 credentialing
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do not know

MS STANISH Courts Induloence

THE COURT Thats fine

MS STANISH No further questions

THE COURT All rioht Mr S0ntacroce

CROSS EXAMINATION

BY MR SANTACROCE

Ms Kalka who figures out how much is going to

be paid on clairi

10 Thats one with art processors

11 So tell me how that process works

12 dc not know dont work in claims

13 processing never have

14 Do you know wuat kind of trainino these people

15 have

16 No do rot

17 Well can you tel me wo things How much was

18 paid for Patty Aspinwalls anesthesid service on September

19 21st of 2007

20 The insurance coripany paid the $249.92

21 And can you tell me who that money was paid to

22 It was paid to the Nevada Gastroenterology

23 Center

24 So it wasnt paid to the CRNA correct

25 Correct
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MR SANTACROCE Nothing further

THE COURT All right Mr Staudaher redirect

MR STAUDAHER Just one series of questions

REDIRECT EXAMINATION

BY MR STATIDAHER

Do you know what the term prorated means

Yes

On States 241 $44 figure per unit

Yes

10 See where it says partial units priced on

11 prorated basis

12 Yes

13 Do you know what the prorated basis was for an

14 indivicual unit within unit

15 No

16 At least that was part of the fee schedule

17 Correct

18 MR STAUDAHER Nothing further

19 THE COURT Anything e1se Ms Stanish

20 RECROSS EXAMINATION

21 BY MS STANISH

22 What does that mean what you just said

23 Prorated

24 No Yeah Prorated to what

25 dont know what it was prorated to
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You know the time units that you talked about

Yes

We heard testimony from billing code expert

about the CMS way of measurinq time with decimal points So

18 minutes would be different than 12 minutes Do you know

how your insurance company delineated time

No

Time is relative and we dort know what the time

is

10 do not know

11 MS STANISH Okay

12 THE COURT Mr Santacroce amything

13 MR SANTACROCE That wasnt me whistling

14 THE COURT Can blame you anyway

15 MR SANTACROCE Sure You usually do

16 THE COURT Ill see counsel at the bench

17 Offrecord bench conference

18 THE COURT We have juror qneston juror would

19 like to know do you know if the fees for 2003 through

20 currently 2013 have changed wYen it comes to tfe CRNA charges

21 for anesthesia

22 THE WITNESS That do not know

23 THE COURT Okay So you dont know if theres been

24 change over time

25 THE WITNESS No oont
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THE COURT All right Mr Staudaher

BY MR STAUDAHER

If the anesthesia units were actually lower than

the $44 would less have been paid on the claim

Yes

Okay

MR STAUDAHER Nothing further Your Honor

THE COURT Ms Stanish

MS STANISH No further questions

10 THE COURT Mr Santacroce

11 MR SANTACROCE No Your Honor

12 THE COURT Any additional juror questions before we

13 excuse the witness All right maam Thank you for yorn

14 testimony Please dont discuss your testimony with anyone

15 else wo may be witness in this matter

16 THE WITNESS Yes maam

17 THE COURT ThanK you and you are excused

18 THE WITNESS Thank you

19 THE COURT All right ladies and gentlemen

20 believe that thats all the State had lined up for us today

zl We will reconvene tomorrow morning at 915

22 During the evening recess youre reminded that youre

23 not to discuss this case or anything relating to the case with

24 each other or with anyone else Youre not to read watch

z5 listen to any reports of or corinentaries on this case any
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person or subject matter relating to the case Dont do any

independent research by way cf the Internet or any other

medium and please do not form or express an opinion on the

trial Notepads in your chairs nd just follow the bailiff

through the rear door

Jury recescd 246 p.m
MR SANTACROCE Your Honoit Im ooino to riake

motion to strike her testimony She eranly didnt have

information enough for us to cross examine her on and she had

10 no idea no experience in billing processng claims So for

11 those reasons were going to move to strike her entire

12 testimony

13 MS STANISI-1 We would join tha

14 MR STAUDAHER She testified to what she testified

15 to The fact that she saH sfe didnt know something doesnt

16 mean that ter whole testimony goes away That was ferreted

17 out on orossexaininatior The documents tYat were provided

18 were provided at the defense request Se certanly testified

19 about the records that were part of the actual original

zO complaint claim that she certainly had Knowledge of and

21 testified about So we believe theres ro basis to strike her

22 testimony The jury can weigf as they will and they can

23 certainly arque the things that they brought out on

24 cross examination

25 THE COURT Anything else Mr Santacroce
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MR SANTACROCE No thats all

MR WRIGHT Yeah At the defense request because

the Government never investigated it to begin with mean

thats whats so irritating in ill this Yeah we do things

like ob-ject to hearsay and want the documents presented that

should havc been gathered five years ago And it makes us

look obstrUctionist in front of the jury and like were U-yinc

to hide or confuse thinos And its all because the

Government didnt prepare their case And it is remains

10 unprepared We dont know if the units here are incremental

11 to 31 minutes 16 minutes We dont even know if the rates

12 hdve changed out of this witness Absent more coming in

13 think it snould be stricken Its incomplete and she didn

14 bring necessary records and the necessary witness to present

15 it properly

16 TiE COURT Anything else Mr Santacroce

17 MR SANTACROCE No Your Honor

18 THE COURT Anything else Mr Staudaher

19 MR SIAUDAHER Just if the Court entertains that at

20 all we woulo ike to at least have the opportunity to

21 potentidily cure that dont think that thats

22 THE COURT Yeah mean heres the thing mean

23 generally of course you know if witnesss testimony is

24 incomplete or they didnt have real basis of knowledge for

25 everytYing of course you wouldnt strike their testimony It
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would just be well then the jury can consider that they

really didnt know what they were talking about or their

testimony was incomplete or something like that

The issue here is little bit bigger than that

because the issue here is you know its the States burden

to prove these things And what Mr Wrioht is really is you

know jury doesnt know what theyre supposen to be looking

for So jury doesnt know th0t theres supposed to

backup documentation for all of these thinos mean

10 basically this is fraud case and its numbers NumLrs

11 matter Mr Wright is saying look you know its their right

12 to demand the backup ann the explanation And when thats not

13 forthcoming or that wasnt part of the States presentation

14 then it makes look like the defense is somehow nitpicking

15 or hiding the ball or trying to confuse the jury or whatever

16 and that thats unfair because that should have been put out

17 on direct and made part of the case the States case in

18 chief

19 You know criminal case is little different In

20 civil case they could you know make Rule SOA motion at

21 the end of the States case ard say the State oidnt prove it

22 they didnt prove the numbers they didnt prove the loss

23 You know criminal case is different So really think

24 what the issue is is whats the remedy here for this sort of

25 incomplete testimony Because at the cnn of the day dont
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know maybe you guys ficrured it all out mean Im still

not sure her cdlculation we never figured out how it got to

that number And then when it says well this is prorated

well to me that suggests now youre prorating based on the

increments meaning like 17 minutes is different than 15

minutes and 21 minutes is different than 15 minutes is

different than 30 minutes So what does that even mean

Were left dont know

And think what theyre saying is its the States

10 obligation to put that forward So whats really the iemedy

11 in this matter Like said normally if witnesss

12 testimony is incomplete or incomprehensible or something like

13 that assuming theyve been gualified that just goes to the

14 weight And you tell tie jury you know in argument that

15 witness wasnt making any sense But you dont strike it

16 This is Kind of little bit different because you know

17 shes supposed to be here as the person most krowledoeable 01

18 whatever which to me really should have been billing person

19 to explain all of this

20 Its not the defenses obligation its not the

21 defenses obligation to try to calculate your oamages When

22 say damages to try to calculate the amount of the theft

23 Thats whats happened here mean this is the most bizarre

24 thing You dont prove up the amount of the theft mean

25 get your theory is well its any amount because it was
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fraudulent charge and therefore they didnt have to pay

anything But they could arg-ue look they were entitled to

Im just going to use easy numbers

The defense would have right to argue look we know

anesthesia was performed tneyre entitleo to $100 By virtue

of the fact tdnt they billed for 33 minures tiey got paid

$175 Arid so the amount of tfis is $75 Thats tne amoun t

they ripped the insurer off for Thats misdemednor

mean they should be able to arque that And then if the Hury

10 accepts that then the jury accepts 1-hat and you can argue

11 your theory that its ary amount because they made

12 fraudulent statement in their thinci and it snould have been

13 zero guess thats what your argument is going to be

14 Its the States obligation to prove ths not the

15 defenses obligation to try to prove mean thats the

16 weird situation think were in The defense is trying to

17 prove the amount of the damage which should iave been the

18 States amount obligation And then you cat argue it and

19 spin it however you want Thats argument and thats entirely

20 up to you however you would want to spin it Im not saying

21 that and they cant tell you Yow to do it But understand

22 that thats your theory

23 MR STAUDAHER May weigh in on two points

24 THE COURT Okay

25 MR STAUDAHER First of all that is one part of our
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theory The other part and the statute is on point Under

MRS 20H 265 if we can prove that any portion of the amount of

rioney chat was taken in this particular case was taken in

death re atec mariner fraudulently in this case we get to

count uhe entire amount We also get to aggreqate under

THE COURT You can aggregate various patients

together No one has problem with you doing that

HLR SAUDAHER But with regard

THE COURT But then you still if youre aggregatinu

10 you still and youre tryino to get above threshold

11 again numoers matters What was that statute got to looK

12 at it

13 MR STAUDAHER NRS 205.265 Its commission or part

14 excuse me Commission or part ownership is no defense to

15 larceny Theres case on point its 1975 case Babcock

16 Stare The cite is 91 Nevada 312 In that case it says

17 that shall be no defense to prosecution and this was

18 an embezzlement case but theft relatec case that

19 property appropriated was partially the property of the

20 accusec and pdrtially the property of another The accused is

21 still cuilty of taking for his own monies that belonging to

22 someone else His portion is disregarded for this

23 determination

24 So under MRS 205.265 we get to count the entire

25 amount if we can show that any portion of that is taken Its
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the this is ease where its tip jar essentially where

the person was entitled to the money

THE COURT Right They took the tip jar and it was

tip poolino situation

MR STAUDAHER Correct

THE COURT And they sid well were entitled to

part of the tips And thats the analogy did tne defense

know that that was the basis of tne States theory of the

case

10 MR STAUDAHER Thats one

11 THE COURT Okay Well

12 MR SAUDAHER The other one the Court has said

13 articulated

14 THE COURT Well Im asking you about the numbers

15 Arid then heard this theory yesterday or the cay before so

16 Im just saying is that how said you spin it however

17 you wart Im not going to

18 MR STAUDAHER There are two theories Your Honor

19 THE COURT You spin it however you want but numbers

20 matter This fraud case and however you want to spin it

21 or whatever theory you want or however you want to compare

22 this to the pooling of tips in ar on bar thats fine

23 But theyre still entitled to numbers Numbers matter

24 MR STAUDAHER Correct But thats one of the

25 reasons why we never were getting the documents to try and
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parse out exactly what portion is relatec to the fraudulent

theft and whats not The reason that this statute is in

place the reason that the case law shows that we dont get to

count or thiat we net to count the entire amount is its not

the Obligation of the State to try and figure out what portion

of the theft wos theirs and which was not Thats the state

ofthe

THE COURT Except thats tip jar where theyre

poolinc tips mean guess you could have cone it in that

10 case This is little different This is like they the

11 surgery took seven and half minutes so theyd be entitled to

12 seven and ha_f and they bill for 33 So what number is

13 that mean to me frst of cill dont know that this

14 is mean assuming you get convicted and this is your

15 theory mean see great appellate argument here and Im

16 not sure how the Nevada Supreme Court is going to look at the

17 applicablity of your tip case in this statute to the facts

18 here

19 It should woulh be nice if you had some numbers to

20 back up your theory Im not telling you how to do it Bu
21 you know thats think that theyre entitled to know

22 first of al where youre going with this and what numbers

23 Because theyre going to spin it how theyre going to spin it

24 and well deal with instructions Im assuminc youre going

25 to ask for this kind of an instruction and suggest you
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provide the cites and Im glac you brought it up now because

dont know if they were aware that this is wtat you were goino

to do even though you sent the instructions c\er already

because Im sure theyre going to want to ho ttat

Just right now basec on what Ive neard Im not

real comfortable with giv3ng that but Tglt But Im going

to have to research it

MR STAUDAHER This has been ir the cdse since the

writ iF this panticular matter

10 THE COURT Okay Wel mean agc.in you start all

11 over with the jury instructions didnt iule on the writ

12 MR STAUDAHEIR know Im just anying that its

13 not like its brand new news to tne deferse

14 THE COURT Okay And mdybe its not rrean

15 havent had an opportunity sitting in here day every day

16 havent had an opportunity to consider wY0t Instructions Im

17 going to be qiving Im assuming anticipctno that youre

18 going to want this as an instruction and art cipating they

19 might oppose it Im glad now have hedis so can

20 start considering it certainly am goino to read the case

21 that you just alluded to and if theres any other cases out

22 there Im going to read them

23 This is you know an unusual theory maybe not

24 MR STAUDAHER And want to be clear with the

25 Court Its two theories Your Honor its two theories
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THE COURT Okay So theres that

MR STAUDAHER The first theory is the one or the

second theory the one just articulated to the Court The

first was the one that the Court articulated which is if they

do wha they 3d with the insurance fraum that they werent

entif let to any of the money because they wouldnt have had to

process rhe clm the company would not have had to pay any

money for the cldnm

THE COURT Heres the problem

10 MR STAUDAHER So those are the two theories Your

11 Honor

12 THE COURT wds looking at this yesterday your

13 insurarce fraud on page fve lne 25 The way youve pled

14 it whicY exceeded that which would have normally been allowed

15 for said procedure You pled it you prove it That means

16 youre stuck witfl what you pled You pled or you or Scott

17 Mitchell whoever wrote this which exceeded that which would

18 have normally been allowed for said procedure Thats the

19 pleadirg in the indictment so thats what you have to prove

20 Again now you choose to prove that as long as its

21 admissibe is entirely up to you But you know theres

22 been lot of litigation on the sufficiency of this

23 indictment upheld the indictment The Nevada Supreme

24 Court with the exception of the RICO parts as you know

25 upheld the indictment The whole big issue was notice of what
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they sould have known and everything like that So you put

them or notice this is what youre going to be proving So

thats what youre going to have to be proving in my view

So thats one issue How you choose to go about that

Ms Wecicerly made it known yesterday that theres other

witnesses on the list So as long as you notice witness

you car call them as long as theyre noticed So how you

choose to proceed is up to you

On the other issue you know acain Im cappy to

10 have lttle heads up Im certainly noing to read that

11 case

12 MR SANTACROCE Wasnt that an embezzlement case

13 MR STAUDAHER That was an embezzlement case hut

14 its theft case

15 THE COURT It was the tip jar

16 MR SANTACROCE Yeah it was embezzlement Were

17 charged with insurance fraud

18 THE COURT And theft

19 MR STAUDAHER No youre charced with theft

20 MR SANTACROCE And theft

/1 MR STAUDAHER And thats wh3i its applicable to the

22 theft

23 THE COURT So even for your insurance fraud which

24 doesnt have the dollar threshold you still you know

25 again you pled it
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